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■ Layette gift set ■ Hooded cardie
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Super knits for trendy tots
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Knit this beautiful 

vintage-style coat 

and shoes, page 42
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Editor's letter

Welcome
It's that time of year when it's warm 

enough to be outdoors and enjoy 

ourselves but still cool enough to need 

woollies. Thank heaven for knitting!

This issue we've got some fabulous knits for wrapping 

up in: lots of jumpers, cardies, booties, hats and blankets. 

And with picnic season on the horizon, our four teddy bear 

friends are wonderful toys to have fun with (page 55). 

If you enjoy learning new stitch patterns you'll love our 

Stitch Gallery (page 32), then sit back and read our news, 

updates and our chat with designer Sue Stratford (page 90).

Lucy Whyld
Editor

PS If you have any technical queries about the patterns 

featured, email loveknitting@immediate.co.uk for help.  

Don’t miss our next issue, on sale on 7th June.

Tots will love to

wear our delightful

deer hat, page 51

'It's picnic time,'

say our playful

bears, page 55

Dress baby up

in warmth and

luxury, page 6

Make this snazzy

jumper in bright

stripes, page 68
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Projects

May 2017

14

6

78

6 Luxury lined jacket
Wrap baby in a double layer of comfort
with textured stitches and Fair Isle lining

14 Cable blanket
This easy-to-knit blanket is a perfect
project to complete in a weekend

16 Stripy aviator set
All-over garter stitch makes this jumper 
and hat duo a fun and simple knit

21 Lamb comforter
Truly irresistible, this blanket adorned with
a little lamb is sure to bring happy smiles

25 Hooded cardigan
Knit this boxy jacket with covered buttons
for smart dressing in classic style  

28 Fair Isle cardigan
Get ready for warm weather in a bright
cardie with a textured stitch pattern

35 Kitten booties
Have them purring with delight in these 
shoes decorated with a cat’s face

38 Jumper and hat set
Self-striping yarn and moss stitch detail 
make these knits a fun project

42 Coat and shoes
&IEYXMJYP ZMRXEKI�WX]PI ƥEVIH GSEX [MXL  
a sailor collar, plus matching shoes

51 Deer hat
Fair Isle spots, ears and a cute bow make 
this a most adorable beanie hat

55 Cuddly bear collection
Share the season for picnics and outdoor 
play with our quartet of darling bears: 
57 Florence and her stripy dress 
59 )QMP] ERH LIV ƥSVEP HVIWW
60 Oliver and his stripy sweater 
62 Flynn and his tank top
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73

25

42

83 51

38

35

16

66

21

55

Also this issue...
11 Letters 12 Best buys 32 Stitch gallery 65 Knitting trends 76 Ask the experts

86 How to knit �Ѵ Shopping guide 90 Last word: Sue Stratford 91 Next issue

66 Chunky blanket
Knitted in super chunky yarn, this blanket 
is perfect for snuggling up in

68 Striped jumper
Look cool in bright colours

73 Jumper and beanie duo
4EWXIP WXVMTIW ERH TVIXX] ƥS[IVW

78 Layette gift set
A contemporary twist on a classic style

83 Rabbit booties
Babies will hop for joy in these shoes
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Lined jacket

T
his jacket is beautiful,

isn’t it? If you’ve been

looking to step-up your

knitting prowess, this may be

the one to start with as it’s best

tackled by more experienced

knitters. The knitting part is fairly

straighforward but putting the

pieces together will provide the

challenge – time and diligence are

required. The end result is a most

stunning garment. We’ve chosen

a pretty lilac but it’s easily made

for boys using a different palette.

About this yarn
James C Brett
Supreme Baby DK
70% acrylic, 30% polyamide

336m per 100g

1EGLMRI [EWLEFPI EX ��¢'

£2.99, for stockists call 01274 565 959

or visit www.jamescbrett.co.uk

Little pixie

Top Tip
Ensure all measurements 
are accurate so the inner 
and outer pieces fit neatly 

when sewn together

Wrap up your tot in Val Pierce’s gorgeous  

textured jacket with its sweet speckled  

Fair Isle lining and adorable pixie hood
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It looks like our baby 

model wants to stay

in her jacket forever!

Double 
thickness 

fabric for extra 
cosiness
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Lined jacket
You will need
■ James C Brett Supreme Soft & Gentle

Baby DK, 100g x 2 ( 2: 2: 2) balls in each: 

Lilac (shade SNG12) – A

Cream (shade SNG9) – B

■ 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) knitting needles

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ � ƥS[IV�WLETIH�FYXXSRW

Tension
■ �� WXW ERH �� VS[W XS ��GQ ��MR SZIV

patt, using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ *SV�WXERHEVH�EFFVIZMEXMSRW�WII�TEKI���

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements
��� QXLW

(size 1)

��� QXLW

(size 2)

���� QXLW

(size 3)

����� QXLW

(size 4)

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 46 51 56

in 16 18 20 22

Actual
measurements

cm 46 51 56 61

in 18 20 22 24

Length to
shoulder

cm 25 29 31 34

in 9¾ 11½ 12¼ 13½

Sleeve length
cm 15 17 20 23

in 6 6¾ 8 9

8 LO V E K N IT T I N G

Lined jacket

OUTER JACKET
Pattern stitches
Row 1 *K2, p2, rep from * to last 2 sts, k2 

(k2, K2, k2).

Row 2 Knit all knit sts and purl all purl sts.

Row 3 *P2, k2, rep from * to last 2 sts, p2 

(p2: p2: p2).

Row 4 Rep Row 2.

Theses 4 rows form pattern. 

Back
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and yarn A, 

cast on 50 (54: 58: 62) sts.

Work in patt as set on the last 4 rows until

work measures 23 (25: 29: 32)cm, 9 (9¾: 

11½: 12½)in.

Shape shoulders

'EWX SJJ MR TEXX �� ���� ��� �� WXW EX XLI�FIK�

SJ�XLI�RI\X���VS[W��'EWX�SJJ�VIQ�WXW�

Sleeves (both alike)
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and yarn A, 

cast on 32 (32 38 38) sts.

Work 12 rows in patt.

Keeping patt correct, inc 1 st at each end of

next and foll 6th rows to 42 (50: 54: 62) sts.

'SRX WXVEMKLX MR TEXX YRXMP [SVOQIEWYVIW  

15 (17: 20: 23)cm, 6 (6¾: 8: 9)in.

'EWX�SJJ�JEMVP]�PSSWIP]�MR�TEXX�

Left front
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and yarn A, 

cast on 26 (30: 32: 34) sts.

Work in patt until work measures 18 (20: 24:

27)cm, 7 (8: 9½: 10½)in, ending on a RS row.

Shape neck

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW� TEXX XS IRH�

Dec 1 st at neck edge on foll 2 (2: 2: 2) rows, 

then on foll 2 (3: 3: 4) alt rows.

'SRX MR TEXX YRXMP�JVSRX�QEXGLIW�FEGO��

'EWX�SJJ�

Right front
Work as left front but end on a WS row 

when shaping neck.

Hood
Using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and yarn A, 

cast on 36 (36: 38: 42) sts.

Work 4 rows of patt.

Bringing extra stitches into patt, inc 1 st at

end of next row and every foll 6th row until 

you have 54 (54: 56: 60) sts.

'SRX WXVEMKLX JSV ERSXLIV � ��� �� ��GQ�

2¾ (2¾: 3¼: 4)in from last inc ending on  

a WS row.

Dec 1 st at shaped edge as before on every

6th row, until you have 46 (46: 48: 52) sts, 

ending on a WS row.

Work 4 rows in patt.

'EWX�SJJ�

Button loops (make 3)
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and

yarn B, cast on 18 sts and then cast off.

INNER JACKET
Back
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

yarn B, cast on 50 (54: 58: 62) sts.

Top Tip
Take your time to sew up
carefully and you’ll get
a perfect result that’s 

worth the effort
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Lined acket

Work 2 rows g-st.

Work 2 rows st-st.

.SMR MR ]EVR % ERH [SVO JVSQ 'LEVX % �WII

page 10) following the appropriate size.

'SRX MR ���VS[ TEXXIVR VITIEX EW WIX YRXMP

work measures approx 23 (25: 29: 32)cm,

9 (9¾: 11½: 12½)in, ending on a purl row. 

Shape shoulders

'EWX SJJ MR TEXX �� ���� �������WXW�EX�XLI�FIK�

of the next 2 rows.

'EWX�SJ�VIQ�WXW�

Sleeves (both alike)
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

yarn B, cast on 32 (32: 38: 38) sts.

Knit 2 rows g-st.

Work 2 rows st-st.

.SMR MR ]EVR % ERH [SVO JVSQ 'LEVX�'�

following the appropriate size.

Work 10 rows in patt (this is to allow for the 

turn-back cuff).Mark this row.

Work a further 10 rows in patt.

Keeping pattern correct and bringing

increased stitches into work, inc 1 st at

each end of next and following 4th rows to 

42 (50: 54: 62) sts.

'SRX WXVEMKLX MR TEXX YRXMP [SVOQIEWYVIW  

15 (17: 20: 23)cm, 6 (6¾: 8: 9)in from

marked row, ending on a purl row.

'EWX�SJJ�JEMVP]�PSSWIP]�

Left front
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

yarn B, cast on 26 (30: 32: 34) sts. 

Work 2 rows g-st.

Work 2 rows st-st.

.SMR MR ]EVR % ERH [SVO JVSQ 'LEVX�&�

following the appropriate size.

'SRX MR TEXX YRXMP [SVOQIEWYVIW �� ���� ���

27)cm, 7 (8: 9½: 10½)in, ending on a RS row.

Shape neck

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW� TEXX XS IRH�

Dec 1 st at neck edge on following 2 (2: 2: 2) 

rows, then on foll 2 (3: 3: 4) alt rows.

'SRX MR TEXX YRXMP�JVSRX�QEXGLIW�FEGO��

'EWX�SJJ�

Right front
Work as left front but end on a WS row for 

start of shaping neck.

Hood
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

yarn B, cast on 46 (46: 48: 52) sts. 

Next row Knit.

Next row Purl to last 2 sts, k2.

=SY [MPP RS[ WIX XLI WTSX TEXXIVR JVSQ 'LEVX

D, noting that 2 sts in garter are worked on 

It’s in the detail
The speckles in the lining are made

using the Fair Isle technique. This

is a fabulous project to start with

if you’re new to Fair Isle as there is

only one colour to work in with big

gaps in between. When working Fair 

Isle the main thing to remember

is to pull the threads at the back

neither too tightly nor too loosely.

the right-hand side of the piece throughout 

for the edging on the turn-back brim.

Bringing extra stitches into patt, inc 1 st at

end of next row and every foll 4th row until 

you have 54 (54: 56: 60) sts.

'SRX WXVEMKLX JSV ERSXLIV � ��� �� ��GQ� ���

(2¾: 3¼: 4)in from last inc, ending on a  

WS row.

Dec 1 st at shaped edge as before on every

4th row, until you have 46 (46: 48: 52) sts, 

ending on a purl row.

Next row Knit.

Next row Purl to last 2sts, k2. 

'EWX�SJJ�

To make up
Outer jacket

Place fronts onto back, RS facing and  

join shoulder seams.

Fold sleeve in half lengthways and mark

centre of top. Pin sleeve to back and front,

placing marked centre to shoulder seam.

Sew sleeve in place making sure that you

get the sides equal. Do the same with the 

other sleeve.

Join side and sleeve seams.

Join centre back seam of hood. Pin hood

in place around neck edge, starting and

ending 2cm, ¾in in from the front edges. 

7I[ MR TPEGI� IEWMRK XS ƤX MJ RIIHIH�

Sew button loops in place on inside of right

front, spacing them evenly from neck edge.

Inner jacket

Make up inner jacket in the same way, 

omitting button loops.

Attaching outer and inner

With WS together (so RS of the inner jacket

will face outwards when complete) slip the

inner jacket into the outer jacket. Pull the

sleeves through to marked row, align the

underarm seams, then fold the cuffs back

SRXS XLI SYXIV NEGOIX� 'EXGL�RIEXP]�MR�TPEGI�

all the way round.

'EXGL XLI WLSYPHIV WIEQW XSKIXLIV SR

either side to hold the jackets in place.

Pin the lining to the outer jacket all the way 

around the edges. Sew neatly in place,

enclosing the button loops as you do.

Push the hood lining in place and fold the

brim onto the outer jacket. Sew in place.

Sew buttons on to correspond with loops.

The stocking stitch lining

complements the textured

outer and feels super soft
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Lined jacket

Key:

= Yarn A

OO = Knit on every row in yarn B

'LEVXW�JSV�MRRIV�NEGOIX

10
9

8
7

6
5

4
3

2
1

1&23&4 3&41&2
Chart C – Sleeves

10 ROW
PATTERN
REPEAT

PURL ROWS
KNIT ROWS

Sizes Sizes

10
9

8
7

6
5

4
3

2
1

PURL ROWS
KNIT ROWS

11 2 3 44 3 2

Sizes Sizes

10 ROW
PATTERN
REPEAT

Sizes Sizes

Chart A – Back

10
9

8
7

6
5

4
3

2
1

4 13 22 31 4

PURL ROWS
KNIT ROWS

10 ROW
PATTERN
REPEAT

10
9

8
7

6
5

4
3

2
1

4 3 1&2

BRIM EDGE
OF HOOD

PURL ROWS
KNIT ROWS

Chart D – Hood

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Sizes

10 ROW
PATTERN
REPEAT

Chart B – Fronts
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Dawn’s baby

grandchildren

will adore these

Reader letters

Share all your gorgeous baby knits with us

for a chance to win a fabulous knitting prize…

Don’t  forget to tell us all about what you’re knitting!

Your Knits! Star letter

LO V E K N IT T I N G 11

Knitted faves
My mum and I love choosing

patterns from Love Knitting

for Baby for my daughter, Ellie.y

Favourites have been the On the

Farm book, the Ruldolf dressing

gown and a Fair Isle-style hoodie.

Ellie gets many compliments, so

keep up the great patterns!

Emma Morris, via email

Lucy says What a woolly world

you’re creating for Ellie, Emma.

Twin set
I was very excited about becoming a

RERR] JSV XLI ƤVWX XMQI XS X[MR KMVPW

so out came my knitting patterns.

I have knitted this cardigan many

times before for friends. I knew the

twins were going to be small babies

so I have tried to knit them a bit small

by knitting them on smaller needles. 

The girls are still too little to wear 

the cardigan sets as they are still on

Adorable mix
Here are a couple of pictures ofH

some recently knitted items I’ves

reated for very special babies.c

ove Knitting for BabyLo is my ‘goy

o’ for the majority of my knittingto

rojects. It’s a fabulous magazinepr

and I adore its mix of both modernd I

and vintage-style designs.

Rebecca Latham-Ryder

Lucy says We’re delighted you enjoy 

our magazine, Rebecca.

the big side but they will both look

lovely when they’ve grown into them.

Dawn Brown, via Facebook

Lucy says Very pretty, Dawn – your

girls will look lovely in them.

Nautical pair
I knitted these for newborn twins

in Australia – they’re ideal for the

weather there. I’ve made these

designs so many times over the

years and I love knitting them.

Anne Hill, via Facebook

Lucy says They do look cool and

comfy for southern climes, Anne.

Teddies for tots
Here are just a couple of the adorable

teds you’ve been knitting following

our Lullaby Africa charity

feature in issue 43…

Rebecca’s snazzy

zig-zag throw

6IFIGGEŭW SYXƤX

is full of texture

Anne Badham’s

(above) and Moses

Boyd’s (left) teds

A perfect pair
for Anne’s twins
down under

Win Prizes!
This issue’s star letter  

WINS £50 worth of

gorgeous Peter Pan Merino

Baby DK yarn and a copy

of Peter Pan Merino Baby 

Heritage Collection.

In the Loop... Don’t forget to share your baby knits with us for your chance to feature in the magazine and win prizes. For competition rules visit www.theyarnloop.com/competition-rules
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Catch up with all the latest knitting news,

best buys and crafty dates for your diary…

Super cute
Super babies deserve super-duper sidekicks, and

Rico’s cuddly new creatures are destined to be

ƤVQ TEPW [MXL ]SYV PMXXPI SRI� 8LIMV Knitted Family

collection includes a superhero bunny with a cape

ERH PMKLXRMRK ƥEWL PIKKMRKW� E FEPPIVMRE TYWW]GEX�

E WPIIT] QSROI] WTSVXMRK WXVMTIH TENEQEW� ERH E

FIEV [IEVMRK E VEXLIV WQEVX FEXLMRK WYMX�

Patterns, £2.99. For stockists go to 

www.rico-design.de

1MRM QI
Modern Mini Knits, SarahHatton’s new collection for

6S[ER� JIEXYVIW �� XMQIPIWW HIWMKRW JSV FEFMIW FVSYKLX

YT XS HEXI [MXL GSRXIQTSVEV] XSYGLIW ERH TSTW SJ

GSPSYV� *VSQ 3TEP� E WSJX PEZIRHIV TMREJSVI� XS 7O]PEV� E

pale green poncho-style cardie that’s perfect for layering,

this is a capsule collection of whatever-the-weather

KEVQIRXW XLEX GER FI [SVR GSQI VEMR SV WLMRI�

Modern Mini Knits� e������ 8S ƤRH E WXSGOMWX KS XS

www.knitrowan.com or call 01484 950 630

Wrapped up
Babies love splish-splashing

about in the tub, but they

[SRŭX QMRH FEXLXMQI

FIMRK SZIV MJ MX QIERW

getting wrapped in this

cosy vintage-style robe by

(IFFMI &PMWW� /RMXXIH MR XLI

designer’s ever popular

6MEPXS (/ [MXL JSYV WM^I

options available – 12, 18,

�� ERH �� QSRXLW ũ XLMW

classic cable dressing gown

QEOIW E PSZIP] EPXIVREXMZI

to a sweater or booties as  

E KMJX JSV E PMXXPI SRI�

Pattern, £3.95.

Download from www.

debbieblisshome.com

Best buys

So sweet
It’s no surprise that 

Sirdar’s latest collection

for kids is called Little 

Cutie Pies��/RMXXIH�MR�

&EF]�&EQFSS��E�WSJX�

and gentle blend of 

FEQFSS�ERH�[SSP��IEGL

TEXXIVR�MW�EHSVEFPI��;I�

PSZI�XLI�W[IIX�QEXMRII�NEGOIX�MR�WO]�FPYI�ERH�E�

HMRO]�TEMV�SJ�FS[�FSSXMIW�MR�GSVEP�ERH�GVIEQ�

Little Cutie Pies��e������8S�ƤRH�E�WXSGOMWX�KS�

to www.sirdar.co.uk or call 01924 231 682

Watch the birdie
8[IIX� X[IIX� /]SOS

Nakayoshi’s bluetit 

cardie has plenty of fun

features to knit: colour

GLERKIW� JIEXLIV QSXMJ

and a wrap-and-turn

WLSVX VS[ XIGLRMUYI�
Pattern, £4.20.
Download from www.
loveknitting.com

12 03:)�/2-8 8 -2+
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Dates
for your diary

29 April-1 May

Weald of Kent 

Handmade Fair 

Tonbridge

Treat yourself to goodies

from stallholders and

artisan producers. See

www.ichfevents.co.uk 

for details

11-13 May

Harrogate

The Stitching, 

Sewing and 

Hobbycrafts Show

Stock up on supplies

and discover the latest

crafting trends. Get

your tickets at www.

ichfevents.co.uk 

13-14 May

Wool@J13

Staffordshire

A celebration of all

things woolly. For tickets

go to http://wool-j13.uk

27 May

Highland Wool and 

Textiles Fair

Dingwall

A showcase of wool and 

textiles craftspeople.

Find out more at

www.highlandwool

andtextiles.co.uk

Ideal gift  
for an 

obsessed 
knitter!

Soft as  

a cloud
&VERH RI[ JVSQ (IWMKRIV

Yarns, DY Choice Baby

Cloud Aran is perfect for

everyday baby knits that will

stand up to plenty of rough

ERH XYQFPI� -X QEOIW KVIEX

blankets, accessories and

KEVQIRXW� PMOI XLMW GEFPI XERO

top (pattern DYP330), which

YWIW X[S FEPPW JSV WQEPP XSXW

ERH XLVII JSV PEVKIV SRIW� -X�W

MR XLI WLSTW JVSQ QMH�1E]�

DY Choice Baby Cloud Aran, 

£3.95 per 100g (160m)

ball. For stockists go to

www.designeryarns.uk.

com or call 01535 664 222

Prickly pear
/IIT XVEGO SJ ]SYV TMRW
and needles with this
W[IIX TMR GYWLMSR JVSQ
.SLR 0I[MW� *IEXYVMRK
Liberty’s beautiful
7XVE[FIVV] 8LMIJ HIWMKR��
[MXL FMVH QSXMJW ERH

SVEP HIXEMP� MXŭW MHIEP
for keeping your craft
GSVRIV RIEX ERH XMH]�
Pin cushion, £8.95.

To buy, go to www.

johnlewis.com or

call 03456 049 049

/MXXIH SYX
8VIEX�E�JIPPS[�ORMXXIV�XS�
PY\YV]�IWWIRXMEPW�JVSQ�8SJX�
8YGOIH�MRWMHI�E�^MT�TSYGL�
EHSVRIH�[MXL�8SJXŭW�)H[EVHŭW
Menagerie characters is  
73%/�HIPMGEXI�HIXIVKIRX��
thread snips, blocking pins, 
WXMXGL�LSPHIV�ERH�E�[SSP RIIHPI�
Knitter’s Tool Kit, 

£39. Buy from  

www.thetoftalpaca 

shop.co.uk or call  

01788 810 626

P
/

[
ƥS
f

Little Bo Peep
2I[ JVSQ ;IWX
Yorkshire Spinners,
Bo Peep Luxury Baby
is a soft and bouncy
FPIRH SJ *EPOPERH
-WPERH [SSP� ERH R]PSR�
'LSSWI JVSQ �� WSPMH
shades and four prints
[MXL TPE]JYP REQIW PMOI
Rascal, Space Hopper,
8SSXL *EMV] ERH 8IHH]
&IEV� Bo Peep Story
Book contains 22
KSVKSYW HIWMKRW�
Bo Peep, £3.95 per

50g (112m) ball. For

stockists go to www.

wyspinners.com or

call 01535 664 500
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Easy
cables
Knit this cuddly blanket by

Ann Franklin with its neat  

rows of ribs and cables

Brilliant
ƤVWX TVSNIGX
JSV XEGOPMRK�

GEFPIW
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Blanket
You will need
■ Peter Pan Pixie DK, 100g in Elf  

(shade 3123) x 4 balls
■ 4.5mm (UK 7, US 7) knitting needles
■ Cable needle
■ Row counter (optional)

Measurements
■ 55x55cm, 21¾x21¾in when ribbing  

is fully extended across width

Tension
■ 19 sts and 26 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st, using 4.5mm (UK 7, US 7) needles

Abbreviations
■ C4B: Cable 4 back (worked over 8 sts)

Slip next 4 sts onto cn and hold at back
of work, knit next 4 sts, then knit the  
4 sts from the cn

■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Cable blanket

About this yarn
Peter Pan Pixie DK

100% acrylic

225m per 100g

1MPH QEGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£3.75, for stockists call 01943 872 264  

or visit www.tbramsden.co.uk

Make the twist for

the cables once

every eight rows

BLANKET
With 4.5mm (UK 7, US 7) needles, cast on 

167 sts.

Rib row 1 (RS) *K1, p1, rep from * to last st, 

k1.

Rib row 2 *P1, k1, rep from * to last st, p1.

These 2 rows form single rib pattern. Rep

these 2 rows twice, dec 1 st in the centre of 

the last row. 166 sts

'SQQIRGIQEMR TEXXIVR�

Row 1 (K1, p1) twice, k1, (p3, k6) twice, p2,

k8, p2, *(k6, p3) 4 times, k6, p2, k8, p2, rep

from * once, (k6, p3) twice, (k1, p1) twice, k1.

Row 2 (P1, k1) twice, p1, (k3, p6) twice, *k2,

p8, k2, p6, (k3, p6) 4 times, rep from * once,

k2, p8, k2, (p6, k3) twice, (p1, k1) twice, p1.

Row 3 As Row 1.

Row 4 As Row 2.

Row 5 (K1, p1) twice, k1, (p3, k6) twice,

T�� '�&� T�� ��O�� T� � XMQIW� O�� T�� '�&�

p2, rep from * once, (k6, p3) twice, (k1, p1) 

twice, k1.

Row 6 As Row 2.

Row 7 As Row 1.

Row 8 As Row 2.

Rep these 8 rows 25 times.

Work 5 rows in rib as set in Rib Rows 1 & 2, 

inc 1 st at the centre of the 1st rib row.  

167 sts

'EWX SJJ MR VMF�

Weave in ends. 

T
his is a great pattern for

any knitter who wants to

try cabling. There’s just

one cable stitch to master, which

is worked once in each eight-row

repeat for each of the three bands.

The end result is a stretchy fabric 

with rows of neat twists in among

rows of wide ribbing. The yarn is

machine-washable so there’s no

need to worry about baby spilling 

anything gooey on it. It’s also

soft to the touch and you’ll love 

wrapping baby in it.

Top Tip

If you slip the purl sts
(purlwise) at the start
and end of Rib Row 2
(and all following ‘as
Row 2’s) you’ll make a 

lovely chain edge

More ideas
New-season Peter Pan Pixie comes 

MR � ƥIGOIH GSPSYVW� &IWMHIW )PJ

there’s blue Sprite, lilac Fairy, pink

Imp, fuchsia Kelpie and soft white

Tinkerbell. www.tbramsden.co.uk

ElmeKamel.ir
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Stripy set

T
his jumper and hat duo

couldn’t be an easier knit!

Worked in garter stitch,

there’s not a purl in sight. So

MXŭW UYMGO ERH IEW] XS ƤRMWL ERH

put straight on a lucky baby or

toddler. Using Rico’s lovely Baby

Dream DK self-striping yarn adds

to the simplicity – you get colour

variation without any effort! We

PSZI XLI IEV ƥETW SR XLI LEX� [LMGL

wrap little faces in cuteness and

ensure their delicate ears are

protected from cold weather.

About this yarn
Rico Baby Dream DK
50% polyamide, 50% acrylic

122m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£3.99, for stockists visit

www.rico-design.de

Candy stripes

Top Tip
Remember to stitch 

buttons on securely so 
inquisitive little fingers 

can’t pull them off

Little ones will look as cute as can be in this jumper 

with its matching aviator hat from Rico, worked  

in one of their super-soft self-striping yarns

ElmeKamel.ir
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Buttons at the shoulder

 make the jumper easy 

to put on and take off

Easy to wear, 
easy to care 

for – the yarn 
is machine 
washable

ElmeKamel.ir
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Stripy set
You will need
■ Rico Baby Dream DK – a Luxury Touch,

50g in Pink Mix (shade 002) or Orange 

Blue (shade 005)

x 4 (5: 6) balls (for jumper)

x 1 ball (for hat, all sizes)

■ 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) knitting needles

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) circular needle

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ Stitch holders

■ 3 buttons

Measurements
■ ,EX XS ƤX ��� QXLW ����� QXLW� ��� ]VW�

��� ]VW� LIEH GMVGYQJIVIRGI ������������

44)cm, 14 (15½: 16: 17¼)in

Tension
■ 22 sts and 37 rows to 10cm (4in) over

K�WX� YWMRK ����QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW

■ 22 sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in) over

WX�WX� YWMRK �QQ �9/ ���97 ��RIIHPIW

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements ��� QXLW ���� QXLW ����� QXLW

8S ƤX
chest

cm 46 51 56

in 18 20 22

Actual
measurements

cm 54 62 70

in 21¼ 24½ 27½

Full
length

cm 28 33 39

in 11 13 15½

Sleeve length
cm 17 20 24

in 6½ 8 9½
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Stripy set

JUMPER
Back
With 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and using

thumb method, cast on 54 (62: 70) sts.

Working in g-st throughout, cont until work 

measures 16 (20: 25)cm, 6¼ (8: 9¾)in, 

ending with a WS row.

Shape armholes

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX FIK�SJ�RI\X���VS[W�  

46 (54: 62) sts**

Sizes 9-12 mths & 18-24 mths only

'EWX SJJ � WX EX�FIK�SJ�RI\X�������VS[W�  

(52: 58) sts

All sizes

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP EVQLSPIW

measure 12 (13: 14)cm, 4¾ (5¼: 5½)in, 

ending with a WS row.

'EWX�SJJ�

Front
With 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and using

thumb method, cast on 54 (62: 70) sts.

Working in g-st throughout, cont until work 

measures 16 (20: 25)cm,  6¼ (8: 9¾)in, 

ending with a WS row.

Shape armholes

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX FIK�SJ�RI\X���VS[W�  

46 (54: 62) sts. 

Sizes 9-12 mths & 18-24 mths only

'EWX SJJ � WX EX�FIK�SJ�RI\X�������VS[W�  

(52: 58) sts

All sizes

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP EVQLSPI

measures 8 (9: 9)cm, 3 (3½: 3½)in, ending 

with a WS row.

Shape neck

Next row K17 (19: 21), turn and leave rem 

29 (33: 37) sts on a stitch holder.

Working on these 17 (19: 21) sts only 

proceed as folls:

Next row 'EWX SJJ���WXW��ORMX�XS�IRH�  

15 (17: 19) sts

Next row Knit.

Rep last 2 rows once. 13 (15: 17) sts

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP EVQLSPI

measures the same as back armhole to 

shoulder, ending with a WS row.

Buttonhole edging

Work 3 rows.

Next row K1, k2tog, yfwd, (k2 (3: 4), k2tog, 

yfwd) twice, k2.

Work 3 rows more.

'EWX SJJ ORMX[E]W�

With RS facing, rejoin yarn to rem 29 (33: 

37) sts and proceed as folls:

'EWX SJJ �� ���� ���WXW��ORMX�XS�IRH�  

17 (19: 21) sts

Next row Knit.

Next row 'EWX SJJ���WXW��ORMX�XS�IRH�  

15 (17: 19) sts

Rep last 2 rows. 13 (15: 17) sts

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP EVQLSPI

measures same as back armhole to 

shoulder, ending with a WS row. 

'EWX�SJJ�

ElmeKamel.ir
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Stripy set

Sleeves (both alike)
With 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and using

thumb method, cast on 34 (34: 38) sts.

Working in g-st throughout, inc 1 st at each

end of 9th (11th: 13th) and every foll 10th 

(12th: 16th) row to 46 (46: 50) sts.

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP [SVOQIEWYVIW�

17 (20: 24)cm, 6½(8: 9½)in, or length 

required, ending with a WS row.

Shape sleeve top

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX FIK�SJ�RI\X���������VS[W��

34 (38: 42) sts

'EWX SJJ � WX EX FIK�SJ�RI\X�����������VS[W��

24 (24: 38) sts

Size 18-24 mths only

Work 8 rows dec 1 st at each end of 3rd and 

foll 4th row. (34) sts.

'EWX SJJ � WX�EX�FIK�SJ�RI\X���VS[W�  

(28) sts

All sizes

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX FIK�SJ�RI\X���VS[W�  

16 (16: 20) sts

'EWX�SJJ�VIQ������������WXW�

It’s in the detail
8LI IEV ƥETW EVI [SVOIH MR EHZERGI

so they can be added to the main

part of the hat by picking up and

knitting stitches instead of sewing

a seam afterwards. After knitting

XLI ƥETW XLI WXMXGLIW EVI OITX SR E

stitch holder rather than cast off.

Those stitches then become part of 

XLI�ƤVWX�VS[�SJ�XLI�LEXŭW�GVS[R�

8LI IEV ƥETW EVI ORMXXIH

WITEVEXIP] ERH NSMRIH

F]�TMGO�YT�ERH�ORMX

ElmeKamel.ir
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Stripy set

To make up
Neckband

Join right shoulder seam. With RS facing,

pick up and knit 13 (14: 17) sts evenly along

left side of neck, 12 (14: 16) sts from cast-

off sts at front of neck, 9 (10: 13) sts evenly

along right side of neck and 20 (22: 26) sts 

from back of neck. 54 (60: 72) sts

'EWX�SJJ�ORMX[E]W�

8S ƤRMWL
Place left front shoulder edging over back

shoulder for 2cm, ¾in and sew together at

side edge. Fold sleeves in half lengthways,

then place folds to shoulder seams and sew 

sleeves in position. Join side and sleeve

seams. Sew on buttons. Block out garment

to the measurement given and place under 

damp cloths and leave until dry.

HAT
)EV ƥETW �QEOI �
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and

thumb method, cast on 3 (4: 5: 6) sts.

Row 1 Knit.

Row 2 -RG MR ƤVWX WX� O XS PEWX WX� MRG MR PEWX�WX��

Rows 3-5 As row 2. 11(12: 13: 14) sts

Row 6 Knit.

Row 7 Rep row 2. 13 (14: 15: 16) sts

Row 8 Knit.

Row 9 Knit.

Last 2 rows form garter stitch (g-st).

'SRX MR K�WX� MRG � WX EX�IEGL�IRH�SJ��RH�VS[��

15 (16: 17: 18) sts

Work 5 (7: 7: 9) rows, ending on a WS row.

-RG � WX EX IEGL IRH SJ RI\X ERH JSPP �XL

row, then on foll 2 alt rows, then on foll row, 

ending with a WS row.

Break yarn and leave 25 (26: 27: 28) sts on 

a holder.

Helmet
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and

thumb method, cast on 5 (6: 7: 8) sts,

XLIR ORMX EGVSWW �� ���� ��� �� WXW SJ ƤVWX

IEVƥET� XYVR ERH GEWX SR �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

turn and knit across 25 (26: 27: 28) sts of 

WIGSRH IEVƥET� XYVR ERH GEWX�SR�� ���������

sts. 79 (85: 91: 97) sts

2SXMRK XLEX RI\X VS[ [MPP FI E;7 VS[� GSRX

in g-st until helmet measures 11(12: 12: 13)

cm, 4¼ (4¾: 4¾: 5¼)in from centre group of 

cast-on sts,  ending with a WS row.

Shape crown

Row 1 *K4, k2tog, rep from * to last st, k1. 

66 (71: 76: 81) sts.

Work 3 rows.

Row 5 *K3, k2tog, rep from * to last st, k1. 

53 (57: 61: 65) sts

Work 3 rows.

Row 9 *K2, k2tog, rep from * to last st, k1. 

40 (43: 46: 49) sts

Work 3 rows.

Row 13 *K1, k2tog, rep from * to last st, k1. 

27 (29: 31: 33) sts

Work 3 rows.

Row 17 *K2tog, rep from * to last st, k1.  

14 (15: 16: 17) sts

Row 18 K0 (1: 0: 1), (k2tog) 7 (7: 8: 8) times.

Break yarn and thread through rem 7 (8: 8:

9) sts. Pull up tight and fasten off securely.

Lower edging

Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) circular

needles, and with RS facing, pick up and

knit 5 (6: 7: 8) sts across cast-on edge to

ƤVWX IEVƥET� ��� ���� ��� �� WXW HS[R WMHI

SJ IEVƥET� � ��� �� � WXW JVSQ GEWX�SR IHKI

SJ IEVƥET� �� ���� ��� �� WXW YT SXLIV WMHI

SJ IEVƥET�� �� ���� ��� �� WXW JVSQ GIRXVI

GEWX�SR WIGXMSR FIX[IIR IEVƥETW� VIT JVSQ

* to * once more, and 5 (6: 7: 8) sts from

GEWX�SR IHKI FI]SRH WIGSRH�IEVƥET�  

139 (153: 159: 173) sts

Work in g-st for 2 rows, ending on a RS row.

'EWX�SJJ�ORMX[MWI��SR�;7�

To make up
.SMR FEGO WIEQ� 'SZIV [MXL E GPIER�HEQT�

tea towel and leave until dry. 

More ideas
Rico Baby Dream DK comes in

a range of six self-striping colour

variations. See the range, plus

other DK choices for baby knits,  

at www.rico-design.de

Top Tip
When finishing the hat,
cut a long enough tail to

pull through the stitches 
and weave in after

+EVXIV WXMXGL EHHW XI\XYVI

XS�XLI�WIPJ�WXVMTMRK�]EVR
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Baa baa baby
Feelings of safety and comfort, as well

as smiles all round, are guaranteed with  

Fiona Goble’s delightful comforter

Soft and

cute to

cuddle up

with
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Comforter
You will need
■ Debbie Bliss Cashmerino Aran, 50g in 

Coral (shade 073) x 1 ball – A

■ DROPS Air, 50g in Off White (shade 01)  

x 1 ball – B

■ Small amount light beige aran yarn – C

■ Small amount black DK yarn

■ 5mm (UK 6, US 8) knitting needles

■ 4.5mm (UK 7, US 7) knitting needles

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ 8S] ƤPPMRK

■ Tapestry needle

Measurements
■ Approx 25x25cm, 10x10in

Tension
■ 18 sts and 24 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st, using 5mm (UK 6, US 8) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Lamb comforter

About these yarns
Debbie Bliss Cashmerino Aran
55% wool, 33% acrylic, 12% cashmere

��Q TIV ��K� QEGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£5.50, for stockists call 01535 664 222  

or visit www.designeryarns.uk.com

DROPS Air
70% alpaca, 23% nylon, 7% wool

���Q TIV ��K� LERH [EWL EX ��¢'

£4.20, from www.woolwarehouse.co.uk  

or call 0800 505 3300

COMFORTER
Blanket
With 5mm (UK 6, US 8) needles, cast on 40 

sts in yarn A.

Knit 4 rows.

Row 5 K4, *p2, k1, rep from * to last 3 sts, k3.

Row 6 K3, *p1, k2, rep from * to last 4 sts, 

p1, k3.

Row 7 Knit.

Row 8 K3, p to last 3 sts, k3.

Rep Rows 5-8, 14 times more.

Rep Rows 5-6 once more.

Knit 4 rows.

'EWX�SJJ�

Lamb
Head

With 4.5 (UK 7, US 7) needles, cast on 7 sts 

in yarn B.

Row 1 (inc row) Inc 1 in each st to end.  

14 sts

Row 2 Knit.

Row 3 *K2, m1, rep from * to last 2 sts, k2. 

20 sts

Row 4 Knit.

Rep rows 3-4 once more. 29 sts

Knit 5 rows.

&VIEO ]EVR� NSMR ]EVR ' ERH�GLERKI�XS��QQ�

(UK 8, US 6) needles.

Beg with a knit row, work 6 rows in st-st.

Next row K2, ssk, k4, sl2, k1, p2sso, k7, sl2, 

k1, p2sso, k4, k2tog, k2. 23 sts

Next row Purl.

Next row K2, ssk twice, sl2, k1, p2sso, k5, 

sl2, k1, p2sso, k2tog twice, k2. 15 sts

Next row P2tog, p to last 2 sts, p2tog.  

13 sts

Next row K2, ssk twice, k1, k2tog twice, k2. 

9 sts

Break yarn, thread through rem sts, and 

fasten securely.

Ears (make 2)

With 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and yarn B, 

cast on 4 sts.

Knit 4 rows.

Next row Ssk, k2tog. 2 sts

Next row K2tog. 1 st

Fasten off yarn.

Arms (make 2)

With 4.5mm (UK 7, US 7) needles and yarn B, 

cast on 7 sts.

Beg with a knit row, work 14 rows in st-st.

&VIEO ]EVR� NSMR ]EVR ' ERH�GLERKI�XS��QQ�

(UK 8, US 6) needles.

Beg with a knit row, work 3 rows in st-st.

Next row P2tog, p3, p2tog. 5 sts

Break yarn, thread through rem sts, and 

fasten securely.

H
ugging a friend is one of

the loveliest things there 

is to do. Fiona Goble

has incorporated a cuddly friend

into her comforter – a rather cute

lamb that little ones are bound to

fall in love with. There are several 

textures to fascinate babies who

are busy exploring the world of

touch. The comforter has a bold

stitch texture in smooth yarn and

XLI PEQFŭW GSEX MW E WPMKLXP] ƥYJJ]

yarn – an interesting contrast to 

discover and learn about.

Top Tip
Before stitching on the

eyes, mark their positions
with a dot of chalk or  

a tacking stitch

ElmeKamel.ir
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Lamb comforter

To make up
Fold the head piece in half so the RS is on

the outside and the row ends meet. Join

XLMW WIEQ YWMRK ƥEX WXMXGL� PIEZMRK XLI GEWX�

SR IHKI STIR JSV WXYJƤRK��7XYJJ�LIEH�JEMVP]�

ƤVQP] ERH GPSWI KET�

Sew the ears in place.

Using black yarn, work two French knots for

the eyes and a “Y” shape in straight stitch 

for the nose.

Sew the long seam of the arms using

mattress stitch and matching yarns, leaving 

the short edge open. Stuff lightly. Stitch

the cast-on edge of the arms in place on

the centre of the blanket, so they point to 

opposite corners.

Sew the head in place.

Weave in all loose ends. 

It’s in the detail
8LIVIŭW E FMX SJ E OREGO XS WXYJƤRK

knitted toys. Pack too much in, or

stuff the whole lot in at once, and

you could end up with a lumpy

ƤRMWL� 8EOI ]SYV XMQI XS WXYJJ SJXIR�

and little. With small or narrow

TMIGIW XLEX EVI HMJƤGYPX XS KIX ]SYV

ƤRKIVW MRXS� PMOI EVQW ERH PIKW� YWI

tweezers and feed in small pieces.

More ideas
From Knitted Animal

Nursery by Fiona

Goble (CICO Books, 

£12.99), www.

makeetc.com. To

buy a copy at the

special price of £9.99 inc free p&p,

call 01256 302 699 quoting KE1.

To make the lamb
even more fun to play
with, insert a bell into

the stuffing – secure it
inside with a length of
yarn for extra safety
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Get ready for the new 

season with Love

Crochet's collection of 

adorable projects

Your latest Love Crochet is packed with 

25 gorgeous, quick and cute makes 

XS GVSGLIX� ;I�ZI ƤPPIH XLI MWWYI [MXL�

speedy projects in soft, sumptuous 

yarns and bright, pretty hues.Whether 

you're keen to hook a sweet, retro-style 

vest with granny squares, want pompom 

t-shirt yarn baskets or fancy a go at some 

adorable amigurumi animal projects – 

we have got it covered! Plus our crochet 

expert, Joanne Scrace begins a series 

of Tunisian crochet tutorials, we meet 

creative and crafty designer Isabelle 

Kessedjian, and we have all the latest 

news from the wonderful world of yarn 

craft! Take a look today!

SIMPLY TAP HERE TO 
SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE

TAP 
HERE

 for more 
info

Save when you subscribe to the digital edition

Get Love Crochet delivered direct to your device

ElmeKamel.ir
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Neat as a button
The stylish, boxy cardigan from Bernat with its

matching knitted buttons, could double as a  

tidy jacket for formal occasions

Make a

statement

in classic

style

ElmeKamel.ir
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Cardigan
You will need
■ Bernat Handicrafter Cotton, 400g in

Blue Snow Cone (shade 27742) x 1 ball
■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles
■ 4.5mm (UK 7, US 7) knitting needles
■ 5 buttons

Tension
■ 20 sts and 26 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st, using 4.5mm (UK 7, US 7) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Hooded cardigan

About this yarn
Bernat Handicrafter Cotton
100% cotton

650m per 400g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£14.99, to order call 0116 271 3759  

or visit www.readicut.co.uk

CARDIGAN
Back
With 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles, cast on  

49 (53: 59: 61) sts.

Row 1 (RS) *K1, p1, rep from * to last st, k1. 

Row 1 sets moss stitch (MS).

Work 5 rows more inMS, inc 4 sts evenly 

across last row. 53 (57: 63: 65) sts

'LERKI XS ���QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW� [SVO

in st-st until work measures 16.5 (18: 19: 21.5)

cm, 6½ (7: 7½: 8½)in, ending with a purl row.

Shape armholes

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW FIK�RI\X  

2 rows. 43 (45: 47: 49) sts.

'SRX IZIR YRXMP EVQLSPIW QIEWYVI ����

(12.5: 14: 14)cm, 4½ (5: 5½: 5½)in, ending 

[MXL�E�TYVP�VS[��'EWX�SJJ�

Left front
**With 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles, cast on 

23 (25: 29: 29) sts. 

Work 6 rows inMS as given for back, inc  

3 (3: 2: 3) sts evenly across last row.  

26 (28: 31: 32) sts**

'LERKI XS ���QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

work in st-st until work from beg measures 

16.5 (18: 19: 21.5)cm, 6½ (7: 7½: 8½)in, 

ending with a purl row.

Shape armholes

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ����������WXW��ORMX�XS�IRH��

21 (22: 23: 24) sts

'SRX IZIR YRXMP EVQLSPIQIEWYVIW � ����� ��

9)cm, 2½ (3: 3½:  3½)in, ending with a knit row.

Shape neck

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW� TYVP XS IRH�

Dec 1 st at neck edge on next and following

alt rows until there are 12 (13: 13: 14) sts

'SRX IZIR YRXMP EVQLSPIQIEWYVIW WEQI

length as back, ending with a purl row. 

'EWX�SJJ�

T
his stylish cardigan is a

must-have in any baby’s

wardrobe. The hoodie

makes it ideal for cooler weather

and the cotton yarn means it’s

great for warmer days too. Plus,

its boxy shape with its neat moss 

stitch edges ensure baby will look

presentable at posh occasions.

And aren’t the knitted buttons

fab? For an imaginative variation,

the buttons could be worked in a

contrasting yarn so they stand out 

as a bright style statement.

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements 0-6 mths 6-12 mths 12-18 mths 18-24 mths

8S ƤX
chest

cm 43 48 53.5 54.5

in 17 19 21 21½

Actual
measurements

cm 53.5 58.5 63.5 68.5

in 21 23 25 27

Length to
shoulder

cm 28 30.5 33 35.5

in 11 12 13 14

Sleeve length
cm 17.5 22 23.5 27

in 7 8¾ 9¼ 10¾

Hood length
cm 21 22 22 23.5

in 8¼ 8½ 8½ 9¼
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Right front
Work from ** to ** as given for left front.

'LERKI XS ���QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

work in st-st until work from beg measures 

16.5 (18: 19: 21.5)cm, 6½ (7: 7½: 8½)in, 

ending with a knit row.

Shape armholes

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW��TYVP�XS�IRH�

of row. 21 (22: 23: 24) sts.

'SRX IZIR YRXMP EVQLSPIQIEWYVIW � �����

9: 9)cm, 2½ (3: 3½:  3½)in, ending with a  

purl row.

Shape neck

Next row 'EWX�SJJ�������������WXW��ORMX�XS�IRH�

Purl 1 row.

Dec 1 st at neck edge on next and following

alt rows until there are 12 (13: 13: 14) sts.

'SRX IZIR YRXMP EVQLSPIQIEWYVIW WEQI

length as back, ending with a purl row. 

'EWX�SJJ�

Sleeves (both alike)
With 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles, cast on  

33 (35: 35: 37) sts.

Work 6 rows inMS as given for back, inc  

2 sts evenly across last row.  

35 (37: 37: 39) sts.

'LERKI XS ���QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

work in st-st, inc 1 st each end of needle on

5th and following 4th (4th: 4th: 6th) rows 

until there are 47 (51: 53: 55) sts

'SRX IZIR YRXMP [SVO JVSQ FIKQIEWYVIW

15 (19: 20.5: 23)cm, 6 (7½: 8: 9)in, ending 

with a purl row.

Place a marker at each end of last row.

Work a further 6 (8: 10: 10) rows even. 

'EWX�SJJ�

Hood
With 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles, cast on  

93 (95: 97: 101) sts

Work 6 rows inMS as given for back, inc  

4 sts evenly across last row.  

97 (99: 101: 105) sts.

'LERKI XS ���QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

work in st-st, dec 1 st each end of needle on

next and following alt rows until there are 

77 (79: 81: 85) sts.

'SRX IZIR YRXMP [SVO JVSQ FIKQIEWYVIW

18 (19: 19: 20.5)cm, 7 (7½: 7½: 8)in, ending 

with a purl row.

Shape back seam

Next row 'EWX SJJ � WXW FIK RI\X � VS[W��

'EWX�SJJ�VIQ����������������WXW�

8S ƤRMWL
Pin garment pieces to measurements and

cover with a damp cloth leaving cloth to dry.

Buttonhole band

With 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and RS of

right front facing for girls or left front facing

for boys, pick up and knit 43 (47: 51: 59) sts

evenly between neck edge and lower edge. 

Work 3 rows inMS as given for back.

Next row (RS)MS across 2 sts, *cast off

2 sts,MS across 7 (8: 9: 11) sts, rep from *

3 times more, cast off 2 sts,MS to end.

Next row Work in MS, casting on 2 sts over 

cast-off sts.

Work 1 rowMS.

Next row (WS)�'EWX�SJJ�MR�17�

Button band

Work as given for buttonhole band on left

front for girls or right front for boys, omitting 

all reference to buttonholes.

Button covers (make 5)

With 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles, cast on  

7 sts.

Work 8 rows in st-st. 

'EWX�SJJ�

Sew shoulder seams. Fold hood in half at

back and sew back seam. Pin shaped edge

of hood to neck opening, beg at centre of

front bands and matching back seam of

hood to centre back neck edge. Sew in

sleeves, placing rows above markers along

armhole edges of fronts and back to form

square armholes. Sew side and sleeve

WIEQW� 'SZIV FYXXSRW [MXL FYXXSR GSZIVW

and secure at WS of buttons. Sew buttons 

to correspond to buttonholes.  

More ideas
Handicrafter also comes in printed,

self-striping versions, plus Readicut

has other DK yarns you could use for

this pattern (remember to check your

tension). Go to www.readicut.co.uk

Knitted buttons add

elegance to a classic

style of cardigan
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Fair Isle cardigan

K
nitted in a combination of

Fair Isle and moss stitch,

this cardigan is bright and

fun. The pattern is a four stitch by

ƤZI VS[ VITIEX� WS I\TIVMIRGIH

ORMXXIVW [MPP KIX XLI LERK SJ MX

pretty quickly and can merrily click

E[E] [LMPI[EXGLMRK XLI 8:

SV GLEXXMRK[MXL JVMIRHW SRGI

XLI ƤVWX JI[ VS[W EVI GSQTPIXI�

;I PSZI XLI WYRR] WLEHIW YWIH

here, but the yarn also comes in

pastel brights and neutrals if you

prefer a softer palette.

About this yarn

Bergère de France
Coton Fifty
50% cotton, 50% acrylic

140m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£3.45, to order visit www.

bergeredefrance.co.uk

Sunny sprinkles

Top Tip
When working several 
colours in a row, keep 

tension even to avoid holes 
in your finished fabric

+IX�VIEH]�JSV�XLI�KSSH�[IEXLIV�[MXL�XLMW�FVMKLX�ERH�

beautiful cardigan from Bergère de France ũ�IZIR�

SR�E�HYPP�HE]�MX�[MPP�FVMKLXIR�YT�IZIV]SRIŭW�[SVPH�
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Here’s a great project for 

experienced knitters to

 get their needles into

Made from a 
cotton and 

acrylic mix, this 
cardie is easy to 

care for
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Cardigan
=SY [MPP RIIH
■ Bergère de France Coton Fifty, 50g in:

Ecarlate (shade 23165) x 2 (2: 2: 2: 3) 

balls – A

Grenadier (shade 35264) x 1 (2: 2: 2: 2) 

balls – B

Ficelle (shade 23906) x 1 (2: 2: 2: 2) 

balls – C

■ 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) knitting needles

■ 3.5mm (UK 9/10, US 4) knitting needles

■ 4 (5: 5: 5: 5) buttons 15mm, ½in, 

diameter

■ Stitch markers

Sizes
■ 8S�ƤX������������������QSRXLW�

Tension
■ 28 sts and 52 rows to 10cm (4in) over

pattern, using 3.5mm (UK 9/10, US 4) 

needles

%FFVIZMEXMSRW
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Fair Isle cardigan

4EXXIVR�7XMXGL�'LEVX

38

35

30

25

20

21 15 10 5 1

15

10

5

1

repeat

re
p

e
a

t

CARDIGAN
Back
;MXL ��� QQ �9/ ����� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH�

]EVR %� GEWX SR �� ���� ��� ��� �� WXW�

;SVO MR TEXX EW WIX MR 'LEVX��WXEVXMRK�EW�JSPP�

Sizes 3, 12 & 24 mths

7XEVX EX WXMXGL � SJ 'LEVX��

Sizes 6 & 18 mths

7XEVX�EX�WXMXGL���SJ�'LEVX��

Armholes

'SRX YRXMP [SVO JVSQ FIK QIEWYVIW �� �����

��� ����� ��GQ� �~ ��}� �� ��� �} MR�  

�� ���� ��� ���� ��� VS[W [SVOIH

4PEGI E WXMXGL QEVOIV MRXS XLI ƤVWX ERH

PEWX WXMXGL SJ XLI VS[�XS�QEVO�XLI�FIK SJ  

the armholes.

'SRX MR TEXX EW WIX MR 'LEVX YRXMP [SVO JVSQ

FIK QIEWYVIW �� ���� ��� ������GQ���~�

���~� ��� ��~� ��}MR�

������������������������VS[W�[SVOIH

Neck

Next row (RS) ;SVO �� ���� ��� ��� �� WXW�

GEWX SJJ XLI GIRXVEP��������������������WXW��

[SVO XS IRH�

Next row (WS) Work to central cast-off sts 

and put rem sts on a stitch holder.

;SVO [MPP RS[ FI GSQTPIXIH MR � WIGXMSRW�

�'SRX XS GEWX�SJJ EX XLI RIGO IHKI SR IZIV]�

EPX�VS[�EW�JSPP����WXW�SRGI����WXW�SRGI�

'SRX SR XLI VIQ �� ���� ��� ��� �� WXW YRXMP

[SVO JVSQ FIK QIEWYVIW �� ���������������

GQ� �� ���� ��}� ��� ���MR�

������������������������VS[W�[SVOIH

Shoulder

0IEZI XLI VIQ �� ����������������WXW�SR�E�

spare needle.*

With WS facing, pick up sts left on stitch 

LSPHIV�ERH�[SVO�JVSQ���XS���

Left front
;MXL ��� QQ �9/ ����� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH�

]EVR %� GEWX SR �� ���� ��� ��� �� WXW�

;SVO MR TEXXIVR�EW�WIX�MR�'LEVX��WXEVXMRK  

as for back.

Armhole

Mark armhole position as for back.

Neck

'SRX YRXMP [SVO JVSQ FIK QIEWYVIW �� �����

��� ��� ��GQ� �} ��~� ��}� ��� �� MR�

��� ����� ���� ���� ��� VS[W [SVOIH

'EWX SJJ EX XLI FIK SJ IZIV] ;7 VS[ EW JSPP�

� WXW � ��� �� �� � XMQI� � WXW � ��� �� �� �

XMQIW� � WXW � ��� �� �� � XMQIW� � WX������ ������

� XMQIW� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� WXW

�;SVO � VS[W WXVEMKLX XLIR GEWX SJJ � WX EX

FIK SJ RI\X ;7 VS[���VIT�JVSQ�����������������

times more.

Top Tip
If you can’t find buttons
the colour of your border,
matching yarns B or C
would look just as fab

= G st using yarn A over 1 row

= G st using yarn B over 1 row

= G st using yarn C over 1 row

or or = Slip 1

Key:
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Fair Isle cardigan

'SRX SR XLI VIQ �� ���� ��� ��� �� WXW YRXMP

[SVO JVSQ FIKQIEWYVIW �� ���� ����������

GQ� �� ���� ��}� ��� ���MR�

������������������������VS[W�[SVOIH

Shoulder

0IEZI XLI VIQ �������������������WXW�SR�E�

spare needle.

Right front
;MXL ��� QQ �9/ ����� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH�

]EVR %� GEWX SR �� ���� ��� ��� �� WXW�

;SVO MR TEXX EW WIX MR 'LEVX��WXEVXMRK�EW�JSPP�

Sizes 3 & 18 mths

7XEVX EX WXMXGL � SJ 'LEVX�

Sizes 6, 12 & 24 mths

7XEVX�EX�WXMXGL���SJ�'LEVX��

Armhole

Mark armhole position as for back.

Neck

'SRX YRXMP [SVO JVSQ FIKQIEWYVIW �� �����

��� ��� ��GQ� �} ��~� ��}� ��� ��MR�

��� ����� ���� ���� ��� VS[W [SVOIH

'EWX SJJ EX XLI FIKMRRMRK�SJ�67�VS[W EW  

for left front.

'SRX SR XLI VIQ �� ���� ��� ��� �� WXW YRXMP

[SVO JVSQ FIKQIEWYVIW �� ���� ����������

GQ� �� ���� ��}� ��� ���MR�

������������������������VS[W�[SVOIH

Shoulder

0IEZI XLI VIQ �������������������WXW�SR�E�

spare needle.

7PIIZIW �FSXL EPMOI
;MXL ��� QQ �9/ ����� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH�

]EVR %� GEWX SR �� ���� ��� ��� �� WXW�

;SVO MR TEXX EW WIX MR 'LEVX� WXEVXMRK�EW�JSPP�

Sizes 3, 12, 18 & 24 mths

7XEVX EX WXMXGL ��SJ�'LEVX��

Size 6 mths

7XEVX�EX�WXMXGL���SJ�'LEVX��

'SRX YRXMP [SVO JVSQ FIK�QIEWYVIW����GQ��

�MR� �� VS[W [SVOIH

Next row (RS, inc row)�/���MRG����[SVO�XS�

last st, inc 1, k1.

6IT XLMW MRG SR IZIV] JSPP ��XL ���XL� ��XL�

��XL� ��XL VS[ � ��� �� �� � XMQIW� XLIR SR

IZIV] JSPP ��XL ���XL�������XL����XL�VS[�������

�� �� � XMQIW�

'SRX SR XLI �� ���� ��� ��� �� WXW SFXEMRIH

YRXMP [SVO JVSQ FIKQIEWYVIW �� ���������

��� ��GQ� �� ��~� ��� �� �� MR�

����������������������VS[W�[SVOIH

Top of sleeve

0IEZI EPP �� ���� �����������WXW�SR E  

spare needle.

'SPPEVW ERH JVSRX FSVHIVW
9WMRK � QQ �9/ ��� 97 ��� RIIHPIW ERH

]EVR %� GEWX SR �� ���� ��� ��� ���WXW��

;SVO MR KEVXIV WX JSV � VS[W�

0IEZI�XLI�GIRXVEP��������������������WXW�SR�E�

-XŭW MR XLI HIXEMP
Working with several yarns at once

can be tricky as it’s easy to get the

strands tangled up. One way around 

this is to cut off lengths of yarn

and wrap each one around its own

bobbin. You can make them from

card – simply cut some sturdy card

in small rectangles and add a notch 

at one end to catch the yarn in.

WXMXGL LSPHIV JSV XLI RIGOFERH ERH [SVO XLI

6 rem sts at each edge separately, casting on 

� WX SR XLI MRWMHI IHKI JSV XLI WIEQ� � WXW

;SVO SR XLIWI � WXW JSV �� ���������������

GQ� �} ��~� ��}����� ��MR�

'EWX�SJJ��

To make up
.SMR XLI WLSYPHIV WIEQW� 7I[ XLI RIGOFERH

EVSYRH XLI RIGO IHKI� 7I[ E FSVHIV EPSRK

IEGL JVSRX� 7I[ XLI XST SJ XLI WPIIZI MRXS

XLI EVQLSPIW FIX[IIR XLI WXMXGL�QEVOIVW�

7I[ WPIIZI ERH WMHI WIEQW�

3R XLI VMKLX JVSRX FSVHIVQEOI � ��� �� �� �

FYXXSRLSPIW [MXLSYX GYXXMRK XLVIEH� XLI �WX

�GQ ��MR JVSQ XLI FSXXSQ� XLI �RH �GQ�

�~MR JVSQ XLI XST� XLI SXLIVW EX VIKYPEV

spacings.To make no-cut buttonholes, use

E WI[MRK RIIHPI ERH TMGO YT XLI LSVM^SRXEP

WXVERH SJ XLI WXMXGL [LIVI ]SY [ERX XS TPEGI�

XLI FYXXSRLSPI� TYPP MX YT ERH EXXEGL MX �

VS[W LMKLIV [MXL E JI[ PMXXPI WXMXGLIW SR XLI

;7 SJ XLI [SVO� 6ITIEX [MXL XLI LSVM^SRXEP

WXVERH FIPS[ XLI ƤVWX WXVERH ERH�EXXEGL�MX�MR�

XLI WEQI [E] � VS[W HS[R�

7I[�SR�FYXXSRW��;IEZI�MR�EPP�IRHW��

More ideas
Did you know Bergère de France  

has a wide range of buttons,

including novelty buttons that are

perfect for baby garments? Take a

look at www.bergeredefrance.co.uk

Measurements

= STITCH MARKER

23 (25: 27: 29: 30)cm

9 (9¾: 10½: 11½: 12)in

14 (16: 18: 19: 21)cm

5½ (6¼: 7: 7½: 8¼)in

10 (11: 11: 12: 12)cm

4 (4½: 4½: 4¾: 4¾)in

7 (8: 8: 9: 9)cm

2¾ (3¼: 3¼: 3½: 3½)in 

1cm, ½in

3 (3: 4: 4: 4)cm

1¼ (1¼: 1½: 1½: 1½)in

BACK & FRONTS

15 (16: 17: 18: 18)cm

6 (6¼: 6¾: 7: 7)in

1
7
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2
:
2

3
:
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m
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¾
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½
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¾
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SLEEVE

20 (22: 24: 25: 26)cm

7¾ (8¾: 9½: 9¾: 10¼)in

2
5
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8

:
3

1
:
3

3
:
3

5
)c

m

9
¾

 (
1

1
: 
1
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1
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1
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Stitch guide

Learn six exciting new stitch patterns with our 
technical expert, Joanna Benner. Work them into your 
own designs or download our suggested projects

Ridge stitch
About this stitch Easy to knit textured

stitch

Pattern Multiple of 2 sts plus 1 st worked

over 4 rows

Simple lace stitch
About this stitch Simple lacy pattern

Pattern Multiple of 6 sts plus 1 st worked

over 2 rows

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Row 2 Knit.

Row 3 P1, *k1, p1, rep from * to end of row.

Row 4 K1, *p1, k1, rep from * to end of row.

Joanna says: This stitch pattern is a mixture

of rib stitch and garter stitch. Because of

the garter stitch it’s much faster to knit

than standard 1x1 rib. Standard rib has the

disadvantage of ‘pulling in’ but this pattern

can be used in place of rib or all over as it

keeps its shape. This hat and jumper shows

how versatile and pretty it looks. The back

and the front look the same so it’s perfect

for blankets or scarves. This stitch wouldn’t

[SVO [MXL E RSZIPX] SV ƥYJJ] ]EVR WS GLSSWI

a yarn that you know will have good stitch

HIƤRMXMSR� 8S HS[RPSEH XLMW TEXXIVR KS XS

www.redheart.com/free-patterns/baby-

boat-neck-sweater-and-sun-hat

Row 1 *Yo, k1, sl1, k2tog, psso, k1, yo, k1,

rep from * around.

Row 2 Purl.

Joanna says: This two-row pattern is the

main stitch pattern on this little bunny’s

dress. If you try the pattern from www.

yarnspirations.com (free to download, just

WIEVGL JSV >SI &YRR] ]SYŭPP ƤRH MX�W ORMXXIH

in the round so that means the second row

is knitted with a knit stitch instead of purl.

&IGEYWI - [EW ORMXXMRK XLMW ƥEX - GLERKIH

the wrong side stitch to purl to make it

work. There is always a way to change a

‘knitted in the round’ pattern to a ‘back and

forth’ pattern and vice versa! This pattern

is best knitted in a smooth yarn with good

WXMXGL HIƤRMXMSR ũ ER] ƥYJJ] SV RSZIPX] ]EVR

will absorb the stitch pattern and you won’t

be able to see it.

 

Lots of  

fabulous 
texture
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Stitch guide

Cabled diamond stitch
About this stitch A woven ‘two-stitch’ 

cable worked to form diamond shapes

Pattern Multiple of 16 sts plus 2 sts 

worked over 16 rows

Abbreviations RT Right twist: K2tog, leave 

sts on left needle, knit the 1st of these 2 sts 

again, slip both sts from left needle together 

LT Left twist: Skip the next st to be knitted 

and knit into the back loop of the 2nd st, knit 

into the back loops of both sts (the st you 

skipped and the 2nd st)

Row 1 (WS) and all other odd rows Purl.

Row 2 K1, *LT, k4, RT, rep from * to end, k1.

Row 4 K2, *LT, k2, RT, k2, rep from * to end.

Row 6 K3, *LT, RT, k4, rep from *, end last 

rep, k3.

Row 8 K4, *RT, K6, rep from *, end last rep k4.

Row 10: K3, *RT, LT, k4; rep from *, end last 

rep, k3.

Row 12 K2, *RT, k2, LT, k2; rep from *

Row 14 K1, *RT, k4, LT, rep from *, end last 

rep, k1.

Row 16 K8, *LT, k6; rep from *, end last rep, k2.

Joanna says: This pattern is easier than it 

PSSOW�ERH�MX�W�KVIEX�JSV�ER]SRI�[LS�LEWRŭX�

Mosaic stitch 
About this stitch A slip stitch that makes 

an intricate pattern

Pattern A multiple of 12 sts plus 3 sts 

worked over 24 rows

Notes On all RS rows slip all of the slipped 

sts with yarn at back. On all WS rows slip all 

of the slipped sts with yarn at front.

Set-up row With colour A, knit.

Row 1 (RS) With colour B, k1, *sl1, k11, rep 

from * to last 2 sts, sl1, k1. 

Row 2 and all foll WS rows Knit the same 

sts you knit on the prev row, with the same 

colour and slip all of the same slipped sts.

Row 3 With colour A, k4, *(sl1, k1) 3 times, 

sl1, k5, rep from * to last 11 sts, (sl1, k1) 3 

times, sl1, k4.

Row 5 With colour B, k3, *sl1, k7, sl1, k3, rep 

from * to end of row.

Row 7 With colour A, k2, *sl1, k3, sl1, k1, rep 

from * to last st, k1.

Row 9 With colour B, k5, *sl1, k3, sl1, k7, rep 

from * to last 10 sts, sl1, k3, sl1, k5.

Row 11 With colour A, k2, *sl1, k1, sl1, k5, 

(sl1, k1) twice, rep from * to last stitch, k1.

Row 13: With colour B, k7, *sl1, k11, rep 

from * to last 8 sts, sl1, k7.

worked cables before. You don’t need a 

cable stitch holder because you’re twisting 

the sts on the needle. After only a few 

pattern reps you can see how the two-stitch 

cable threads under and over the stocking 

stitch background. The diamond pattern 

would look good on a blanket but I love 

XLMW�PMXXPI�HVIWW�F]�+EVRWXYHMS�ũ�XLI�TEXXIVR�

is worked on the bodice and the skirt is 

worked with a wide rib, all topped off with a 

crochet edging. Get the pattern from www.

garnstudio.com (free to download, just

search for Sweet Rosie).

Rows 15 & 16 With colour A, rep rows 11 & 12.

Rows 17 & 18 With colour B, rep rows 9 & 10.

Rows 19 & 20 With colour A, rep rows 7 & 8.

Rows 21 & 22: With colour B, rep rows 5 & 6.

Rows 23 & 24 With colour A, rep rows 3 & 4.

Joanna says: This stitch pattern was 

designed by Barbara Walker (it can be found 

in her Second Treasury of Knitting Patterns). 

The key to perfection is to slip the yarn 

correctly (see Notes, on the left). You’ll need 

two colours and, although it can be worked 

in any weight, both yarns must be the same 

[IMKLX�ũ�E���TP]�[SRŭX�[SVO�[MXL�E�(/�ERH�

E�(/�[SRŭX�[SVO�[MXL�EVER�SV�GLYRO]��-J�]SY�

ƤRH�[SVOMRK�XLI�TEXXIVR�XVMGO]��XV]�EHHMRK�

a stitch marker every 12 sts as it will help 

you keep on track. Mosaic patterns are 

best used for cushions, throws or anything 

YRWLETIH��8LI�ƤRMWLIH�JEFVMG�MW�UYMXI�PSJX]�

and is perfect for a baby as it’s not ‘close 

ORMXŭ�ERH�MXŭW�EPWS�HMJƤGYPX�JSV�ƤRKIVW�XS�KIX�

caught in the stitches. Find this fantastic 

blanket pattern at www.purlsoho.com/

create/2015/06/29/mosaic-blanket

 

Ideal for  

blankets  

& throws
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Stitch guide

Heart motif
About this stitch An easy st-st relief heart

Pattern 39 sts worked over 29 rows

Cast on 39 sts and knit 8 rows in garter st.

Row 1 Knit to end.

Row 2 K6, p27, k6.

Row 3 Rep row 1.

Row 4 Rep row 2.

Row 5 Rep row 1.

Row 6 Rep row 2.

Row 7 K6, k13, p1, k13, k6.

Row 8 K6, p12, k3, p12, k6.

Row 9 K6, k11, p5, k11, k6.

Row 10 K6, p10, k7, p10, k6.

Row 11 K6, k9, p9, k9, k6.

Row 16 K6, p7, k13, p7, k6. 

Triangle pattern
About this stitch A small triangle pattern

Pattern Multiple of 6 sts plus selvedge st/

sts worked over 8 rows

Row 1 K4, *k1tbl, p5, rep from * to last 4 sts, 

k4. 

Row 2 K4, *k4, p2tbl, rep from * to last 4 sts, 

k4. 

Row 3 K4, *k3tbl, p3, rep from * to last 4 sts, 

k4. 

Row 17 K6, k7, p13, k7, k6.

Row 18 Rep row 16.

Row 19 Rep row 15.

Row 20 K6, p7, k6, p1, k6, p7, k6.

Row 21 K6, k7, p6, k1, p6, k7, k6.

Row 22 K6, p8, k4, p3, k4, p8, k6.

Row 23 K6, k9, p2, k5, p2, k9, k6.

Rows 25-29 Rep rows 2-6 and row 1 again.

Knit 8 rows of garter stitch.

Joanna says: These instructions are for the 

WEQTPI�WUYEVI�[LMGL��MJ�ORMXXIH�MR�GSXXSR��

would make a good wash cloth for a baby. 

The heart is worked over 13 sts and 13 

rows and can be placed in the centre of 

a garment or along hems as decoration. 

Worked in stocking stitch and reverse 

stocking stitch, it’s easy for beginners. You 

could also work the heart in moss stitch as 

it has an odd number of sts and rows. Both 

reverse stocking stitch and moss stitch look 

good from either side. This heart is from 

a free knitting pattern by Ann Saglimbene 

which can be found at www.ravelry.com/

patterns/library/heart-baby-blanket 

Row 4 K4, *k2, p4tbl, rep from * to last 4 sts, 

k4. 

Row 5 K4, *k5tbl, p1, rep from * to last 4 sts, 

k4. 

Row 6 K4, *k2, p4tbl, rep from * to last 4 sts, 

k4. 

Row 7 K4, * k3tbl, p3, rep from * to last 4 

sts, k4. 

Row 8 * K4, p2tbl, rep from * to last 4 sts, 

k4.

Joanna says: Although there are four 

stitches at each end of the row, you could 

work the pattern with a selvedge of one 

or two stitches. This stitch pattern is fairly 

IEW]�XS�HS�ERH�]SYŭPP�ƤRH�XLEX�F]�ORMXXMRK�

through the back of the loop your stitch will 

PMI�ƥEX�ERH�PSSO�PMOI�E�GLEMR�WXMXGL�VEXLIV�

than a regular stitch. Use it as an all-over 

pattern or instead of a rib at the bottom of 

WPIIZIW�ERH�LIQ�JSV�E�HIGSVEXMZI�ƥSYVMWL��

-X�QEOIW�E�PSZIP]�XI\XYVI�XLEX�W�MHIEP�JSV�

summer or winter as the pattern makes 

little pockets of air that will help to keep 

baby at the right temperature for maximum 

GSQJSVX��=SY�GER�ƤRH�XLMW�TEXXIVR�EX�[[[�

auspinners.com.au/free-patterns-download. 

 

Pretty 

 

heartfelt 

decoration
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Kitten cute
Little feet deserve special treatment.

Ann Franklin’s booties are adorned with  

a cheeky cat face every tot will love!

00% wool

for softness

on delicate 

skin
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Booties
You will need
■ DROPS Baby Merino, 50g x 1 ball  

of each in:

Grey (shade 19) – A

White (shade 01) – B

Pink (shade 07) – C

Black (shade 21) – D

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting needles

■ 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) knitting needles

■ Stitch holder

Sizes
■ ��� ������ ����� QXLW XS ƤX WSPI PIRKXL�

10.2 (12.2: 14)cm, 4 (4¾: 5½)in

Tension
■ 27 sts and 54 rows to 10cm (4in) over

g-st, using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles

Abbreviations
■ sk2po: Slip 1 st kwise

Knit 2 sts tog, pass slipped st over

■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Kitten booties

About this yarn
DROPS Baby Merino
100% wool

175m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£2.80, from www.woolwarehouse.co.uk  

or call 0800 505 3300

BOOTIES
Pattern note

Work begins at sole.

Foot (make 2)

Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

yarn A, cast on 8 (10: 12) sts.

Knit 5 rows.

Row 6 (WS) K1, m1, knit to last st, m1, k1. 

10 (12: 14) sts

Knit 9 rows.

Row 16 As Row 6. 12 (14: 16) sts 

Knit 11 rows.

Row 28 As Row 6. 14 (16: 18) sts 

Knit 17 (27: 37) rows.

Next row K1, k2tog, knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, 

k1. 12 (14: 16) sts 

Knit 5 rows.

Next row K1, k2tog, knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, 

k1. 10 (12: 14) sts 

Knit 4 rows.

Next row K1, m1, knit to last st, m1, k1.  

12 (14: 16) sts 

Knit 1 row.

Rep the last 2 rows until 20 (24: 28) sts are 

on the needle, ending on an inc row.

Knit 11 (13: 19) rows.

Next row K5 (6: 7), k2tog, turn.

Working on these 6 (7: 8) sts only, knit 33 

(37: 41) rows.

'EWX SJJ�

With RS facing (centre stitches will be the

1st sts on left-hand needle) slip 6 (8: 10) sts

onto a holder or safety pin. Rejoin the yarn 

to rem of the sts and work as folls:

Next row K2tog, knit to the end of the row. 

6 (7: 8) sts 

Knit 33 (37: 41) rows.

'EWX�SJJ�

Edging

Using 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) needles and

yarn B, and with RS facing, pick up and

knit 18 (20: 22) sts from the inner edge,

knit across the 6 (8: 10) sts from the stitch

holder, pick up and knit 18 (20: 22) sts from 

the second inner edge. 42 (48: 54) sts 

Knit 2 rows and cast off.

Ears

Outer ears (make 4)

Using 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) needles and 

yarn A, cast on 11sts.

Row 1 (RS) K5, p1, k5.

Row 2 As Row 1.

Row 3 K5, p1, k2, k2tog, k1. 10 sts

Row 4 K4, p1, k2, k2tog, k1. 9 sts

Row 5 K4, p1, k1, k2tog, k1. 8 sts

Row 6 K3, p1, k1, k2tog, k1. 7 sts

Row 7 K3, p1, k2tog, k1. 6 sts

Row 8 K2, p1, k2tog, k1. 5 sts

Row 9 K2, k2tog, k1. 4 sts

Row 10 K1, k2tog, k1. 3 sts

Row 11 Sk2po to cast off.

Inner ears (make 4)

9WMRK �QQ �9/ ����97�����ERH�]EVR�'��

cast on 9 sts.

Row 1 K4, p1, k4. 9 sts 

Row 2 As Row 1.

Row 3 K4, p1, k1, k2tog, k1. 8 sts

Row 4 K3, p1, k1, k2tog, k1. 7 sts

Row 5 K3, p1, k2tog, k1. 6 sts 

A
baby’s wardrobe can

never contain enough 

booties. That’s a

WGMIRXMƤG JEGX� 8LIWI FSSXMIW EVI

decorated with oh-so cute kitten

features and that makes them an

absolute must-have. The foot part 

of the bootie is simple – garter

stitch all over and no leg part to

work. The ears, eyes and nose are

small knitted pieces stitched on to 

XLI XSTW ERH XLI]ŭVI ƤRMWLIH

off with embroidered mouth, 

whiskers and eye centres.
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Kitten booties

Row 6 K2, p1, k2tog, k1. 5 sts

Row 7 K2, k2tog, k1. 4 sts

Row 8 K1, k2tog, k1. 3 sts

Row 9 Sk2po to cast off.

Eyes (make 4)
Using 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) and yarn B, cast 

on 8 sts.

Break off yarn and thread it through rem

sts. Take sts off needle and pull yarn tightly 

to join the sts into a closed circle.

Nose (make 2)
9WMRK �QQ �9/ ����97�����ERH�]EVR�'��

cast on 3 sts.

Knit 2 rows

Sk2po to cast off.

To make up
For all seams, use an over-cast stitch.

Join the cast-off sts at the heel, matching

colours. Sew the bottom edge of the top of

the bootie to the side edges of the sole, with

the heel hem at the centre of the cast-on

row of the sole, and matching row endings.

Sew in all ends neatly.

Sew the inner ear and outer ears together,

with cast-on edges together, and with a

small outline of the outer ear showing

around the inner ear on all other edges.

Sew the ears to the front of the booties

3 rows below the contrast edging, sewing

half of the ears parallel to the contrast row, 

with the centre of the ear level with the

corner of the contrast edging, then sew the

second half of each ear at an angle so that

the bottom of the ear is 6 rows below the

top, and about 3 sts further to the side than 

the corner of the contrast edging.

Join the eyes into a circle and sew below 

the ears, about 3 sts apart.

Sew the nose at the centre of the face, 3

rows below the eyes. Using back stitch,

embroider a mouth below the nose using 

the same colour yarn.

Using yarn D, sew a small French knot or a

few back stitches onto the centre of each

eye to make pupils. Using the same yarn,

use long stitches to make 3 whiskers on 

each side of the nose. 

More ideas
Fallen in love with these delightful

FSSXMIW# =SY GER ƤRH PSXW QSVI GYXI

footwear patterns using DROPS yarn, 

for premature babies right up to

4 years, at www.garnstudio.com

It’s in the detail
Before sewing on the ears, measure 

their positions so all ears match

each other – unless you want a

wonky look, that is!Mark the centre

point of the top of the bootie and

then mark points 3 rows down from

the contrast edge and 2 sts either

side of the centre. Then follow the

instructions to shape the angle.

Top Tip
When securing

embroidered features,

make knots tiny to avoid

irritating baby’s skin

Embroider the facial

features after sewing

the booties together
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Jumper & hat

W
e adore this smashing

set for a fashionable

baby. It comes with

an interesting colour pattern at

the bottom of the hat, body and

sleeves which is super-simple to

knit in self-striping Cygnet Fairy

Isle DK. Nice and soft, they’ll make

a wonderfully cosy wear for your

baby or toddler. Worked mainly in

stocking stitch, with moss stitch

at the neck and cuffs, they’re so

easy to work too. We think you’ll

be knitting this set in every size!

About these yarns
Cygnet Kiddies Supersoft DK
100% acrylic, 298m per 100g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

Cygnet Fairy Isle DK
50% polyamide, 50% acrylic

160m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

From £1.70, for stockists visit

www.cygnetyarns.com

Seaside style

Top Tip
If you drop a stitch, 

rather than rip back, use a 
crochet hook to work the 
stitch back up the ladder

Who can resist Cygnet’s sea blue jumper and hat, 

complete with an easy-knit patterned section at the 

bottom and cuffs? It’s knitted in fab Fairy Isle DK
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Enjoy knitting with this 

exciting patterned yarn in 

a gorgeous colourway 

Self-striping yarn 
is brilliant when you 

want to add a special 
finishing touch
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Jumper & hat
You will need
■ Cygnet Kiddies Supersoft DK, 100g in:

Soft Grey (shade 1992) x 1 ball – A
Aqua (shade 1953) x 1 (1: 2: 2) ball – B

■ Cygnet Fairy Isle DK, 50g in:
Genetian (shade 4090) x 1 ball – C

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting needles
■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

Tension
■ 22 sts and 30 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st, using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements 0-6 mths 6-12 mths 12-18 mths 18-24 mths

8S ƤX
chest

cm 43 45.5 48 50.5

in 17 18 19 20

Back neck
to waist

cm 17.5 19 20.5 21.5

in 7 7½ 8 8½

Actual
length

cm 25 28 30 35

in 10 11 12 14

Hat
(circumference)

cm 39 42 44 47

in 15 16½ 17 18½
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Jumper & hat

JUMPER
Back
With 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

yarn A, cast on 41 (45: 49: 55) sts.

Row 1 (K1, p1) to last st, k1.

Row 2 (K1, p1) to last st, k1.

Last 2 rows set moss st (m-st) pattern. 

Work a further 4 rows in m-st.

Change to 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and 

yarn C.

Next row Knit, inc 4 (5: 6: 5) sts evenly 

across row. 45 (50: 55: 60) sts.

Next row Purl.

Continue in st-st for a further 20 rows.

Change to yarn B.

Continue in st-st until back measures 12

(13: 15: 16.5)cm or 4¾ (5½: 6: 6½)in, ending 

with a purl row.

Shape armholes

Next row Cast off 4 sts at beg of next 2 

rows. 37 (42: 47: 52) sts.

**Continue in st-st until armhole measures

10.5 (10.5: 13: 14)cm or 4¼(4½: 5: 5½)in, 

ending with a purl row. 

Cast off.

Front
Work as for back up to **.

Continue in st-st until front measures 16.5

(19: 21.5: 29)cm or 6½ (7½: 8½: 11½)in (ie

���GQ� �~MR PIWW XLER ƤRMWLIH PIRKXL SJ�

back) ending with a purl row.

Shape neck

Next row K15 (17: 19: 21), turn, leaving rem 

22 (25: 28: 31) sts on a stitch holder.

Next row Cast off 3 sts at beg of row (neck 

edge), purl to end.  

Next row Knit.

Next row Cast off 2 sts at beg of row (neck 

edge), purl to end.  

Next row Knit.

Next row Cast off 1st at beg of next and

following alt rows (neck edge), purl to end, 

until you have 4 (6: 8: 10) sts.

Continue in st-st until front measures same 

as back.

Cast off.

Rejoin yarn to sts on st holder and cast off 

ƤVWX � ��� �� �� WXW��ORMX�XS�IRH�

Next row Purl.

Next row Cast off 3 sts at beg of row (neck 

edge), knit to end.  

Next row Purl.

Next row Cast off 2 sts at beg of row (neck 

edge), knit to end. 

Next row Purl.

Next row: Cast off 1st at beg of next and

following alt rows (neck edge), knit to end, 

until you have 4 (6: 8: 10) sts.

Continue in st-st until front measures same  

as back.

Cast off.

Sleeves (both alike)
With 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and 

yarn A, cast on 27 (29: 29: 31) sts.

Work in m-st for 6 rows.

Change to 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and 

yarn C.

Top Tip
Try knitting back and

forth on a circular needle
– it can be more comfy
than straight needles 
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The three yarns go

together perfectly
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Next row Knit, inc 3 sts evenly across row.  

30 (32: 32: 34) sts.

Continue in st-st and yarn C for 21 rows.

Change to yarn B.

Continue in st-st AND AT THE SAME TIME,

inc 1st at each end of every 4th row 1 (2:

5: 8) times, then every 6th row 6 (6: 5: 4) 

times. 44 (48: 52: 58) sts.

Continue in st-st until sleeve measures

18 (20.5: 21.5: 24)cm or 7 (8: 8½: 9½)in.

Cast off.

Neckband
Join right shoulder seam.

With 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and

yarn A pick up and knit 10 sts down left

hand side of neck, 6 (7: 8: 9)sts along front

neck, 10sts up right-hand side of neck and 

27 (32: 33: 36) sts along back of neck.

53 (59: 61: 65) sts. Work 6 rows in m-st.

Cast off loosely using the Russian bind  

off method.

Russian bind off

Knit 2 sts, slip both sts back onto left

needle, k2tog, *k1, slip both sts onto left 

needle, k2tog; repeat from * to end.

To make up
Join left neck and shoulder.

Join sleeve seams and side seams.

Set in sleeves.

BEANIE HAT
Using 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) needles and

yarn A, cast on 61 (69: 73: 81) sts using

GEFPI GEWX SR �GEWX SR ƤVWX X[S WXMXGLIW�

but after second stitch is made, insert the

needle between the previous two stitches to 

make each new cast-on stitch).

Work 6 rows in m-st.

It’s in the detail
% 6YWWMER FMRH SJJ MW E ZIV] IJƤGMIRX

way of casting off your work. Rather

than passing stitches over the last

worked on, it works by knitting two

stitches, slipping them back onto

the left-hand needle then knitting

them both together. This is repeated 

along the row and creates a soft 

and stretchy cast off edge.

Change to 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and

yarn C and beginning with a knit row, work  

6 rows in st-st.

Continue in st-st and yarn C until hat 

measures 5cm (2in).

Change to yarn B.

Continue in st-st and patt until hat

measures 8 (9: 10: 11)cm, 3¼ (3½: 4 :4¼)in 

ending with a purl row.

Shape crown

Next row (RS) K6 (7: 8: 9), sl1, k2tog, psso,

(k12 (14: 15: 17), sl1, k2tog, psso) 3 times, 

k7 (8: 8: 9). 53 (61: 65: 73) sts.

Next row and every alt row Purl

Next row K5 (6: 7: 8), sl1, k2tog, psso, (k10

(12: 13: 15), sl1, k2tog, psso) 3 times, k6 (7: 

7: 8). 45 (53: 57: 65) sts.

Next row K4 (5: 6: 7), sl1, k2tog, psso, (K8

(10: 11: 13), sl1, k2tog, psso) 3 times, k5 (6: 

6: 7). 37 (45: 49: 57) sts.

Next row K3 (4: 5: 6), sl1, k2tog, psso, (k6 (8:

9: 11), sl1, k2tog, psso) 3 times, k4 (5: 5: 6). 

29 (37: 41: 49) sts.

Next row K2 (3: 4: 5), sl1, k2tog, psso, (k4 (6:

7: 9), sl1, k2tog, psso) 3 times, k3 (4: 4: 5).  

21 (29: 33: 41) sts.

Next row K1 (2: 3: 4), sl1, k2tog, psso, (k2 (4:

5: 7), sl1, k2tog, psso) 3 times, k2 (3: 3: 4). 

13 (21: 25: 33) sts.

Next row K0 (1: 2: 3), sl1, k2tog, psso, (k0 (2:

3: 5), sl1, k2tog, psso) 3 times, k1 (2: 2: 3).  

5 (13: 17: 25) sts.

Size 6-12, 12-18 & 18-24 months only

Row 15 K (0: 0: 1), sl1, k2tog, psso, (k (0: 1: 

3), sl1, k2tog, psso) 3 times, k (1: 2: 3).  

(5: 9: 17) sts.

Size 18-24 months only

Row 17 Sl1, k2tog, psso, (k1, sl1, k2tog, 

psso) 3 times, k 2. (9) sts.

Break off yarn and thread through

remaining sts, pull tight and fasten off. 

Stitch seam. 

More ideas
Discover a whole world of brilliant

baby yarns and baby patterns over  

at www.cygnetyarns.com
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Coat & shoes

L
ittle girls will look as

pretty as a picture in this

adorable jacket, which

has a stylish sailor collar trimmed

with a row of eyelets all round.

The eyelet theme is continued in

the triangle panels that create the

ƥEVI MR XLI WOMVX ERH MR XLI HIPMGEXI

shoes that go with the jacket.

Together they make a perfect

matching set. Finish the jacket

off with a button – we’ve used

round mother-of-pearl to add

to the vintage look.

About this yarn
Sublime Baby Cashere Merino
Silk DK
��	 I\XVE ƤRIQIVMRS� ��	 WMPO� �	 GEWLQIVI

���Q TIV ��K

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£5.83, for stockists call 01924 369 666

or visit www.sublimeyarns.com

Perfectly pretty

Sweet 
jacket with 
lacy eyelet 

detail

Top Tip
Use a row counter to help 
you keep track of where 
you are in the pattern, 

especially with eyelet rows

This little jacket from Sublime has vintage appeal 

[MXL�E�WEMPSV�GSPPEV�ERH�ƥEVIH�WOMVX��1EXGLMRK�WLSIW�

complete a look of timeless elegance
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This vintage-inspired coat 

is a gorgeous addition to a

baby’s fashion collection!

Dress to 
impress with a 

sailor collar and 
eyelet detail
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Coat & shoes
You will need
■ Sublime Baby Cashmere Merino Silk  

DK, 50g in Tiffany (shade 357)

x 3 (4: 4: 5) balls (for the coat) 

x 1 ball (for the booties)

■ 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3) knitting needles

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ Stitch holder

■ 1 button (for the coat)

Sizes
■ &SSXMIW XS ƤX�����QXLW�������QXLW�  

����]VW

Tension
■ 22 sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in) over

WX�WX��YWMRK��QQ��9/����97 ��RIIHPIW

Abbreviations
■ S2p: Slip 2 sts purlwise

-RWIVX VMKLX�LERH RIIHPI MRXS RI\X � WXW

EW MJ XS TYVP� WPMT XLI WXW SRXS�VMKLX�LERH�

needle without working

■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes &measurements ��� QXLW ���� QXLW ��� ]VW ��� ]VW

8S ƤX
chest

cm 41 46 51 56

in 16 18 �� ��

Actual
measurements

cm 45 51 54 ��

in 17¾ �� ��} ���

Length to
shoulder

cm �� �� �� 38

in 9½ 11 ��~ ���

Sleeve length
cm 15 17 �� ��

in 6 6½ 8 9½
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COAT
Back
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 ��RIIHPIW��GEWX�

SR �� ���� ���� ����WXW�

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

8LMW VS[ JSVQW KEVXIV WXMXGL �K�WX�

Work 5 rows more in g-st.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/����97���RIIHPIW�ERH�

TVSGIIH EW JSPPW�

Row 1 /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O�� ���� ��� ��� �� ���� ��� ��� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 5 /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O�� ���� ��� ��� �� ���� ��� ��� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 9 /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O�

���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK��O��������

��� ��� �� ���� ��� ��� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 13 /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O�

���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK��O��������

��� ��� �� ���� ��� ��� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 17 /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O� ��� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O� ���

��������O�XSKXFP��]J[H��O�XSK��O������������

��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 21 /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O� ��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O�

��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK��O������������

��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 25 /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O� ��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O�

��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK��O������������

��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Sizes 6-12 mths, 1-2 yrs & 2-3 yrs only

Row 29 /���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK��

O��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O����

��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O��� �� ����

O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK��O������������  

���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 33 /���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O��� �� �� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���� ��� ����

O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O��� �� �� O�XSKXFP�

]J[H� O�XSK� O���� ��� ��� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Sizes 1-2 yrs & 2-3 yrs only

Row 37 /���� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���

�� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���� ��� O�XSKXFP�

]J[H� O�XSK� O��� �� O�XSKXFP��]J[H��O�XSK��

O���� ��� ���� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Top Tip
If your eyesight is

less than perfect, you
could enlarge this pattern  

on a photocopier
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Size 2-3 yrs only

Row 41 /���� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���

O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O����O�XSKXFP��]J[H��O�XSK��O�����

��� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 45 /���� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���

O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O����O�XSKXFP��]J[H��O�XSK��O�����

��� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 49 /���� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���

O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O����O�XSKXFP��]J[H��O�XSK��O�����

��� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

All sizes

Next row /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H��O������������

��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work st-st for the 

VIQEMRHIV SJ XLI FEGO EW JSPPW�

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP FEGOQIEWYVIW

�� ���� ��� ��GQ� �~���~�������MR��IRHMRK�

after a purl row.  

Shape armholes

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW�EX�FIK�SJ�RI\X���VS[W��

�� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W HIG � WX EX IEGL�IRH�SJ�

IZIV]�VS[�����������������WXW

Size 2-3 yrs only

Work 3 rows dec 1 st at each end of next 

ERH�JSPP�EPX�VS[������WXW

All sizes

;SVO SR XLIWI �� ���� ��� �� WXW YRXMP

EVQLSPIW QIEWYVI �� ���� ��� ��GQ� � ��}�

��� �}MR JVSQ XLI XST SJ XLI RIIHPI XS XLI

FIK SJ XLI EVQLSPI WLETMRK �HSRŭX QIEWYVI

EVSYRH�XLI�GYVZI��ƤRMWLMRK�EJXIV�E�;7�VS[��

Shape shoulders

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX FIK SJ�RI\X���VS[W�  

���������������WXW

It’s in the detail
Knitting lacy stitches is easier than

it looks. The holes for the eyelets

in this pattern are made by knitting

2 stitches together (k2tog) then

bringing the yarn forward over the

needle, which creates a new stitch

to replace the one decreased with

k2tog. If you’re nervous, knit a small 

WUYEVI�ƤVWX�XS�KIX�XLI�LERK�SJ�MX�

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW�EX�FIK�SJ�RI\X���VS[W��

�� ���� ��� �� WXW

'EWX�SJJ�VIQ����������������WXW�

Left front
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 ��RIIHPIW��GEWX�

SR �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Work 6 rows in g-st.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/����97���RIIHPIW�ERH�

TVSGIIH EW JSPPW�

Row 1 /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O� ��� �� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 5 /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O� ��� �� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 9 /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK��O���������������O�XSKXFP��]J[H��O�XSK��
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O� ��� �� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 13 /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H��O�XSK��

O� ��� �� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 17 /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O� ��� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H��O�XSK��

O� ��� �� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 21 /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O� ��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H��O�XSK��O��

��� �� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 25 /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H�

O�XSK� O� ��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H��O�XSK��O��

��� �� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Sizes 6-12 mths, 1-2 yrs & 2-3 yrs only

Row 29�/�������������O�XSKXFP��]J[H��O�XSK��

O��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP��]J[H��O�XSK��O�����������

���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 33 /���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O��� �� �� O�XSKXFP��]J[H��O�XSK��O�����������

���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Sizes 1-2 yrs & 2-3 yrs only

Row 37 /���� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK��O����

�� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H��O�XSK��O�������  

���� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Size 2-3 yrs only

Row 41 /���� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O����

O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���� ��� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 45 /���� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O����

O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���� ��� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 49 /���� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O����

O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���� ��� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

All sizes

Next row /�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP��]J[H��O��

���� ��� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO WX�WX JSV VIQ SJ PIJX JVSRX EW JSPPW�

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP PIJX JVSRX

QIEWYVIW �� ���� ��� ��GQ� �~���~�������

in, ending after a purl row.  

Shape armhole and neck

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW �EVQLSPI

IHKI� ORMX XS PEWX � WXW��O�XSK��RIGO�IHKI��

�� ���� ��� �� WXW

Next row Purl.

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W HIG � WX EX EVQLSPI

edge in every row AND AT SAME TIME dec

1 st at neck edge in 1st and foll alt row.  

���������������WXW�

Sizes 6-12 mths & 1-2 yrs only

;SVO ��� � VS[W HIG � WX EX RIGO IHKI SRP]�

MR��WX�ERH�IZIV]�JSPP�EPX�VS[������WXW

Sizes 2-3 yrs only

Work 4 rows dec 1 st at each end of 1st and 

JSPP�EPX�VS[������WXW

All sizes

;SVO �� ���� ��� �� VS[W HIG � WX EX RIGO

IHKI SRP] MR �RH ��WX� �WX� �WX�ERH�IZIV]�JSPP�

�XL VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Work straight until left front armhole

measures same as back armhole to start of

shoulder shaping, ending after a purl row. 

Shape shoulder

Next row 'EWX SJJ���WXW��ORMX�XS�IRH�  

� ��� �� � WXW

Next row Purl.

'EWX�SJJ�VIQ������������WXW�

Right front
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 ��RIIHPIW��GEWX�

SR �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Work 6 rows in g-st.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/����97���RIIHPIW�ERH�

TVSGIIH EW JSPPW�

Row 1 /� ��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK��O���

��������������� ������������WXW�

Work the eyelet border

around the collar edge
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Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 5 /� ��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O�� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK��O���

���� ��� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 9 /� ��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O�

���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK��O��������

��� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 13 /� ��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O� ���� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK��O���

���� ��� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 17 /� ��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O� ��� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK��O��������

��� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 21 /� ��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O� ��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK��O��������

��� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 25 /� ��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O� ��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK��O��������

��� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Sizes 6-12 mths, 1-2 yrs & 2-3 yrs only

Row 29 /��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H��O�XSK��O���������

��� ���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 33 /��� �� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK�

O��� �� �� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H��O�XSK��O�������������

���� ��� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Sizes 1-2 yrs & 2-3 yrs only

Row 37 /��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O����

�� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H��O�XSK��O��������  

���� �� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Size 2-3 yrs only

Row 41 /���� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O����

O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���� ��� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 45 /���� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O����

O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���� ��� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

Row 49 /���� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O����

O�XSKXFP� ]J[H� O�XSK� O���� ��� WXW

Starting with a purl row work 3 rows st-st.

All sizes

Next row /� ��� ��� ��� O�XSKXFP� ]J[H��O���

���� ��� ��� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO WX�WX JSV XLI VIQ SJ VMKLX JVSRX EW JSPPW�

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP VMKLX JVSRX

QIEWYVIW �� ���� ��� ��GQ� �~���~�������

in, ending after a purl row.  

Shape neck and armhole

Next row /�XSK �RIGO�IHKI��ORMX�XS�IRH�  

���������������WXW�

Next row 'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW �EVQLSPI�

IHKI� TYVP XS IRH� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W HIG � WX EX RIGO IHKI

in 1st and foll alt row AT SAME TIME dec 1 

st at armhole edge in every row.  

���������������WXW�

Sizes 6-12 mths & 1-2 yrs only

;SVO ��� � VS[W HIG � WX EX RIGO IHKI SRP]�

MR��WX�ERH�IZIV]�JSPP�EPX�VS[������WXW�

Size 2-3 yrs only

Work 4 rows dec 1 st at each end of 1st and 

JSPP�EPX�VS[������WXW�

All sizes

;SVO �� ���� ��� �� VS[W HIG � WX EX RIGO

IHKI SRP] MR �RH ��WX� �WX� �WX ERH IZIV]�

JSPPS[MRK �XL VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

Work straight until right front armhole

measures same as back armhole to start of

shoulder shaping, ending after a knit row.

 

Little tootsies will
look terrific in these 

adorable shoes
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Shape shoulder

Next row 'EWX SJJ���WXW��TYVP�XS�IRH�  

� ��� �� � WXW

Next row Knit.

'EWX�SJJ�VIQ������������WXW�

7PIIZIW �FSXL EPMOI
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW�  

GEWX SR �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Work 6 rows in g-st.

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW

and beg with a knit row, work st-st for the 

VIQEMRHIV SJ XLI WPIIZI EW JSPPW�

;SVO �� ���� ��� �� VS[W MRG � WX EX IEGL

IRH SJ �XL ERH IZIV] JSPP �XL���XL���XL���XL�

VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO � ���� ��� �� VS[W MRG � WXMXGL EX IEGL�

IRH SJ IZIV] JSPP �XL ��XL���XL���XL�VS[�  

�� ���� ��� �� WXW

Work without further shaping until the

WPIIZI MW �� ���� ��� ��GQ������~������~MR��

ending after a purl row.

Shape sleeve top

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW EX�FIK�SJ�RI\X���VS[W��

�� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W HIG � WX EX IEGL�IRH�SJ�

IZIV] VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO � ���� ��� �� VS[W HIG � WX EX IEGL�

end of next and every foll alt row.  

�� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W HIG���WX�EX�IEGL�IRH�SJ�

every row. 15 sts

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW�EX�FIK�SJ�RI\X���VS[W��

� ��� ��� �� WXW

'EWX�SJJ�VIQ��������������WXW�

Right front border
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW� [MXL

RS facing, pick up and knit 4 sts evenly

EPSRK K�WX ERH �� ���� ��� �� WXW IZIRP]

EPSRK WXVEMKLX IHKI� �� ������������WXW�

;SVO � VS[W MR K�WX�

Row 3 K3, cast off 1 st, knit to end.

Row 4 Knit to last 3 sts, cast on 1 st, k3.

;SVO � VS[W QSVI MR K�WX�

'EWX�SJJ�ORMX[E]W�

Left front border
9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW� [MXL

67 JEGMRK� TMGO YT ERH ORMX �� ���� ��� ��

sts evenly along straight edge and 4 sts

IZIRP] EPSRK K�WX� �� ������������WXW�

Work 6 rows in g-st.

'EWX�SJJ�ORMX[E]W�

'SPPEV
Pattern note The collar is worked in one 

piece sideways.

9WMRK�����QQ��9/�����97 ��RIIHPIW��GEWX�

SR �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Work in g-st for remainder of the collar  

EW JSPPW�

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Row 2 Knit to end, cast on 5 sts.  

�� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W� GEWXMRK SR � WXW EX

IRH SJ �RH ERH IZIV] JSPP �RH���RH������RH�

VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W� GEWXMRK SR � WXW�EX�

IRH SJ �RH ERH IZIV] JSPP�EPX�VS[�  

�� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO � ��� ��� �� VS[W� GEWXMRK SR � WXW EX

IRH SJ �RH ERH IZIV] JSPP � ��RH���RH���RH�

VS[� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO � VS[W [MXLSYX WLETMRK�

Next row 'EWX SJJ �� ���� �������WXW��ORMX�XS�

IRH� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP GSPPEVQIEWYVIW

�� ���� ��� ��GQ� �� ��~� �}� �}MR JVSQ�

cast-on edge, ending after a RS row.

Next row /RMX XS IRH� GEWX SR����������������

WXW� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO � VS[W [MXLSYX WLETMRK�

Next row 'EWX SJJ � WXW��ORMX�XS�IRH�  

�� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Next row Knit.

Sizes 6-12 mths, 1-2 yrs & 2-3 yrs only

;SVO�����������VS[W��GEWXMRK�SJJ���WXW�EX�FIK�

Work the main garment

pieces in stocking stitch

The collar curves around

to a point at the front
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Coat & shoes

SJ �WX ERH IZIV] JSPP������RH���RH�VS[�  

������������WXW�

All sizes

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W� GEWXMRK SJJ � WXW�EX�

beg of 1st and every foll alt row.  

�� ���� ��� �� WXW

;SVO � ��� �� � VS[W� GEWXMRK SJJ � WXW�EX�

beg of next and every foll alt row.  

�� ���� ��� �� WXW

'EWX�SJJ�ORMX[E]W�

Left collar edging

9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW� [MXL

RS facing and starting at lower outer edge

SJ GSPPEV� TMGO YT ERH ORMX �� ���� ��� �� WXW

IZIRP] EPSRK WLETIH IHKI ERH �� ���� ����

�� WXW IZIRP] EPSRK WXVEMKLX�IHKI�  

�� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Row 1 Knit.

Row 2 /�� �]J[H��O�XSK��VIT�JVSQ���XS�PEWX���

WXW� O��

Row 3 Knit.

Row 4 Knit.

'EWX�SJJ�ORMX[E]W�

Right collar edging

9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW� [MXL

RS facing and starting at top outer edge of

GSPPEV� TMGO YT ERH ORMX �� ���� ��� �� WXW

IZIRP] EPSRK WXVEMKLX IHKI ERH �� ���� ����

�� WXW IZIRP] EPSRK WLETIH�IHKI�  

�� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Row 1 Knit.

Row 2 /�����]J[H��O�XSK��VIT�JVSQ���XS�PEWX�

st, k1.

Row 3 Knit.

Row 4 Knit.

'EWX�SJJ�ORMX[E]W�

Back collar edging

9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW� [MXL

RS facing, pick up and knit 4 sts evenly

EPSRK PIJX GSPPEV IHKMRK� �� ���� ��� �� WXW

evenly along g-st edge of collar and 4 sts 

evenly along right collar edging.  

�� ���� ��� �� WXW�

Row 1 Knit.

Row 2 /�����]J[H��O�XSK��VIT�JVSQ���XS�PEWX�

st, k1.

Row 3 Knit.

Row 4 Knit.

'EWX�SJJ�ORMX[E]W�

To make up

Join side and sleeve seams. Fold sleeves

in half lengthways, then placing folds to

shoulder seams, sew sleeves in position.

Sew narrow edges of collar to top edges

of g-st borders and sew collar evenly in

position up right front, across back neck 

and down left front. Sew on button.

Pin out garment to the measurements

given and cover with damp cloths until dry.

See ball band for washing and further care 

instructions.

SHOES (make 2)
Sole

9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 ��RIIHPIW�  

GEWX SR � ��� ���WXW�

Row 1 Knit.

This row forms g-st.

Work in g-st for the remainder of the shoe 

EW JSPPW�

Row 2 Knit.

Row 3 -RG MR �WX WX� O����� ���MRG�MR�RI\X�WX��

O�� �� ���� �� WXW

Work 3 rows without shaping.

Row 7 -RG MR �WX WX� O����� ���MRG�MR�RI\X�WX��

O�� �� ���� �� WXW

;SVO������������VS[W�QSVI�[MXLSYX�WLETMRK�

Shape toe

Next row /�� O�XSK��O���������O�XSK��O��  

�� ���� �� WXW

Work 3 rows without shaping.

Next row /�� O�XSK��O���������O�XSK��O��  

� ��� �� WXW

Next row /�� O�XSK��O���������O�XSK��O��  

� ��� � WXW

Next row /�� O�XSK��O���������O�XSK��O��  

� ��� � WXW

'EWX�SJJ�ORMX[E]W�

Upper

9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ����97 ��RIIHPIW��GEWX�

SR �� ���� �� WXW�

;SVOMRK MR K�WX TVSGIIH EW JSPPW�

Row 1 -RG MR �WX WX� ORMX XS PEWX���WXW��MRG�MR�

RI\X WX� O�� �� ���� �� WXW

Row 2 -RG MR �WX WX� ORMX XS PEWX���WXW��MRG�MR�

RI\X WX� O�� �� ���� �� WXW

6IT PEWX � VS[W SRGIQSVI� �� ��������WXW�

Work 6 rows without shaping.

Row 11 /��� XYVR� PIEZI�VIQ������������WXW�

on a stitch holder.

;SVOMRK SR XLIWI �� WXW SRP] TVSGIIH�EW�JSPPW�

Row 12 'EWX SJJ � WXW� O�� ��WXW�

Row 13 /�� O�XSK� � WXW

Row 14 'EWX SJJ � WXW� O�� ��WXW�

Row 15 /�� O�XSK� � WXW

Row 16 /�XSK� *EWXIR SJJ�

;MXL 67 JEGMRK� VINSMR ]EVR XS VIQ �� ����

�� WXW� GEWX SJJ������������WXW�ERH�ORMX�XS�

IRH� �� WXW

Next row /RMX XS PEWX � WXW� O�XSK� � WXW�

Next row 'EWX SJJ � WXW� O�� � WXW

Next row /RMX XS PEWX � WXW� O�XSK� � WXW

Next row 'EWX SJJ � WXW��O�����WXW�

Next row /�XSK��

Fasten off.

Edging

9WMRK ����QQ �9/ ��� 97 � RIIHPIW� [MXL

67 JEGMRK� TMGO YT ERH ORMX �� WXW IZIRP]

EPSRK WLETIH IHKI SJ YTTIV� �� ���� �� WXW

JVSQ �� ���� �� GEWX�SJJ WXW MR GIRXVI SJ

YTTIV ERH �� WXW IZIRP]�EPSRK�WLETIH�IHKI��

�� ���� �� WXW

Next row Knit.

Next row /����]J[H��O�XSK��VIT�JVSQ���XS�PEWX�

� WXW� O��

/RMX � VS[W QSVI�

'EWX�SJJ�ORMX[E]W�

To make up

With centre of upper to centre back of sole,

laying left edge over right at the front for

the right shoe and right edge over left at the

front for the left shoe, sew upper evenly in

TSWMXMSR EPP VSYRH WSPI� 'SZIV [MXL E HEQT

cloth and leave until dry. See ball band for

washing and further care instructions. 

More ideas

This jacket and coat are from pattern 

book 688 The Seventeenth Little

Sublime Hand Knit Book, and there’s

ƤRH EQEXGLMRK FSRRIX XSS� www.

sublimeyarns.com for stockists
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Dear deer
Little ones will love our cute deer hat,

knitted in simple stocking stitch with

Fair Isle spots and 3D ears, by Bernat

Quick-knit

deer hat in

easy-wash

acrylic
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Deer hat
You will need
■ Bernat Softee Baby, 140g in:

Little Mouse (shade 30010) x 1 ball – A

Antique White (shade 30008) x 1 ball – B

Prettiest Pink (shade 30205) x 1 ball – C

■ 3.5mm (UK 9/10, US 4) double-pointed 

needles (DPNs)

■ 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) DPNs

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) DPNs

■ Stitch marker

Measurements
■ *SV ���� QXLW ������ QXLW� � ]VW XS ƤX

head circumference 43 (45.5: 48)cm,  

17 (18: 19)in

Tension
■ 23 sts and 27 rows to 10cm (4in) over

Fair Isle chart pattern, using 4mm  

(UK 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Deer hat

About this yarn
Bernat Softee Baby
100% acrylic

331m per 140g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£5.49, for more details call 0800 505 3300 

or visit www.woolwarehouse.co.uk

DEER HAT
Pattern note
;LIR [SVOMRK JVSQ 'LEVX� GEVV] GSPSYV RSX

in use loosely acrossWS of work. Do not

twist the colours around one another. 

Hat
With four 3.5mm (UK 9/10, US 4) DPNs and 

]EVR '� GEWX SR �� ���� �� WXW�

Join for working in the round, placing 

QEVOIV EX ƤVWX WX�

Round 1 �/�� T�� VIT JVSQ � EVSYRH�

8LI PEWX VSYRH WIXW �\� VMF�

;SVO � QSVI VS[W�SJ��\��VMF��

&VIEO�]EVR�'�

'LERKI XS �QQ��9/����97���(42W�ERH�

yarn A.

Knit 1 round even.

Size 6-12 mths only

Next round *K11, m1, rep from * around.  

���WXW�

Size 18-24 mths only

Next round /�� Q����O���Q���VIT�JVSQ���

EVSYRH������WXW�

Size 4 yrs only

Next round��/���Q���VIT�JVSQ���EVSYRH�  

����WXW�

All sizes

/RMX �� VSYRHW SJ 'LEVX� VIEHMRK VSYRHW

JVSQ VMKLX XS PIJX� RSXMRK ��WX VIT�[MPP�FI�

[SVOIH �� ���� ���XMQIW��

Break yarn A.

;MXL ���� QQ �9/ �� 97 � (42W ERH ]EVR

%� [SVO WX�WX MR VSYRHW YRXMP [SVO JVSQ FIK�

QIEWYVIW�����������GQ������}����MR�

Shape top

Round 1 �7WO� O�� ���� ��� O�XSK��VIT�JVSQ�

� EVSYRH� �� ���� �� WXW

Round 2 and all alt rounds Knit.

Round � �7WO� O�� ���� ��� O�XSK��VIT�JVSQ�

� EVSYRH� �� ���� �� WXW

Round 5 �7WO� O� ��� ��� O�XSK��VIT�JVSQ���

EVSYRH� �� ���� �� WXW

Round 7 �7WO� O� ��� �� O�XSK��VIT�JVSQ���

EVSYRH� �� ���� �� WXW

Round 9 �7WO� O� ��� �� O�XSK��VIT�JVSQ���

EVSYRH� �� ���� �� WXW

Round 11 �7WO� O� ��� �� O�XSK��VIT�JVSQ���

EVSYRH�������������WXW

Sizes 18-24 mths & 4 yrs only 

Round 12 Knit.

Round 13 �7WO� O� ����O�XSK��VIT�JVSQ���

EVSYRH���������WXW

All sizes

Next round /�XSK EVSYRH� �� ����� WXW

Break yarn. Draw end tightly through  

rem sts.

)EVW �QEOI �
Work ears back and forth in rows.

With two 3.5mm (US 4) DPNs (or straight 

RIIHPIW�ERH�]EVR�%��GEWX�SR����WXW�

Outer ear

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

K
nit our adorable deer hat

for the smallest member

SJ ]SYV JEQMP]� -XŭW ƤPPIH

with wonderful detail, including

simple Fair Isle spots and the

prettiest 3D ears.Warm and soft,

it makes the perfect birthday gift 

for a little girl or boy with a passion

for wildlife.Worked in simple rib

and stocking stitch throughout,

it’s quick to knit with even the Fair 

Isle pattern easy enough for a

beginner.Whip it up in a couple of 

IZIRMRKW�JSV�E�PEWX�QMRYXI�ORMX�
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Deer hat

Row 2 and alt rows Purl.

Row 3 /���OJF��ORMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��OJF��O��  

14 sts

Row 5 Knit.

Row 7 /���OJF��ORMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��OJF��O��  

�� WXW

Row 9, 11 & 13 Knit.

Row 15 /���WWO��ORMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��O�XSK��O���

14 sts

Row 17, 19, 21, 23 & 25 K1, ssk, knit to last 

� WXW� O�XSK� O��

Row 26 Purl 4 sts.

Break yarn A. Do not cast off.

Inner ear

;MXL ]EVR &� GSRX�EW�JSPPS[W�

Row 1 Knit.

Row 2 and alt rows Purl.

Row 3 /�� �/JF X[MGI� O�� � WXW

Row 5 /�� OJF� ORMX XS PEWX � WXW� OJF� O�� � WXW

Row 7, 9, 11 & 13 /�� OJF� ORMX XS PEWX���WXW��

OJF� O�� �� WXW EX IRH SJ ��XL�VS[ 

Row 15, 17 & 19 Knit.

Row 21 /���WWO��ORMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��O�XSK��O���

14 sts

Row 23 Knit.

Row 25 /���WWO��ORMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��O�XSK��O���

�� WXW

Row 26 Purl.

'EWX SJJ�

Sew ear side seams. Sew ears to top of hat 

as seen in picture.

&S[ �M�GSVH
With two 3.5mm (UK 9/10, US 4) DPNs and 

yarn B, cast on 4 sts.

Row 1 Knit. Do not turn. Slide sts to other

IRH�SJ�RIIHPI��6IT�PEWX�VS[�YRXMP�-�GSVH�

QIEWYVIW ����GQ� ��MR�

Break yarn. Draw end tightly through all sts.

;MXL XEMP PIJX JVSQ GEWX�SR� HVE[ IRH XMKLXP]�

XLVSYKL GEWX�SR WXW MR WEQIQERRIV�

Tie cord into bow and sew to base of one 

Ear as shown in photo. 

More ideas
Bernat Softee Baby comes in a
palette of soft muted spring shades. 
It’s also available from Readicut
(www.readicut.co.uk) who stock a
range of other yummy baby yarns.

Top Tip
For a bobbly-style

variation on the i-cord,
try purling instead of
knitting your stitches

The bow can be
tied anywhere on

the hat but we think
it looks really cute on 

the deer’s ear

9
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1
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 6 st rep

Start here 

Key:

= yarn A

 = yarn B
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Cuddly bears 
Share picnics and playtime with our delightful bears – they 

are sure to be treasured for years to come, by Angela Turner

Best  
toys for the softest bear 

hugs!
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No wonder this little bear looks happy – she's

wearing a super party dress in vivid colours

lo's ribbed
bodice

looks like
smocking

Florence
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Florence & her 
striped dress
You will need
■ King Cole Pricewise DK, 100g in: 

Fudge (shade 1741) – A 
White (shade 1) – B
Black (shade 48) – C
Larkspur (shade 13) – D
Orchid (shade 1744) – E

■ 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) knitting needles
■ Toy filling

Measurements
■ About 35cm, 13¾in tall

Tension
■ 27 sts and 36 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st, using 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) needles 

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Cuddly bears

About this yarn
King Cole Pricewise DK
100% premium acrylic  

282m per 100g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£1.99, for stockists call 01756 703 670  

or visit www.kingcole.com

BEAR
Pattern note
Use this pattern for all four bears.

Legs (make 2)
Using yarn A, cast on 6 sts.

Row 1 Purl.

Row 2 Inc in every st. 12 sts

Row 3 Purl.

Row 4 Inc in every st. 24 sts

Row 5 Purl.

Row 6 (K1, inc in next st) to end. 36 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 7 rows.

Next row K12, (k2tog) 6 times, k12. 30 sts

Next row Purl.

Next row K9, (k2tog) 6 times, k9. 24 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 35 rows.

'EWX SJJ�

Gather round cast-on sts and pull up tightly.

Sew leg seam. Turn RS out and stuff with 

ƤPPMRK� ;MXL WIEQ EX�GIRXVI�FEGO��WI[�

across leg top. 

Body
Using yarn B, cast on 52 sts.

;SVO����VS[W�WX�WX�

Shape shoulder, neck & head

Next row K12, k2tog, k24, k2tog, k12. 50 sts

Next (and every alt) row Purl.

Next row K11, sl1, k2tog, psso, k22, sl1, 

k2tog, psso, k11. 46 sts

Next row K2tog to end. 23 sts

Next row Inc in every st. 46 sts

Next row (K1, inc in next st) to end. 69 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 33 rows.

Next row (K1, k2tog) to end. 46 sts

Next row Purl.

Next row Knit.

Next row Purl.

Next row (K2tog) to end. 23 sts

Next row Purl.

Next row Knit.

Next row Purl.

Next row (K2tog) to last st, k1. 12 sts

'YX ]EVR ERH XLVIEH XLVSYKL WXW�

4YPP YT WXW XMKLXP] ERH WIGYVI� ;MXL 67 XS XLI

inside, sew seam to neck then sew seam of

body. Turn RS out and, with seam to back,

WXYJJ LIEH ERH FSH] [MXL ƤPPMRK� 7I[ EGVSWW

seam at base. Sew leg tops to base of body. 

Use a length of yarn A to run straight sts

around neck at dec row and pull up tightly

to shape neck. Tie in all loose ends securely. 

Muzzle
Using yarn B, cast on 9 sts.

Row 1 Inc in every st. 18 sts

Next (and every alt) row Purl.

Next row (K1, inc in next st) to end. 27 sts

Next row (K2, inc in next st) to end. 36 sts

'EWX SJJ�

Gather round cast-on sts and pull up tightly. 

Sew seam. Pin muzzle on front of face,

starting about 4 rows up from neck. Sew

muzzle to face, leaving a small gap. Stuff

KIRXP] [MXL ƤPPMRK XLIR GSQTPIXI WI[MRK�

1EOI I]IW F] GEWXMRK SR � WXW YWMRK ]EVR '

XLIR O�XSK� 'YX ]EVR ERH XLVIEH XLVSYKL�

Sew eyes either side of muzzle, starting

about 6cm, 2¼in up from neck and leaving

EFSYX �GQ� �}MR FIX[IIR XLIQ� 'VIEXI E

RSWI�YWMRK�]EVR�'�F]�[SVOMRK�E�WIVMIW�SJ�

T
eddy bears go together

with childhood memories 

like tea and cake at a

picnic! These knitted bears are

WSJX ERH WUYMHK] JSV XMR] ƤRKIVW�

to squeeze and little arms to

hug. Each of our quartet of best 

friends has a different-coloured

body and is dressed in a unique

SYXƤX� 8LI]�VIQEHI JVSQ E LEVH]�

machine-washable yarn and all

the facial features are stitched, so

they're nearly indestructible for the 

most boisterous hugging.
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Cuddly bears

straight sts in the centre top of muzzle,

starting with a st length of about 1.5cm,

½in, making each st slightly smaller than

the one before until nose measures about

�GQ� }MR JVSQ XST XS FSXXSQ� ;SVO E GYVZIH

PMRI SJ ]EVR ' WXVEMKLX WXW JSVQSYXL [MXL

corners of mouth starting about 3cm, 1¼in

up from base of muzzle. Tie in loose ends.

Ears (make 2)
Using yarn A, cast on 14 sts.

;SVO � VS[W WX�WX�

Next row K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

12 sts

Next row Purl.

Rep last 2 rows 3 times more. 6 sts

Next row -RG MR ƤVWX�WX��ORMX�XS�PEWX�WX��MRG����WXW

Next row Purl.

Rep last 2 rows 3 times more. 14 sts

St-st 4 rows.

'EWX�SJJ�

Fold ears RS together, sew round edges and 

turn out to RS. Pin ears to sides of head,

with bottom of ear in line with top of muzzle 

and leaving about 4.5cm, 1¾in between

IEVW EX XST SJ LIEH� 'YVZI IEV WPMKLXP] XLIR

sew in place securely. Tie in all loose ends.

Arms (make 2)
Using yarn A, cast on 7 sts.

Row 1 Purl.

Row 2 Inc in every st. 14 sts

Row 3 Purl.

Row 4 (K1, inc in next st) to end. 21 sts

Starting with a purl row, st-st 31 rows.

Next row K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

19 sts

Next row Purl.

Rep last 2 rows until you have 11 sts.

Next row (K2tog) to last st, k1. 6 sts

'EWX SJJ�

Gather round cast-on sts and pull up tightly.

Sew seam to shoulder shaping. Turn RS

SYX� 7XYJJ [MXL ƤPPMRK� 4MR EVQW XS WMHI SJ

body at a slight angle so arms are to front

of body, starting about 1cm, ¼in down from

neck. Sew arms to body, adding a little more 

ƤPPMRK��8MI�MR�EPP�PSSWI�IRHW�WIGYVIP]�

DRESS
Using yarn D, cast on 84 sts.

;SVO � VS[W K�WX�

;SVO � VS[W WX�WX�

'LERKI�XS�]EVR�&��WX�WX���VS[W�

Top Tip
It's better to be frugal

and stuff the bears lightly
to keep the limbs supple 

for playing with

The dress is worked

separately then stitched

in place on the bear

Work the bodice in 1x1 rib

while simultaneously keeping

to a 2-row stripe pattern

'LERKI XS ]EVR )� WX�WX� � VS[W

'LERKI XS ]EVR &� WX�WX � VS[W�

Rep last 14 rows again.

'LERKI XS ]EVR (� WX�WX � VS[W�

Next row P2tog to end. 42 sts

'LERKI XS ]EVR &� [SVO � VS[W �\� VMF�

'LERKI XS ]EVR )� [SVO � VS[W��\��VMF�

Rep last 4 rows again.

'SRX ]EVR & ERH ]EVR ) VMF TEXX EW JSPPW�

Next row Rib 31 sts, turn, put rem sts on  

a st holder.

Next row Rib 20 sts, turn, put rem sts on  

a st holder.

;SVO � VS[W �\� VMF�

'LERKI XS ]EVR (� WX�WX���VS[W�

;SVO � VS[W�K�WX�

'EWX SJJ�

Rejoin yarn to yarn B sts, 1x1 rib to end.

;SVO � VS[W �\� VMF�

'LERKI XS ]EVR (� WX�WX���VS[W�

;SVO���VS[W�K�WX�

Work right shoulder

'EWX SJJ � WXW� ORMX�XS�IRH����WXW

G-st 6 rows.

'EWX SJJ�

Rejoin yarn to yarn E sts, and starting with 

yarn B yarn, rib 6 rows.

'LERKI XS ]EVR (��WX�WX���VS[W�

G-st 4 rows.

Work left shoulder

Next row K5, cast off 6 sts. 5 sts

;SVO � VS[W�SR�VIQ���WXW�

'EWX SJJ�

Sew seam along back of dress. Turn RS out

and place on bear. Sew shoulder to top of 

front of dress on each side.
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Emily & her 
floral dress
You will need
■ King Cole Pricewise DK, 100g in: 

Taupe (shade 37) – A
White (shade 1) – B
Black (shade 48) – C
Baby Pink (shade 4) – D
Orchid (shade 1744) – E
Sea Green (shade 27) – F

■ 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) knitting needles
■ Toy filling
■ Tapestry needle

Measurements
■ About 35cm, 13¾in tall

Tension
■ 27 sts and 36 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st, using 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) needles 

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

BEAR
Follow the bear instructions for Florence 

using Taupe (shade 37) as yarn A.

DRESS
;SVO HVIWW MR XLI WEQI[E] EW *PSVIRGI�W

striped dress, omitting the stripes. Follow the

*PS[IV 'LEVX XS 7[MWW HEVR VERHSQ ƥS[IVW

over the dress, working a short length of 

straight sts for stems. 

Emily
Our sweet bear is so

cute in her pastel dress 

EHSVRIH�[MXL�ƥS[IVW

This little
bear is

pretty in
pink!

8LI ƥS[IVW EVI EHHIH

by Swiss darning them

*PS[IV�'LEVX

Key:

V = yarn E

O = yarn B

 / = yarn F

V

O

V

V

V

V

V
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We love

our bears'

cheerful

faces!

Looking as smart as can be, this

boisterous bear is all set for jolly fun

Oliver
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Cuddly bears

BEAR
Follow the bear instructions for Florence 

using Sand (shade 1695) as yarn A.

SWEATER
Front
Using yarn D, cast on 36 sts.

;SVO � VS[W �\� VMF�

;SVO �� VS[W WX�WX�

'LERKI XS ]EVR &� WX�WX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS ]EVR )� WX�WX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS ]EVR &� WX�WX���VS[W�

'SRX MR ]EVR ( SRP]�

St-st 2 rows.

Shape armhole

Next row K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

34 sts

Next row Purl.

Rep last 2 rows once. 32 sts

Divide for neck

Next row K2tog, k14, turn. 15 sts

;SVO SR XLMW WMHI ƤVWX�

Next row P2tog, purl to end. 14 sts

Next row K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

12 sts

Next row Purl.

Rep last 2 rows until 2 sts rem.

'EWX SJJ�

Rejoin yarn to rem sts.

Next row K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

14 sts

Next row Purl.

Oliver &
his sweater
You will need
■ King Cole Pricewise DK, 100g in: 

Sand (shade 1695) – A
White (shade 1) – B
Black (shade 48) – C
Surf (shade 143) – D
Sea Green (shade 27) – E

■ 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) knitting needles
■ Toy filling

Measurements
■ About 35cm, 13¾in tall

Tension
■ 27 sts and 36 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st, using 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) needles 

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Top Tip
Give your bears foot pads

by working the first
6 rows of the leg pattern  

in black (yarn C)
The main pieces of the sweater

are worked in stocking stitch

Rep last 2 rows until 2 sts rem.

'EWX�SJJ�

Back
'SQTPIXI NYQTIV FEGO�EW�JSV�JVSRX��SQMXXMRK�

neck shaping.

'EWX�SJJ�VIQ����WXW�

Sleeves (both alike)
Using yarn D, cast on 28 sts.

;SVO � VS[W �\� VMF�

Row 1 -RG MR ƤVWX WX��ORMX�XS�PEWX�WX��MRG�����WXW

Next row Purl.

;SVO �� VS[W WX�WX�

Next row K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.  

28 sts

Next row Purl.

Rep last 2 rows until 14 sts.

Next row K2tog to end. 7 sts

'EWX SJJ TYVP[E]W�

Sew side seams. Sew sleeve seam to

armhole. Sew each side to the front and

back of sweater. Tie in all loose ends.

Neckband
Using yarn D, cast on 75 sts.

Row 1 ;SVO �\� VMF�

Row 2 Rib 36, sl1, k2tog, psso, rib to end. 

73 sts

'EWX SJJ MR VMF�

Pin neckband in place, starting with dec in

centre of V-neck. Sew ends of neckband tog

then sew neckband to back neck, across 

sleeve tops and down V shape.
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Our bears

want you

to join their

party!

Enjoy rough-and-tumble playtime

with a bear in a sporty tank top

Flynn
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Cuddly bears

BEAR
Follow the bear instructions for Florence 

YWMRK�'PIVMGEP��WLEHI����EW�]EVR�%�

TANK TOP
Front & back
Using yarn D, work front and back as for

Oliver's sweater, omitting the stripes. Find

the centre front then, starting about 10 rows

YT JVSQ VMF� JSPPS[ XLI &IEV *EGI 'LEVX XS

Swiss darn the motif. Separate the strands

SJ E PIRKXL SJ ]EVR ' MRXS � ERH YWI SRI XS

work facial details in small straight sts.

Neckband
Using yarn D, cast on 51 sts.

Row 1 ;SVO �\� VMF�

Row 2 Rib 24, sl1, k2tog, psso, rib to end. 

49 sts

Flynn &
his tank top
You will need
■ King Cole Pricewise DK, 100g in: 

Clerical (shade 49) – A
White (shade 1) – B
Black (shade 48) – C
Sea Green (shade 27) – D 
Taupe (shade 37) – E

■ 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) knitting needles
■ Toy filling
■ Tapestry needle

Measurements
■ About 35cm, 13¾in tall

Tension
■ 27 sts and 36 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st, using 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) needles 

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

'EWX SJJ MR VMF�

Pin neckband in place, starting with dec in

centre of V-neck. Sew ends of neckband tog

then sew neckband to back neck, across

sleeve tops and down the V. Tie in all loose 

ends securely.

Sleeve bands (make 2)
Using yarn D, cast on 37 sts.

Row 1 ;SVO �\� VMF�

Row 2 Rib 17, sl1, k2tog, psso, rib to end. 

35 sts

'EWX SJJ MR VMF�

Pin sleeve bands in place, starting with

dec at neck edge. Sew ends of bands tog

then sew to armholes. Tie in all loose ends 

WIGYVIP]�XS�ƤRMWL��

Top Tip
When sewing seams sometimes the fabric can

become misshapen. Fold the piece and pin both
ends together, then pin the seams together coming in
from both ends – this will ensure the edges are more 

even when you come to sew them together

Swiss darn the bear face

to the front of the tank top

Key:

V = yarn E

O = yarn B

 / = yarn C

&IEV�*EGI�'LEVX

V V V V
VV

V
V

V

V
V

V

V V
V

V V

V
V

V

VV

O
O

O
O
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Love Knitting for Baby 
magazine is your complete 

baby and toy collection 

Every issue is packed full with beautiful

and seasonal patterns that little ones and

you will love. Inside are all your favourite

yarn brands including Bergère de France,

Debbie Bliss, Peter Pan, Rico, Sirdar and

more. There are also gorgeous gift ideas

and adorable toys, plus expert advice

and tips for all levels of knitter from 

beginner to expert.

SIMPLY TAP HERE TO 
SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE

TAP 
HERE

 for more 
info

Get Love Knitting for Baby delivered direct to your device

Save when you subscribe to the digital edition
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We love…
We do like to be beside the seaside! This month

we’ve got nautical knitwear on our needles

ROCKPOOL

DMC Natura Cotton
- Aguamarina (shade
25). £3.55 per 50g
(155m) ball.
8S ƤRH E WXSGOMWX

KS XS [[[�HQG

GVIEXMZI�GS�YO SV

GEPP ���� ��� ����

LAGUNE

Stylecraft Classique
Cotton - Azure
(shade 3671). £4 per
50g (92m) ball.
8S ƤRH E WXSGOMWX KS

XS [[[�WX]PIGVEJX�

]EVRW�GS�YO SV GEPP

����� ��� ���

SEASPRAY

King Cole Comfort
3ply - Pale Sky
(shade 264). £3.79
per 100g (616m) ball.
8S ƤRH E WXSGOMWX

ZMWMX [[[�OMRKGSPI�

GSQ SV GEPP

����� ��� ���

3 shades for nautical knits…
Seaside blues and ocean hues

Little star
With Hollywood superstars Ryan Reynolds and

Blake Lively as parents, it’s no surprise that baby

Ines is showing trend-setting signs already. Her

blue-grey knitted all-in-one is casual, comfy and

has stacks of nautical style. Bergère de France’s

onesie from Le Wooling #1 is almost

MHIRXMGEP XS XLMW PMXXPI WXEVPIXŭW SYXƤX�

and it comes with a pair of matching

booties to boot! >MTTIH SRIWMI

ERH FSSXMIW TEXXIVR� e���� JVSQ

[[[�FIVKIVIHIJVERGI�GS�YO

;LEXŭW ]SYV JEZSYVMXI ]EVR JSV [EVQ

[IEXLIV FEF] ORMXW#

% WSJX ��TP] GSXXSR MW TIVJIGX JSV WYQQIV

FEF] ORMXW � -ŭZI IRNS]IH HIWMKRMRK[MXL

6S[ER 7YQQIVPMXI �TP]�

;LEXŭW ]SYV JEZSYVMXI WYQQIV WLEHI#

-XŭW WS HMJƤGYPX XS GLSSWI E WMRKPI GSPSYV �

;LMXI� (YGO )KK� 7XMPP +VI] ERH &PYWLIW EVI

Q] JEZSYVMXI 7YQQIVPMXI �TP] GSPSYVW�

;LEX EVI ]SY ORMXXMRK EX XLI QSQIRX#

% GSPPIGXMSR SJ JYR TMGXYVI ORMX FEF] WSGOW

JSV Q] 0MXXPI 4MGOPI /RMXW GSPPIGXMSR�

(S ]SY TVIJIV GPEWWMG ORMXW SV UYMVO]�

QSHIVR FEF] KEVQIRXW#

XLMROQM\MRK MX YT MW JYR� 8VEHMXMSREP[MXL E

GSRXIQTSVEV] X[MWX� ERH UYMVO] ZMRXEKI�

Hello sailor

8MR]�TMVEXI

Ahoy there me

hearties! Trim

your handknits

(or tie up precious

parcels) with this

swashbuckling

grosgrain and

ric rac ribbon in

sea-inspired colours

from nostalgia

gurus Belle and Boo.

Ribbon, £2 for 
2x2m rolls. Buy 

the pair from www.
belleandboo.com or 
call 0117 924 6382 

with esigner Linda Whaley

Q
with

&AThe Twentieth Little Sublime Book
LEW E HIƤRMXI REYXMGEP JIIP� [MXL
front-buttoning sweaters, sailor
collar jackets and matelot stripes,
plus seaside shades and cables
aplenty, all in the super soft and
strokeable Baby Cashmere Merino
Silk DK – perfect for seaside strolls
and sandcastle building.

The 
Twentieth 
Little 
Sublime  
Book, £7.95. 
For stockists 
go to www.
sublime 
yarns.com 
or call 01924 
369 666

Knitting trends

T
MG

XY
VI

E
PP

ME
R

G
I

�
%
PE

Q
]

7
XS

G
O

4
L

S
XS

Beach 
ready sea 
shades!
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All
wrapped up!

This super-chunky blanket is knitted

in oh-so-soft yarn that you and baby 

will love to snuggle together in

Treat yourlittle one tosomething
special
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Blanket
You will need
■ DROPS Eskimo, 50g in Pastel Blue 

(shade 31) x 8 balls
■ 10mm (UK 000, US 15) circular knitting 

needle (80cm (32in) long)
■ 8mm (UK 0, US -) crochet hook

Measurements
■ 68x85cm (27x33½in)

Tension
■ 9 sts and 12 rows to 10cm (4in) over st-st, 

using 10mm (UK 000, US 15) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Chunky blanket

About this yarn
DROPS Eskimo
100% wool

50m per 50g

,ERH [EWL ERH HV] ƥEX

£1.70, from www.woolwarehouse.co.uk  

or call 0800 505 3300

Pattern stitches
Moss stitch
Row 1 *K1, p1, rep to end.

Row 2 K over p and p over k.

Row 2 sets moss stitch pattern.

BLANKET
Bottom section
With 10mm (UK 000, US 15) circular needle,

cast on 59 sts. Do not join in the round, but

work back and forth on a circular needle. 

Purl 1 row fromWS.

Work moss stitch until work from beg

measures 16cm, 6¼in, ending on a WS row.

Middle section
Next row (RS) 11 moss stitches, 37 st-sts, 

11 moss stitches.

Rep last row until piece from beg measures 

69cm (27in).

Top section
Work moss stitch on all sts until piece 

measures 84cm (33in).

Purl 1 row fromWS.

Cast off loosely.

Crochet border
With 8mm (UK 0, US -) crochet hook, *1dc,

2ch, skip 2 sts, rep from * all round. Finish 

VSYRH�[MXL���WP�WX�MR�ƤVWX�HG��

K
nitted on chunky circular 

needles, this blanket

from DROPS can easily

be completed in a weekend, so

it’s ideal for when you’re short on

time. There are just 59 stitches

in a row and the pattern is super 

easy – blocks of moss stitch and 

a section with stocking stitch

combine into a bold stitch pattern.

Finish with a row of crochet and

you’re done! The yarn comes in 70

shades so you’re spolit for choice

for coordinating with the nursery.

More ideas
The DROPS range of yarns includes

several other super-chunky yarns,

along with patterns to go with them.

Head to www.garnstudio.com to see 

some fabulous choices. 

Top Tip
The easiest way to

remember moss stitch is
to purl the knit sts and 

knit the purl sts

It’s in the detail
The stitches on this blanket are

large, which makes each one clearly

visible. The yarn gives great stitch

HIƤRMXMSR FYX MXŭW MQTSVXERX XS OIIT�

your tension even for a smooth

ƤRMWL� IWTIGMEPP] MR XLI WXSGOMRK

WXMXGL WIGXMSR� -J ]SY EVIRŭX YWIH

to super-chunky yarns, you might

FIRIƤX�JVSQ�TVEGXMWMRK�E�FMX�ƤVWX�
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Striped umper

S
tripes worked in stocking

stitch is usually a pretty

straightforward knit to

tackle but this jumper includes a

delightful Peter Pan-style collar

and button-up neck opening to

add a bit of a challenge. The collar

is made in two parts and stitched

on after the main pieces have

been sewn together, and the neck

opening needs intarsia work. It’s

knitted in a cotton yarn, making

it ideal for parents who prefer to

HVIWW XLIMV OMHW MR REXYVEP ƤFVIW�

About this yarn
Stylecraft Classique Cotton DK
100% composition

92m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£2.49, for stockists call 01924 231 682

or visit www.stylecraft-yarns.co.uk

Cool kid

Top Tip
Stitching up is much 
easier if you block your 
pieces to the correct 
measurements first

Keep little ones comfortable when the weather 

warms up in this snazzy striped jumper, designed by 

Ruth Maddock, knitted in super-cool cotton yarn
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Chunky stripes are 

softened with a curvy,

turned back collar

A cool  
look for 

summer 
casuals
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Striped jumper
You will need
■ Stylecraft Classique Cotton DK, 50g in:

White (shade 3660) x 2 (2: 3: 3) balls – A
Fuchsia (shade 3692) x 2 (2: 3: 3) balls – B
Peppermint (shade 3691) x 2 (2: 3: 3) 
balls – C

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles
■ 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) knitting needles
■ 3 buttons

Tension
■ 22 sts and 28 rows to 10cm (4in) over

st-st, using 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements 0-6 mths 6-12 mths 12-18 mths 18-24 mths

8S ƤX
chest

cm 46 51 53 56

in 18 20 21 22

Actual
measurements

cm 51 56 59 61

in 20 22 23 24

Length to
shoulder

cm 24.5 25.5 31 38

in 9½ 10 12¼ 15

Sleeve length
cm 15 17 19 21

in 6 6¾ 7½ 8¼
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Striped jumper

Pattern stitches
Stripe pattern
Working in st-st throughout, starting with a 

knit row, work as folls:

10 rows in yarn B.

2 rows in yarn A.

�� VS[W MR ]EVR '�

2 rows in yarn A.

These 24 rows form the stripe patt.

STRIPED JUMPER
Back
With 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and yarn

A, cast on 55 (59: 63: 65) sts and work in 

single rib as folls:

Row 1 (RS) K1, *k1, p1, rep from * to last  

2 sts, k2.

Row 2 K1, *p1, k1, rep from * to end.

Rep these 2 rows twice more, inc 4 sts 

evenly across last row worked.  

59 (63: 67: 69) sts

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

work in stripe patt until 36 (36: 48: 60) rows

have been worked, ending with a 12th (12th: 

24th: 12th) patt row.

Shape armhole

'SRX MR WXVMTI TEXX [SVO EW JSPPW�

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX FIK SJ�RI\X���VS[W�  

55 (59: 63: 65) sts

(IG � WX EX IEGL IRH SJ RI\X � VS[W� XLIR

dec 1 st at each end of foll alt row 1 (2: 2: 3) 

times. 49 (51: 55: 55) sts

'SRX MR TEXX YRXMP [SVOQIEWYVIW � ��� �� �

cm, ½ (¾: 1¼: 1½)in from beg of armhole 

shaping, ending with WS row.

Divide for back neck opening

Next row K22 (23: 25: 25) sts in patt, turn.

Next row 'EWX SR � WXW� XLIR�TEXX�EGVSWW�

row. 27 (28: 30: 30) sts

Next row K22 (23: 25: 25) sts in patt, with 

yarn A (p1, k1) twice, k1.

Next row With yarn A, k1, (p1, k1) twice, p22 

(23: 25: 25) sts in patt.

Rep the last 2 rows until 19 rows have been

worked from beg of divide, ending with a RS 

row at neck edge.

Shape right neckline

'SRX MR TEXX EW JSPPW�

Next row 'EWX SJJ � WXW� TYVP XS IRH�

Next row Knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.

Next row 'EWX SJJ � WXW� TYVP XS IRH�

Next row Knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.

Next row P2tog, purl to end.

'EWX SJJ VIQ �� ���� ��� �� WXW�

With RS facing rejoin yarn to rem 27 (28: 30: 

30) sts.

Next row With yarn A k5, k to end in patt.

Next row P22 (23: 25: 25) sts in patt, with 

yarn A (k1, p1) twice, k1.

Next row With yarn A k1, (k1, p1) twice, k22 

(23: 25: 25) sts in patt.

Next row P22 (23: 25: 25) in patt, with yarn 

A (k1, p1) twice, k1.

**Next row With yarn A k1, skpo, yo, k1, p1, 

k22 (23: 25: 25) sts in patt.

Next row P22 (23: 25: 25) in patt, with yarn 

A (k1, p1) twice, k1.

Next row With yarn A k1, (k1, p1) twice, k22 

(23: 25: 25) sts in patt.

Next row P22 (23: 25: 25) in patt, with yarn A 

Top Tip
For a perfect result, take

your time to match the
stripes when joining all

your seams together
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(k1, p1) twice, k1.

Rep last 2 rows once more.

Rep from ** once more.

Next row With yarn A k1, skpo, yo, k1, p1, 

k22 (23: 25: 25) sts in patt.

Next row P22 (23: 25: 25) in patt, with yarn 

A (k1, p1) twice, k1.

Shape left neckline

'SRX MR TEXX EW JSPPW�

Next row 'EWX SJJ � WXW� ORMX XS IRH�

Next row Purl to last 2 sts, p2tog.

Next row 'EWX SJJ � WXW� ORMX XS IRH�

Next row Purl to last 2 sts, p2tog.

Next row K2tog, knit to end.

'EWX�SJJ�VIQ����������������WXW

Front
Work as given for the back until work

measures 6 (6.5: 6.5: 7)cm, 2¼ (2½: 2½: 2¾)

in from beg of armhole shaping, omitting

back neck opening and ending with a WS 

row. 49 (51: 55: 55) sts

Shape neck

Next row /RMX EGVSWW ƤVWX �� ���� ��� ��

sts, cast off centre 3 (3: 5: 5) sts, knit to end. 

Turn and work on this last group of 23 (24: 

25: 25) sts only as folls:

Next row (WS) Purl to last 2 sts, p2tog.

Next row 'EWX SJJ � WXW� ORMX XS IRH�

'SRX MR TEXX ERH HIG � WX EX RIGO IHKI SJ

RI\X � ��� �� � VS[W ERH XLI JSPP � EPX VS[W��

'SRX MR WX�WX SR XLI VIQ �� ���� ��� ��

sts until same number of rows have been 

worked as for back to shoulder. 

'EWX SJJ�

With WS facing rejoin yarn to rem 23 (24: 

25: 25) sts and cont as folls:

Next row (WS) 'EWX SJJ � WXW� TYVP XS IRH�

Next row Knit to last 2 sts, k2tog.

'SRX TEXX ERH HIG � WX EX RIGO IHKI SJ RI\X�

2 (2: 1: 1) rows and the foll 2 alt rows.

'SRX MR WX�WX SR XLI VIQ �� ���� ��� ��

sts until same number of rows have been 

worked as for back to shoulder. 

'EWX�SJJ�

Sleeves (both alike)
With 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and yarn

A, cast on 33 (37: 41: 45) sts and work in 

single rib as folls:

Row 1 (RS) K1, *k1, p1, rep from * to last  

2 sts, k2.

It’s in the detail
Choosing buttons that match the

fuchsia yarn (or the shade you

replace it with if knitting a different

colour scheme) adds to the visual

appeal of the jumper. Use the same 

colour yarn to sew them on for

invisible stitching. Even though

they’re on the back, remember to 

stitch them on securely.

Row 2 K1, *p1, k1, rep from * to end.

Rep these 2 rows twice more, inc 8 sts 

evenly across last row worked.  

41 (45: 49: 53) sts

'LERKI XS �QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW ERH

working in st-st starting with a knit row,

work in stripe patt as given for the back,

starting with a pattern row 1 (19: 1: 19) AND 

inc 1 st at each end of foll 10th row.  

43 (47: 51: 55) sts.

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP �� ���� ��� ��

patt rows have been worked ending with a 

12th (12th: 24th: 12th) patt row.

Shape top of sleeve

'SRX MR TEXX ERH [SVO WLETMRK EW JSPPW�

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX FIK SJ�RI\X���VS[W�  

39 (43: 47: 51) sts

(IG � WX EX IEGL IRH SJ RI\X � VS[W� XLIR

dec 1 st at each end of foll alt row 1 (2: 2: 3) 

times. 33 (35: 39: 41) sts

'SRX SR XLIWI WXW JSV � ��� �� � VS[W�

(IG � WX EX IEGL IRH SJ�RI\X�ERH�JSPP�EPX�VS[��

29 (31: 35: 37) sts

(IG � WX EX IEGL IRH SJ�RI\X���VS[W�  

21 (23: 27: 29) sts

Work single rib for the

sleeve cuffs and hem
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The Peter Pan-style collar

is knitted separately and

attached to the neckline
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Striped jumper

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX FIK�SJ�RI\X���VS[W�  

5 (7: 11: 13) sts

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� � WXW EX FIK SJ�RI\X���VS[W�

'EWX SJJ VIQ �����������WXW�

Fasten off.

'SPPEV
Left side

**With 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and

yarn A, cast on 23 (25: 27: 29) sts and work

in st-st, starting with a knit row, for 2 rows.

Next row (RS) K3, *m1 pwise by lifting loop, 

k1, rep from * to last 3 sts, m1 pwise by 

lifting loop, k3. 41 (45: 49: 53) sts

Next row K1, p2, *k1, p1, rep from * to last 2 

sts p1, k1.**

Next row (RS) K3, k2tog, *p1, k1, rep from * 

to last 2 sts, k2.

Next row K1, p2, *k1, p1 rep from * to last 3 

sts p2, k1.

'LERKI XS � QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW�

Next row K4, (k2tog) twice, *p1, k1, rep from 

* to last 2 sts, k2.

Next row K1, p2, *k1, p1, rep from * to last 5 

sts, p4, k1.

Next row K6, (k2tog) twice, *p1, k1, rep from 

* to last 2 sts, k2.

Next row K2, (k2tog) twice, k2, *p1, k1, rep 

from * to last 2 sts, k2.

Next row K1, p2, *k1, p1, rep from * to last 8 

sts, p7, k1.

Next row K1, p2, *k1, p1, rep from * to last 6 

sts, p5, k1.

Next row K2, cast off 2, k1, *p1, k1, rep from 

* to last 2 sts, k2.

'EWX�SJJ�PSSWIP]�MR�TEXXIVR�

Right side

Work as given for the left side collar from 

** to **.

Next row (RS) K3, *p1, k1, rep from * to last 

6 sts, p1, skpo, k3.

Next row K1, p3, *k1, p1 rep from * to last 2 

sts, p1, k1.

'LERKI XS � QQ �9/ �� 97 � RIIHPIW�

Next row K3, *p1, k1, rep from * to last 9 sts, 

p1, skpo twice, k4.

Next row K1, p5, *k1, p1, rep from * to last 4 

sts, k1, p2, k1.

Next row K3, *p1, k1, rep from * to last 11 

sts, p1, skpo twice, k6.

Next row K1, p7, *k1, p1, rep from * to last 2 

sts p1, k1.

Next row K3, *p1, k1, rep from * to last 8 sts, 

k2, skpo twice, k2.

Next row K1, p5, *k1, p1, rep from * to last 2 

sts, p1, k1.

Next row K3, *p1, k1, rep from * to last 5 sts, 

k1, cast off 2sts, k2.

'EWX�SJJ�PSSWIP]�MR�TEXXIVR��

To make up
Press onWS as per ball band instructions. 

Join shoulder seams, side seams and

sleeve seams using small back stitches.

Place sleeve into armhole and pin into place 

matching pattern. Sew into place using 

small back stitches.

Sew down end of button band.

Place RS of collar (with curved edge at

front) toWS between centre front and

centre back (mid-point of buttonhole band),

oversew into place.Work second side the

same. Sew buttons to correspond with

buttonholes. Sew the gap formed by the 2 

cast-off sts on the collar.

More ideas
Cotton is a great yarn for keeping

cool in warmer weather. Check out

the 30+ shades in Classique Cotton

DK at www.stylecraft-yarns.co.uk.

The yarn is also available as 4-ply.
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Floral stripes
Brighter days call for lighter

knits, and we’re loving

Amanda Jones’ delightful

stripy jumper and beanie,

knitted in pastel brights

Quick and

easy knit

in spring

colours
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Jumper
& beanie
You will need
■ Sirdar Snuggly Baby Bamboo, 50g,

x 1 (1: 1: 2: 2: 2) balls of each in: 

Bobbi Blue (shade 115) – A

Lemonade (shade 116) – B 

Limey (shade 155) – C

Coo (shade 148) – D

■ 4mm (UK 8, US 6) knitting needles

■ 3.5mm (UK 9, US E/4) crochet hook

■ � ƥS[IV�WLETIH FYXXSRW

Measurements
■ ,EX XS ƤX ��� ����� ����� QXLW� LIEH

circumference 30.5 (33: 35.5)cm,  

12 (13: 14)in

Tension
■ �� WXW ERH �� VS[W XS ��GQ ��MR SZIV

WX�WX� YWMRK �QQ �9/ ���97 ��RIIHPIW

Abbreviations
■ XXV�XSK� [SVO � XVMTPI XVIFPIW XSKIXLIV

■ *SV�WXERHEVH�EFFVIZMEXMSRW�WII�TEKI���

�� LO V E K N IT T I N G

Jumper & beanie

About this yarn
Sirdar Snuggly Baby Bamboo
80% bamboo, 20% wool  

95m per 50g

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£3.95, for stockists call 01924 231 682 or 

visit www.sirdar.co.uk.

Pattern stitches
Stripe pattern
/IITMRK XS XLI�GSPSYV�WIUYIRGI�%��&��'��(�EX�

all times:

Work four 2-row stripes.

Work one 4-row stripe.

8LIWI ƤZI VS[W WIX�WXVMTI�TEXX�

JUMPER
Back
With 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and yarn A, 

cast on 50 (54: 58: 64: 69: 76) sts.

Beg with a knit row, work in st-st 

throughout.

Work striped patt until work from beg

measures 14 (15: 16: 18: 20: 24)cm, 5½

(6: 6¼: 7: 7¾: 9½)in, ending on a WS row.

Armhole shaping

Next row (RS) 'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� �� � WXW EX

the beg of the next 2 rows. 46 (50: 52: 58: 

61: 68) sts

Then dec 1 st at each end of the next  

� VS[W� �� ���� ��� ��� ��� �� WXW

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP XLI EVQLSPI

QIEWYVIW � ���� ��� ��� ��� ��GQ� �~ ��� ��

4: 4¼: 4¼)in from beg, ending on a RS row.

Neck shaping

Next row (WS) Purl across 9 (10: 11: 12: 12:

�� WXW� GEWX SJJ XLI GIRXVI �� �������������

��� �� WXW� XLIR TYVP XS�IRH�

Work 4 rows more.

'EWX SJJ�

With RS facing, rejoin yarn and work 2 rows.

'EWX SJJ SV PIEZI SR E WTEVI RIIHPI�XS�KVEJX�

to the front right shoulder later.

Front
Work as for the back until the neck shaping, 

ending on a RS row.

Front neck and shoulder fastening

Next row (WS) Purl across 9 (10: 11: 12: 12: 

P
astel shades are just

perfect for spring as

they match the delicate 

WLEHIW SJ FPSSQMRK ƥS[IVW�

The colours in this stripy jumper

and beanie duo make it an ideal

SYXƤX�JSV�VSQTMRK�EFSYX�SYXHSSVW�

and exploring the new life that’s

popping up all around. The yarn,

spun from supersoft bamboo, is

machine washable, so intrepid

explorers can scout around to

their heart’s content without fear 

SJ�QIWWMRK�YT�XLIMV�SYXƤX�

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements
���

mths

���

mths

����

mths

�����

mths

�����

mths

����]VW

8S ƤX
chest

cm 44 47 51 56 61 68

in 17¼ 18½ 20 22 24 26¾

Actual chest
measurements

cm 48 51 55 60 65 72

in 18¾ 20 21½ ��~ 25½ 28¼

Length to
shoulder

cm 24 26 27 29 �� ��

in 9½ 10¼ 10¾ 11½ 12½ 14¼

Sleeve length
cm 14.5 15 16 16.5 18 19

in 5¾ 6 6¼ 6½ 7 7½
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Jumper & beanie

�� WXW XLIR GEWX SJJ XLI GIRXVI�������������

��� ��� �� WXW� TYVP�XS�IRH�

Work 2 rows.

Next row (buttonholes) /� ��� �� �� �� �� ]SR�

O�XSK� O� ��� �� �� �� �� ]SR��O�����������������

Work 2 rows more.

'EWX SJJ�

With RS facing, rejoin yarn and work 2 rows.

'EWX�SJJ�SV�KVEJX�XS�XLI�FEGO�WLSYPHIV�

Sleeves (both alike)
With 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and yarn A, 

GEWX SR �� ���� ��� ��� ��� �� WXW�

;SVO MR WXVMTIH TEXX EW JSV XLI FEGO %2(

AT THE SAME TIME inc 1 st at each end of 

the 4th (4th: 4th: 10th: 10th: 10th) rows until 

there are 46 (48: 50: 50: 54: 56) sts.

'SRX [MXLSYX WLETMRK YRXMP XLI WPIIZI

measures 14.5 (15: 16: 16.5: 18: 19)cm,

5¾ (6: 6¼: 6¾: 7: 7½)in from beg, ending  

on a WS row.

Shape sleeve head

'EWX SJJ � ��� �� �� �� � WXW EX XLI FIK SJ XLI

next 2 rows then dec 1 st at each end of the 

RI\X � VS[W�

'EWX�SJJ�VIQ������������������������WXW�

To make up
Join right shoulder (if not grafted already).

Overlap the front left shoulder seams and

catch stitch the sleeve end. Sew 2 buttons

onto back shoulder opposite buttonholes.

Join the side and sleeve seams, being 

careful to match the stripes.

Sew in the sleeve, matching the centre of 

the sleeve to the shoulder seam.

Neck edging

;MXL ���QQ �9/ �� 97 )�� GVSGLIX LSSO

and the colour of the last row of the centre

neck, work 1 row of dc around the neck.

Flower
9WMRK ���QQ �9/ �� 97 )�� GVSGLIX LSSO

and yarn B, make a foundation ring of 5ch 

and join with sl st.

Round 1 1ch (counts as 1dc), 11dc into ring, 

WP WX XS ƤVWX HG�

Round 2 Join yarn A, *4ch, ttr2tog into next

dc, 5ch, sl st into next dc, rep from * until 

you have worked 5 petals.

7I[ � ƥS[IV SRXS XLI JVSRX SJ XLI NYQTIV

(the other 2 are for the hat) and sew a 

FYXXSR MR XLI GIRXVI SJ XLI�ƥS[IV�

BEANIE HAT
With 4mm (UK 8, US 6) needles and yarn A,

cast on 75 (80: 85) sts loosely.

;SVO������������VS[W�SJ�WXVMTI�TEXX�

Shape crown

Next row /�� ���� ��� WP�� O�� TWWS� �O��

(14: 15), sl1, k1, psso, rep from * to last st, 

k1. 70 (75: 80) sts

Purl one row.

Next row /�� ���� ��� WP�� O�� TWWS� �O��

���� ��� WP�� O�� TWWS��VIT�JVSQ���XS�PEWX�WX��

k1. 65 (70:75) sts

Purl one row.

'SRX XS HIG IZIV] SXLIV�VS[�MR�XLMW�[E]�YRXMP�

�� WXW VIQEMR�

Purl one row.

K2tog across row. 15 sts

Break yarn and thread through rem sts.

Join back seam being careful to match 

stripes. Roll brim up. 

Flowers (make 2)
1EOI � ƥS[IVW JSPPS[MRK MRWXVYGXMSRW JSV

NYQTIV ƥS[IV� SRI YWMRK ]EVR & JSV XLI

GIRXVI ERH ]EVR ( JSV XLI TIXEPW� XLI

SXLIV YWMRK =EVR '�JSV�XLI�GIRXVI��]EVR %  

for the petals.

7I[ SRI ƥS[IV XS XLI XST�SJ�XLI�GVS[R�ERH�

another on the side. 

It’s in the detail
-J ]SY TVIJIV XS ORMX ƥS[IVW� LIVIŭW

a pretty alternative, made in moss

stitch: Loosely cast on 34 sts and

knit 5 rows. Next row: K2tog across

the row (17 sts). Next 2 rows: K2tog

across the row to last st, K1 (9 sts,

then 5 sts). Cut yarn, leaving a long

tail. Thread the tail through these

sts, secure and sew the side seam. 

Simple steps  Graft with Kitchener stitch

Step 1

With wrong sides facing and the

needles held together, insert the

sewing needle into the first stitch

on the front needle as if to knit.

Slip this stitch off the needle. 

21
Step 2

Insert the sewing needle into the

next stitch on the front needle as

if to purl, but leave the stitch on

the needle. Pull the yarn through 

this stitch. 

3 4

Step 3

Insert sewing needle as if to purl

into the first stitch on the back

needle and slip the stitch off. Go

into the next stitch on the back

needle as if to knit, pull yarn 

through the stitch. 

Step 4

Repeat the 3 steps across the

shoulder seam, fasten off when

you get to the end of the row.
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Q&A   

Meet some of our knitting experts…

Joanna
Benner
has helped many

people learn to

knit, and is ready to

share her know-how

Lucy Whyld
is Love Knitting’s

editor and has all the

very latest yarn and

baby garment trends

EX LIV ƤRKIVXMTW

Angela
Turner
has designed many

of the baby patterns

and toys featured

in Love Knitting

Sarah 
Heys
has a degree in

Knitwear Design

and is here to solve

your yarn tangles

Ask the experts
We invite a top team of knitting experts to answer your problems.   

Send your questions to us at love.knitting@immediate.co.uk

I-CORD INTRIGUE

Qhas an i-cord tie for under

the chin. I’ve tried following the 

pattern but all it says is: knit

3½in of i-cord over 4 sts. I can’t

seem to get the hang of knitti

one. How do you do it?

Eileen Jones, Glasgow

ASarah says: An i-cord is a

tube knitted in the roundA
with double pointed needles. I

might help you when knitting

XS XLMRO SJ MX EW E ƥEX TMIGI

of knitting, with a strand that

crosses the back and pulls the

two sides together. To start,

knit your 4 stitches as normal

from the left needle to the righ

then slide the stitches along the

needle to the other end.Without

turning the needle, place it in

your left hand. The yarn will be

coming from the right-hand side SAYING THANKS

QMy sister is a really good

knitter and loves making

colourful patterned clothes for

my little girl. I’d like to get her a 

present to say thank you. Could 

you recommend something?

Susie Taylor, Dublin

ALucy says: You can buy

quite a few yarn rings in

craft shops, which would be a 

you’re struggling with stitch

markers you could use a length

of different coloured yarn

threaded around the needle. Or

did you know you can buy extra

small stitch markers? I’ve found

these mini Clover StitchMarker

Triangles which would be small

enough for your project. They’re

available from Loop London -

www.loopknittingshop.com 

(ref 3148) for £4.75.

along the back of your knitting.

Begin knitting as normal and

repeat the steps again until

your yarn measures the 3½in

WTIGMƤIH MR ]SYV TEXXIVR� - LSTI

this helps with your i-cord!

MARKING STS

QI’m knitting a hat for my

sister’s premature baby. It

says to use stitch markers but

it’s only to hold two stitches

so the markers are too big and

keep getting in the way. How

else can I separate the stitches? 

Louise Tarrier, Newcastle

AJoanna says: It is important

to use stitch markers soA
you know where you are in the

pattern while decreasing. If 

Make an i-cord

using two DPNs

Special gifts for special

knitters (yarn rings,

It’s Vera,Etsy)

n t

ing

a 

t 

e 

ht,

he

this helps with your i cord! 

Lightweight markers

are ideal for little knits
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Stash solution

AJoanna says: You need a

darning needle to sew up

your knitting. The names can be

confusing as there are so many

different types of sewing needles.

It needs a big hole to thread the

yarn through, and it also needs

to have a blunt point as a sharp

point is no good for sewing yarn.

FANCY YARN

QPlease could you

recommend a fancy yarn

to knit a cardigan for my two

gorgeous gift for a knitter who

loves patterned knitting. Since

this is a special present to say

thank you, we thought this

handcrafted yarn ring would

be perfect. It can thread two

strands of yarn at the same time

so it will be good for your sister’s

colourful knitting style. We hope

she likes it! Knitting ring, £20

from www.itsvera.ca

SPORTY BOYS

QI was looking at yarn to buy

in my local knitting shop

and saw a really nice one that

said it was ‘sport weight’. What

does this mean? I want it to knit

a cardigan for my little boy.

Claire Pewett, Liverpool

AAngela says: Sport

weight yarn is another

GPEWWMƤGEXMSR SJ ]EVR PMOI

ƤRKIVMRK SV FYPO]� 7TSVX [IMKLX

yarn is slightly thinner than DK.

When knitted with 3.25mm

knitting needles you would have

23-26 stitches per cm. It’s a

good yarn for baby clothes, so

if you’ve found a sport weight

yarn you like, it would

be perfect to knit a

cardigan for your

little boy this spring.

60TH TREAT

QIt’s my 60th

birthday this

year and I’d like to

treat myself to some 

new knitting needles

QI sometimes feel like my

stash is getting out of

control and as I’m due to give

birth in a couple of months

I have told myself I need to

have a spring clear out and

organise it all. Then I’ll have

more space to buy baby yarn!

What do you think is the best

way to organise all this yarn?

Hayley Skipper, Lincoln

AAngela says: It’s a good

idea to keep your stash

organised by weight, so why

not have storage baskets for

thin, medium and bulky yarns

so that when you’re looking

for a yarn for a project that

asks for a particular weight of

yarn you know where to look.

Good old IKEA has some great

storage options, depending

on how much space you

have. If you’d like your yarn

on display try this Jassa

basket, £15 from IKEA

(www.ikea.co.uk or instore).

as I’m always knitting for my

two little grandsons. Can you

recommend some?

Pat Fuller, Falmouth

ASarah says: One of my

absolute favourite knitting

needles is KnitPro Dreamz as

they’re so easy to knit with.

The polished wood surface

lets stitches move really easily

and they’re also nice and light.

Since it’s your 60th birthday,

I’ve found this extra special set

with eight colourful pairs of

needles ranging from 3.5mm

to 8mm, perfect for knitting for

your grandsons. KnitPro Dreamz

single pointed needle set, 30cm

is £61 from HobbyCraft (www.

hobbycraft.co.uk or instore).

SEW & SEW

QI need to buy a needle for

sewing items together, but

I’m confused by all the options.

Can you please tell me what I

should be looking for?

Chloe Ford, via email

daughters? We’re going to a

summer wedding in a couple

of months and I would like to

make them something special.

Tilly Walton, Bournemouth

AJoanna says: What a

lovely idea! I’d recommend

Sublime’s new Baby Cashmere

Merino Silk DK Prints, which

is available in a range of six

pretty summery shades. It’s an

elegant yarn and it knits into a 

soft and lovely fabric, making it

perfect for a wedding cardigan.

Yarn, £5.90 per 50g ball, visit

www.sublimeyarns.com for 

stockist information.

Debbie Bliss Baby

Cashmerino is a

lightweight DK

A basket is a fun way to

display colourful yarns

Knit with the

best tools for

perfect results

Sublime Baby Cashmere

Merino Silk DK is a perfect

yarn for summer knits

KnitPro’s Dreamz are

a dream to knit with!

ElmeKamel.ir
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Layette set

L
ayettes are an age-old gift

for babies and this set is

a contemporary version

of a classic. It’s a simpler design

than traditional layettes, which are

often lacy. The pieces are mainly

stocking stitch with garter stitch

trimming, and the contrasting

edges add a bold and bright

HIXEMP� *ERG] FYXXSRW ƤRMWL SJJ XLI

PSSO JSV E ZIV] WX]PMWL SYXƤX� -XŭW

worked in a yarn that gives great

WXMXGL HIƤRMXMSR ũ [LEXŭW QSVI� MXŭW

machine washable too.

About this yarn
Sublime Baby Cashmere Merino
Silk DK
��	 I\XVE ƤRIQIVMRS� ��	 WMPO� �	 GEWLQIVI

���Q TIV ��K

1EGLMRI [EWL EX ��¢'

£5.83, for stockists call 01924 369 666

or visit www.sublimeyarns.com

Lovely layette

Fashion  for budding 
trend 

setters!

Top Tip
Use a strand of main 

colour yarn to attach the 
buttons – and remember 

to sew them securely

Val Pierce LEW�HIWMKRIH�E�FIEYXMJYP�SYXƤX�JSV�FEFMIW�

to look smart in. It’s a perfect project to make  

as a special gift for a special family

ElmeKamel.ir
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Combining stocking and

 garter stitches gives this

 layette set extra interest

Bold,  
contrasting 

colours for little 
fashionistas!

ElmeKamel.ir
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Layette set
You will need

■ Sublime Baby Cashmere Merino  
Silk DK, 50g in:
Elkin (shade 337) x 5 (5:6) balls – A
Rubber Duckie (shade 559) x 1 ball – B

■ 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) knitting needles
■ 8 buttons

Measurements

■ Booties: 9 (10.5: 12)cm, 3½ (4:4¾)in
■ Bonnet: overhead cheek to cheek 28.25

(30: 31.5)cm, 11 (11¾: 12½)in; length to 
crown 16 (18: 20)cm, 6¼ (7: 7¾)in

Tension

■ 24 sts and 32 rows to 10cm (4in) over
patt, using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles

Abbreviations

■ For standard abbreviations see page 87

Sizing guide

Sizes & measurements 0-3 mths 6-9 mths 12-18 mths

Jacket
8S ƤX GLIWX

cm ���� 44 48

in 16 17½ 19

Actual

measurements

cm 43.5 47 ����

in 17 18½ 19¾

Length to

shoulder

cm �� �� ����

in 8¼ 8½ 9¼

Sleeve length

cm 5 6 7

in � �~ ��

Nappy cover
8S�ƤX�[EMWX

cm ���� 44 48

in 16 17½ 19

Actual waist

cm 43 46.5 ����

in 17 18¼ 19

Waist to

mid-crotch

cm ���� �� ��

in 8 9½ 11½
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Layette set

JACKET
Back

Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

yarn B, cast on 53 (57: 63) sts.

Knit 3 rows garter stitch (g-st).

'LERKI XS ]EVR % ERH [SVO � VS[W K�WX�

;SVO MR WX�WX YRXMP [SVOQIEWYVIW �� ����

14.5)cm, 4¾ (5: 5¾)in, ending on a purl row.

Shape armholes

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX FIK�SJ�RI\X���VS[W�

47 (51: 57) sts

Next row (RS) /�� O�XSKXFP� ORMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��

O�XSK� O�� �� ���� �� WXW

Next row (WS) /�� T�XSK� TYVP XS�PEWX���WXW��

T�XSKXFP� O�� �� ���� �� WXW

6ITIEX PEWX � VS[W���������XMQI�QSVI�

43 (47: 49) sts

Next row (RS) /�� O�XSKXFP� ORMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��

O�XSK� O�� �� ���� �� WXW

Next row /�� TYVP XS PEWX � WXW� O��

6IT PEWX � VS[W YRXMP XLIVI EVI������������

sts, ending with aWS row.

Leave sts on holder for back neck.

Sleeves (both alike)

Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

yarn B, cast on 45 (47: 51) sts.

Knit 3 rows.

'LERKI XS ]EVR�%�

Knit 4 rows.

'LERKI XS WX�WX ERH GSRXMRYI YRXMP [SVO�

QIEWYVIW��������GQ������~����MR�

Shape armholes

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX FIK�SJ�RI\X���VS[W�

39 (41: 45) sts

Next row (RS) /�� O�XSKXFP� ORMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��

O�XSK� O�� �� ���� �� WXW

Next row /�� TYVP �XSK� TYVP XS PEWX���WXW��

T�XSKXFP� O�� �� ���� �� WXW

6ITIEX PEWX � VS[W���������XMQIW�QSVI�

31 (37: 37) sts

Next row (RS)�/���O�XSKXFP��ORMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��

O�XSK� O��

Next row /�� TYVP XS PEWX � WXW� O��

6ITIEX PEWX � VS[W YRXMP XLIVI EVI���������

sts, ending with aWS row.

Leave sts on a stitch holder.

Left front

Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

]EVR &� GEWX SR �����������WXW�

Knit 3 rows.

'LERKI XS ]EVR % ERH ORMX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS WX�WX ERH [SVO XSQEXGL FEGO XS�

armhole shaping, ending on a WS row.

Shape armholes

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX FIK�SJ�RI\X�VS[�

�� ���� �� WXW

Next row (WS) 4YVP XS PEWX � WX� O��

Next row (RS) /���O�XSK��ORMX�XS�IRH�  

�� ���� �� WXW

Next row 4�� T�XSK��TYVP�XS�PEWX���WXW��O��  

�����������WXW

Top Tip
Make sure all your yarn is

from the same dye lot by
checking the ball bands

ElmeKamel.ir
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Layette set

Next row (RS) /���O�XSK��ORMX�XS�IRH�

�� ���� �� WXW

Next row 4YVP XS PEWX � WXW� O��

6IT PEWX � VS[W YRXMP XLIVI EVI������������

sts, ending on a WS row.

Shape neck

Next row (RS) /�� O�XSK� [SVO XS�IRH��

'EWX SJJ WXMXGLIW� &VIEO ]EVR�

Dec 1 st at neck edge on next 4 rows AND

AT THE SAME TIME cont to dec at armhole 

IHKI SR IZIV] 67 VS[ EW WIX YRXMP���WXW�

remain, ending on aWS row.

Next row (RS)�/�XSK�ERH�JEWXIR�SJJ�

Right front
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

]EVR &� GEWX SR �����������WXW�

Knit 3 rows.

'LERKI XS ]EVR % ERH ORMX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS WX�WX ERH [SVO XS QEXGL FEGO XS�

EVQLSPI�WLETMRK��ƤRMWLMRK�SR�E�67�VS[�

Shape armholes

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX FIK�SJ�RI\X�VS[�

�� ���� �� WXW

Next row (WS)�/���T�XS�IRH�

Next row (RS) /RMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��O�XSK��O���

�� ���� �� WXW

Next row /�� T�XSK��TYVP�XS�IRH�

�� ���� �� WXW

6IT PEWX � VS[W YRXMP XLIVI�EVI����WXW��

ending on aWS row.

Next row (RS) /RMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��O�XSK��O���

�� ���� �� WXW

Next row /�� TYVP XS IRH�

6IT PEWX � VS[W YRXMP XLIVI EVI������������

sts, ending with a WS row.

Shape neck

'EWX SJJ � WXW� [SVO�XS�PEWX���WXW��O�XSKXFP��O���

�� ���� �� WXW

Dec 1 st at neck edge on next 4 rows AND

AT THE SAME TIME cont to dec at armhole 

IHKI SR IZIV] 67 VS[ EW WIX YRXMP ��WXW�

remain, ending with aWS row.

Next row /�XSK ERH JEWXIR�SJJ��

Join raglan seams.

Right front edging

Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and

yarn A, with RS facing, beg at lower edge,

TMGO YT ERH ORMX������������WXW�IZIRP]�EPSRK�

the edge.

Work knit 3 rows.

'LERKI XS ]EVR�]EVR�&��ERH�ORMX���VS[W��

'EWX�SJJ�

Left front edging

Work to match right front edging but begin 

at top edge when picking up stitches.

Neck edge

Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and

]EVR %� TMGO YT ERH ORMX �� ���� �� WXW JVSQ�

right front neck, 7 (9: 9) sts from sleeve,

17 (19: 19) sts from back, 7 (9: 9) sts from 

WPIIZI� �� ���� ���WXW�JVSQ�PIJX�JVSRX�

73 (83: 87) sts

Next row Knit.

Next row /��� O�XSK� O�� O�XSKXFP [SVO�XS�

PEWX �� WXW� O�XSKXFP��O���O�XSK��O���

69 (79: 83) sts

Next row Knit.

Next row /��� O�XSK� O�� O�XSKXFP� [SVO XS

�� WXW� O�XSKXFP� O���O�XSK��O��������������WXW

Next row Knit.

'LERKI XS ]EVR &�

Next row /��� O�XSK� O�� O�XSKXFP� [SVO XS

���WXW��O�XSKXFP��O���O�XSK��O��������������WXW�

It’s in the detail
The diagonal stitch pattern of

the raglan sleeves is made by the

decreased stitches at the ends of

the rows of all the main pieces.

Each diagonal row is a straight line,

making it easy to sew the pieces

together and end up with smooth,

ƥEX WIEQW XLEX EHH E WX]PMWL HIWMKR

JIEXYVI�XS�]SYV�ƤRMWLIH�KEVQIRX�

Next row Knit.

'EWX�SJJ�

&YXXSR PSSTW �QEOI �
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

]EVR ]EVR &� GEWX�SR����WXW��

'EWX SJJ�

Sew raglan seams.

To make up
Join side and sleeve seams, matching

colour edging. Sew button loops onto right

front edge using photo for placement. Sew

buttons on to correspond with button loops. 

Weave in ends.

NAPPY COVER
Pattern note
The nappy cover is worked in one piece 

beginning at top of front.

Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

]EVR &� GEWX SR �����������WXW�

Knit 3 rows.

'LERKI XS ]EVR %�

Next row (RS) K7, *k1tbl, p1, rep from * to 

last 7sts, k7.

Repeat last row 3 times more.

Next row (buttonhole row) (RS) K3, yfwd,

O�XSK� O�� VMF XS�PEWX���WXW��O���]J[H��O�XSK��

knit to end.

Next row K7, rib to last 7 sts, k7.

Repeat last row 4 times more.

**Next row Knit to end.

Next row K7, purl to last 7 sts, k7.

6ITIEX PEWX � VS[W � ��� �� XMQIW QSVI�

Next row (buttonhole row) RS K3, yfwd,

O�XSK� O�� ORMX XS�PEWX���WXW��O���]J[H��O�XSK��

knit to end.

Next row (WS) K7, purl to last 7 sts, k7.** 

Repeat from ** to ** once more.

Next row Knit.

Next row K7, purl to last 7 sts, k7. 

6IT�PEWX���VS[W�SRGI�QSVI�

Shape legs

'EWX SJJ � WXW EX XLI FIKMRRMRK�SJ�RI\X  

� VS[W� �� ���� �� WXW

Next row (RS) /�� O�XSK� ORMX XS�PEWX���WXW��

O�XSKXFP� O�� �� ���� �� WXW

Next row (WS) /�� O�XSK XFP� TYVP XS�PEWX  

� WXW� T�XSK� O�� �� ���� �� WXW

6ITIEX PEWX���VS[W�YRXMP�]SY�LEZI���������

���WXW�
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Layette set

Next row /�� O�XSK� ORMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��O�XSK��

O� �� ���� �� WXW

Next row /�� TYVP XS PEWX � WXW� O��

6IT PEWX � VS[W YRXMP ]SY LEZI������������

sts, ending with aWS row.

Work 14 (16: 18) rows as folls:

Row 1 Knit.

Row 2�/���TYVP�XS�PEWX���WXW��O��

Increase for leg shaping

Next row /�� OJF� ORMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��OJF��O���

�� ���� �� WXW

Next row /�� TYVP XS PEWX � WXW� O��

6IT PEWX � VS[W�YRXMP�]SY�LEZI���

���� �� WXW�

Next row /�� OJF� ORMX�XS�PEWX���WXW��OJF��O���

�� ���� �� WXW

Next row /�� MRG MR RI\X WX� TYVP XS PEWX���WXW��

-RG MR RI\X WX� O�� �� ���� �� WXW

6IT PEWX � VS[W YRXMP ]SY LEZI������������

sts, ending on a purl row.

'EWX SR � WXW EX FIKMRRMRK�SJ�RI\X���VS[W��

�� ���� �� WXW

Next row (RS) Knit.

Next row (WS) K7, purl to last 7 sts, k7.

6IT PEWX � VS[W �� ���� �� XMQIW QSVI�

Next row (RS) K7, *k1 tbl, p1, rep from * to 

last 7 sts, k7.

Rep last row 9 times more.

'LERKI XS ]EVR�&�ERH�ORMX���VS[W��

'EWX�SJJ�

8S ƤRMWL
Weave in ends and sew on buttons to 

correspond with buttonholes.

BONNET
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

]EVR &� GEWX SR �����������WXW�

Knit 3 rows.

'LERKI XS ]EVR % ERH ORMX � VS[W�

'LERKI XS WX�WX ERH K�WX�FSVHIV�EW�JSPPW��

Row 1 (RS) Knit.

Row 2 (WS) K5, purl to last 5 sts, k5. Rep

XLI PEWX � VS[W YRXMP TMIGIQIEWYVIW �� ����

14)cm, 4 (4¾: 5½)in ending on a purl row.

Size 0-3 mths only

-RG���WXW�IZIRP]�EGVSWW�PEWX�VS[�����WXW

Size 12-18 mths only

(IG���WXW�IZIRP]�EGVSWW�PEWX�VS[�����WXW

Shape crown

All worked in g-st.

Row 1 (RS) �/����WOTS��VIT�JVSQ���EGVSWW�

row. 66 sts

Row 2 and alt foll rows Knit.

Row 3 *K9, skpo, rep from * across row,

�� WXW

Row 5 *K8, skpo, rep from * across row.

54 sts

Row 7 *K7, skpo, rep from * across row.  

48 sts

Row 9 *K6, skpo, rep from * across row.  

�� WXW

Row 11 *K5, skpo, rep from * across row.  

36 sts

Row 13 *K4, skpo, rep from * across row.  

�� WXW

Row 15 *K3, skpo, rep from * across row.  

�� WXW

Row 17 �/���WOTS��VIT�JVSQ���EGVSWW�VS[�  

18 sts

Row 19 *K1, skpo, rep from * across row.  

�� WXW

Row 20 /�XSK EGVSWW VS[� � WXW

Break yarn and run through sts on needle, 

draw up and fasten off.

8MIW �QEOI �
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

]EVR &� GEWX SR �� WXW JEMVP] PSSWIP]��

Knit 1 row and cast off loosely.

Sew back seam on g-st shaping on the back 

of the bonnet.

Sew a tie to each side of the bonnet.

BOOTIES
Foot (both alike)
Using 3.75mm (UK 9, US 5) needles and 

=EVR %� GEWX SR������������WXW�

Knit 1 row.

Next row (RS) /�� Q�� O�� ���� ��� Q�� O���

Q�� O�� ���� ��� Q�� O�� �� ���� �� WXW

Next row & foll alt rows (WS) Knit.

Next row /�� Q�� O�� ���� ��� Q�� O�� Q���

O�� ���� ��� Q�� O�� �� ���� �� WXW

Next row /�� Q�� O�� ���� ��� Q�� O�� Q���

O�� ���� ��� Q�� O�� �� ���� �� WXW

Next row /�� Q�� O�� ���� ��� Q�� O�� Q���

O�� ���� ��� Q�� O��������������WXW

Next row Knit.

/RMX �� VS[W QSVI�

'LERKI XS ]EVR & ERH ORMX � VS[W�

Break yarn B, and continue in yarn A.

Shape foot

Next row /RMX �� ���� ���XYVR�

Next row K9, turn.

Next row /�� O�XSK�XYVR�

Next row /�� O�XSKXFP� XYVR�

6IT XLI PEWX � VS[W � ��� � XMQIW� 8YVR�

Next row K9, knit sts on left-hand needle.

Next row Knit across all stitches.

/RMX � VS[W�

Work 19 rows in (k1tbl, p1) rib.

'LERKI XS ]EVR & ERH�ORMX���VS[W�

'EWX�SJJ�PSSWIP]�

To make up
Join seams neatly, reversing the seam on 

the ribbed top for turnover cuff. 

More ideas
The yarn also comes in pretty printed

pastel brights, so for a completely

different look, you could knit a snazzy

striped version of this layette set. See

the shades at www.sublimeyarns.com

Add buttons that match

your contrast yarn for

a coordinated look
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Bunny hop
Babies love to explore their feet and

with these cute critters on their tootsies, 

there’s extra reason to gaze!

Keep toes

toasty with

natural

ƤFVIW
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Booties
You will need
■ DROPS Baby Merino, 50g in Light Yellow 

(shade 03) x 1 ball

■ DROPS Kid Silk, 25g in Off White  

(shade 01) x 1 ball

■ Small amount of light pink and grey 4-ply

■ 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) double-pointed 

knitting needles

■ 2.5mm (UK 12, US C/2) crochet hook

■ Tapestry needle

Sizes
■ 8S ƤX ��� QXLW ���� QXLW� ����� QXLW�

� ]VW� ��� ]VW� JSSX PIRKXLW ETTVS\ ��

���� ��� ��� ��GQ� ����}�������~���}MR

Tension
■ 22 sts and 45 rows to 10cm (4in) over

g-st, using 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) needles

with 1 strand each of yarn held together

Abbreviations
■ For standard abbreviations see page 87
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Rabbit booties

About these yarns
DROPS Baby Merino
100% wool; 175m per 50g; machine wash  

EX���¢'� £2.80

DROPS Kid Silk
75% mohair, 25%silk; 200m per 25g;  

,ERH [EWL EX ��¢'� £4.60

Both available from www.woolwarehouse.

co.uk or call 0800 505 3300

BOOTIES
Pattern note
Booties are worked with 1 strand of

Baby Merino and 1 strand of Kid Silk  

held together.

Leg
With 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) double-pointed

needles, cast on 40 (40: 44: 44: 48) sts with

1 strand Baby Merino and 1 strand Kid Silk

held together and join together to work in 

the round. 

Round 1 Knit.

Round 2 *K2, p2, rep from * to end.

Round 2 sets 2x2 rib.

'SRX MR �\� VMF YRXMP[SVO JVSQ FIKQIEWYVIW�

6 (7: 7: 8: 8)cm, 2¼ (2¾: 2¾: 3: 3)in.

Next round Knit, AT THE SAME TIME dec 4

sts evenly around. 36 (36: 40: 40: 44) sts 

Foot upper
/IIT XLI ƤVWX �� ���� ��� ����� WXW SR E

needle and slip remaining 26: (26: 28: 28: 

32) sts on a stitch holder.

Working back and forth, work 18 (20: 22: 26: 

28) rows in garter stitch (g-st).

Foot sole
Pick up 1 st in every other row each side

of upper piece (9 (10: 11: 13: 14) sts each

side) and slip sts from stitch holder back on 

needle. 54 (56: 62: 66: 72) sts

Work g-st in the round for 8 (10: 12: 14: 16)

rounds, AT THE SAME TIME dec 2 sts mid-

front by k2tog twice on the middle 4 sts of the 

2nd and 6th rounds. 50 (52: 58: 62: 68) sts

'EWX SJJ EPP WXW I\GITX�XLI��������������������

sts mid front.

Working back and forth, cont in g-st until

work from beg measures 8 (9: 10: 12: 15)

cm, 3 (3½: 4: 4¾: 6)in.

'EWX SJJ ERH WI[ WSPI XS XLI FSSXMI��IHKI�XS�

edge to avoid a chunky seam. 

Ears (make 2 per bootie)
Work the ears back and forth on  

two double-pointed needles.

With two 3mm (UK 11, US 2/3) double-

pointed needles, cast on 8 sts with

1 strand Baby Merino and 1 strand Kid Silk 

held together.

Work 16 rows g-st.

Next row K2tog across the row.

'YX XLI XLVIEH� TYPP MX XLVSYKL VIQEMRMRK

4 sts and tighten together. Fold the ear

double in the knitting direction and use

thread to sew the ear together, edge to edge 

(i.e. g-st towards g-st). 

D
elicate toes like to

feel cosy and warm

and they’ll feel just

that in these gorgeous booties 

by DROPS decorated with

irresistible bunny features.

Made from a combination of 

wool, mohair and silk yarns they’ll

feel soft against the skin.Worked 

in garter stitch and ribbing,

XLI]ŭVI ƤRMWLIH [MXL GVSGLIX ERH�

a few stitches of embroidery.

What a wonderful gift for a new 

arrival or a playful toddler.

Top Tip
To avoid getting in a

tangle, keep each of the
balls of yarn separate from

each other as you work

ElmeKamel.ir
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Rabbit booties

'VSGLIX IHKI
Work along top of leg ribbing.

;MXL ���QQ �9/ ��� 97 '�� GVSGLIX LSSO

ERH PMKLX TMRO ]EVR� �HG MR ƤVWX WX� ��GL� �XV

MR XLI ƤVWX GL �QEOIW E TMGSX� WO � WX� �HG MR

next st, rep from * to end. Finish round with 

��WP�WX�MR�ƤVWX�HG�

To make up
Sew ears to the top of foot. Fold each ear

double towards the side and sew 2 sts to

keep it in place. Embroider a nose with light

pink and eyes and whiskers with grey.  

More ideas
DROPS has a fabulous range of yarns

for making baby garments, toys and

accessories. Have a look at www.

garnstudio.com for inspiration and

patterns you can download for free.

It’s in the detail
Embroider the facial features using

satin stitch. Satin stitch is a straight 

stitch worked closely together

side by side to form a block. Work

the nose horizontal to the toe end

and the eyes at an angle. Longer

stitches either side of the nose,

spaced apart and fanned out, make 

the rabbit’s whiskers. 

If you have a pet
bunny in your home,
it would be lovely to

match the yarn
colour to its fur

ElmeKamel.ir
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Knitting basics

Make a slip knot Start all knitting projects with this easy knot

Twist the yarn into a loop, and

form a second loop of yarn to pull

XLVSYKL XLI ƤVWX SRI� EW WLS[R�

Twist the yarn into a loop and 8MKLXIR XLI ƤVWX PSST MRXS E ORSX

EVSYRH XLI WIGSRH� 8LMW [MPP RS[

FI ]SYV ƤVWX GEWX�SR WXMXGL�

8MKLXIR XLI ƤVWX PSST MRXS E ORSX

Cast on – two needle method Use this for a strong, hardwearing edge

Insert the left needle tip through

the front of this new loop, dropping

MX SJJ XLI VMKLX RIIHPI�

Insert the left needle tip through 6ITIEX WXITW ��� EW RIIHIH�

forming new stitches from the

XST WXMXGL SR XLI PIJX RIIHPI�

6ITIEX WXITW � � EW RIIHIHWith the slip knot on your left

needle, insert the right needle

JVSQ JVSRX XS FEGO SJ XLI PSST�

With the slip knot on your left Wrap the ball end of the yarn

anticlockwise around the right

RIIHPI� 4YPP XLMW XLVSYKL XLI PSST�

Wrap the ball end of the yarn

Never knitted before? 
*SPPS[�SYV�WXIT�F]�WXIT�
diagrams and instructions 
XS�KIX�WXEVXIH��-XŭW�IEWMIV�
than you think!

Cast off ;LEX XS HS [LIR ]SYŭZI VIEGLIH XLI IRH

8S FIKMR� ORMX SRP] XLI ƤVWX X[S

WXMXGLIW MR XLI GEWX�SJJ VS[�

8S FIKMR ORMX SRP] XLI ƤVWX X[S 4YWL XLI PIJX RIIHPI XLVSYKL XLI

ƤVWX WXMXGL� 0MJX MX SZIV XLI WIGSRH

stitch and off the right needle

4YWL XLI PIJX RIIHPI XLVSYKL XLI With one stitch now on the right

needle, knit another stitch and

VITIEX WXIT � XS XLI IRH SJ XLI VS[�

With one stitch now on the right 'YX XLI ]EVR PIEZMRK E ��GQ ��MR

tail, and pull the tail through the

ƤREP GEWX SJJ WXMXGL�

'YX XLI ]EVR PIEZMRK E ��GQ ��MR

Wrap the ball end of the yarn

ERXMGPSGO[MWI EVSYRH XLI RIIHPI�

4YWL XLI RIIHPI XLVSYKL XLI PSST�

Wrap the ball end of the yarn Slide the loop off your thumb and

XMKLXIR FSXL IRHW� 6ITIEX WXITW

��� JSV IEGL WXMXGL�

Slide the loop off your thumb andMake a slipknot with a long tail

SJ ���J GQ ��MR TIV WXMXGL XLEX XLI

TEXXIVR EWOW ]SY XS GEWX SR��

Make a slipknot with a long tail Loop the tail end of the yarn

around your left thumb, and slide

XLI RIIHPI XMT MRXS XLMW PSST�

Loop the tail end of the yarn

Cast on – thumb method 9WI XLMW JSV ER I\XVE�WXVIXGL] IHKI

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2
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3

4
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Knitting basics

Standard abbreviations

0 = no stitches

alt = alternate

approx = approximately

beg ! FIKMR�RMRK

cb = cable back

CC = contrast colour

cf = cable forward

ch = chain

cn = cable needle

co = cast on

cont = continue

dc = double crochet

dec ! HIGVIEWI �MRK �F]

working two stitches together

DPNs ! HSYFPI�TSMRXIH RIIHPIW
foll = following

g-st = garter stitch

inc ! MRGVIEWI �MRK

k = knit

kfb = knit into front and back

of stitch

kwise = knitwise

ktog = knit together

k2tog = knit 2 sts together

k(1)tbl ! ORMX �� MRXS FEGO PSST
LH = left hand

LT = left twist

m1 = make one stitch by picking

up the loop lying between the

stitch just worked and the

next stitch and working into 

the back of it

MB = make bobble

MC = main colour

MS or m-st = moss stitch

P1 = work into the stitch

directly below the one at the

tip of the left needle, and drop

the stitch on the needle off  

as usual

patt = pattern

patt2tog = work 2 st together 

in pattern

p = purl

Knit 0IEVR XLI FEWMG WXMXGL XLEX IZIV]SRI PSZIW

Insert the right needle into the left

RIIHPIŭW XST WXMXGL� JVSQ JVSRX XS

FEGO� [MXL XLI ]EVR EX XLI FEGO�

Insert the right needle into the left Hold the yarn around the right index

ƤRKIV ERH [VET MX ERXMGPSGO[MWI

EVSYRH XLI VMKLX RIIHPI�

Hold the yarn around the right index

Using the right needle, pull this

new loop of yarn through the

WXMXGL SR XLI PIJX RIIHPI�

Using the right needle pull this Ease the stitch off the left needle,

keeping the new stitch on the right

RIIHPI� 6ITIEX XLIWI WXITW�

Ease the stitch off the left needle

Purl A knit stitch on the other side

Insert the right needle into the

JVSRX SJ XLI PIJX RIIHPIŭW XST WXMXGL��

[MXL XLI ]EVR EX XLI JVSRX�

Insert the right needle into the ;MXL ]SYV VMKLX MRHI\ ƤRKIV� [VET

the yarn anticlockwise around the

XST SJ XLI VMKLX RIIHPI�

;MXL ]SYV VMKLX MRHI\ ƤRKIV [VET

Using the right needle, pull this

new loop of yarn back through

XLI JVSRX SJ XLI WXMXGL�

Using the right needle pull this Ease the stitch off the left needle,

keeping the new stitch on the right

RIIHPI��6ITIEX XLIWI WXITW�

Ease the stitch off the left needle

p2tog = purl 2 sts together 

�� WXMXGL HIGVIEWIH

p3tog ! TYVP � WXW XSKIXLIV
�� WXMXGLIW HIGVIEWIH

pfb = purl into front and  

back of stitch

PM = place marker

psso = pass slipped  

WXMXGL SZIV
pwise = purlwise

rem ! VIQEMR �MRK

rep or rept ! VITIEX �MRK

rev ! VIZIVWI
rev st-st ! VIZIVWI WXSGOMRK
stitch

rnd(s) ! VSYRH�W �SR E
GMVGYPEV RIIHPI�(42W

RS = right side

skpo = slip 1, knit 1, pass

WPMTTIH WXMXGL SZIV
sl = slip

sl st = slip stitch

sm = stitch marker

sppo = slip 1, purl 1, pass

WPMTTIH WXMXGL SZIV
ssk = slip 2 stitches one at a

time, knit 2 slipped stitches

XSKIXLIV �� WXMXGL HIGVIEWIH

sssk ! WPMT � WXMXGLIW SRI EX
E XMQI� ORMX � WPMTTIH WXMXGLIW
XSKIXLIV �X[S WXMXGLIW
HIGVIEWIH

st(s) ! WXMXGL�IW

st-st = stocking stitch

tbl = through back of loop

tog = together

tr = treble crochet

WS = wrong side

wyib = with yarn at back

wyif = with yarn in front

ybk = yarn to the back

yf or yfwd = yarn forward

yo or yon ! ]EVR SZIV RIIHPI
yrn = yarn round needle

14 2mm 0

13 2.25mm 1

– 2.5mm –

12 2.75mm 2

11 3mm –

10 3.25mm 3

– 3.5mm 4

 9 3.75mm 5

8 4mm 6

7 4.5mm 7

6 5mm 8

5 5.5mm 9

4 6mm 10

3 6.5mm 10½

2 7mm –

 1 7.5mm –

0 8mm 11

00 9mm 13

000 10mm 15

– 12mm 17

– 15mm 19

– 20mm 36

 – 25mm 50

UK METRIC US UK METRIC US UK METRIC US
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-J ]SYŭZI RSX XVMIH GVSGLIX FIJSVI� PIEVR XLI FEWMG
WXMXGLIW [MXL SYV WXIT�F]�WXIT KYMHI XLIR YWI MX XS
add pretty edging or motifs to your knitted projects
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Crochet basics

1, 2 & 3-ply /RMX SR � � ���QQ RIIHPIW� 9WI JSV HIPMGEXI PEGI ORMXXMRK ERH

FEF] KEVQIRXW��+SSH JSV WSGOW ERH KPSZIW�

4-ply /RMX SR � � �QQ RIIHPIW� +VIEX JSV FEF] GPSXLIW��LIEZMIV WSGOW ERH

PMKLX[IMKLXPMKLX[IMKLX XSTWXSTW�

Double knitting (DK)bl k i i ( ) /RMX/ M SR ��� � ���QQ RIIHPIWHP � 9WYEPP]PP HSYFPIH FP XLIL [IMKLXM L

SJ ��TP]T ]� XLMW MW XLI QSWX [MHIP]] YWIH [IMKLXK ��7YMXEFPI JSV QSWX KEVQIRXWK ERH

UYMGO XS ORMX YT�

Chunky /RMX SR ��� � �QQ RIIHPIW� %WWSGMEXIH [MXL SYXHSSV [IEV ERH [MRXIV

NNYQTIVW� IEXKVIEX JSVJSV SZIVWM^IHSZIVWM^IH KEVQIRXWKEVQIRXW��

Super chunky /RMX SR � � ��QQ RIIHPIWHP � %% KVIEXX [IMKLXM LX JSVJ FIKMRRIVWFIKMRRIVW� EWEW MXMX

TVSHYGIW UYMGO VIWYPXW� H+SSH JJSV J RMWLMRKWJYVRMWLMRKW�

Big /RMX SR � � ��QQ RIIHPIW� 4IVJIGX JSV I]I�GEXGLMRKX LM WGEVZIWW ERHERH GSEXWGSEXW� EWEW

[IPP EW GSW] GYWLMSRW ERH XLVS[W�

Aran Knit SR � � ���QQ RIIHPIW� 3VMKMREPP] GVIEXIH JSV ƤWLIVQIRŭW NYQTIVW�

9WI [LIR (/ MWRŭX LIEZ]] IRSYKLK � ERH GLYRO]] MW XSS FYPO]]� 4IVJIGX JSV SYXHSSV

SV [EVQ GPSXLMRK�

UK METRIC US

Hook sizes

How to crochet

Foundation chain Like casting on, this is the basis for your crochet pproject

With the yarn still under the hook,

bring the hook through the slip knot

XS GVIEXI E RI[ PSST�

Lengthen the chain bin by repeating

WXITW ���� GVIEXMRK E RI[[ GGLEMR

WXMXGL [MXL IEGL VITIEX�

To start, make a slip knot around 

]SYV GVSGLIX LSSO�

Bring the yarn around the hook

from the back to the front and

GEXGL XLI ]EVR [MXL XLI LSSO�

'EVV] XLI ]EVR SZIV XLI LSSO EKEMR��

and draw this through both loops

SR ]SYV GVSGLIX LSSO�

Double crochet A basic stitch that creates a dense fabric

Yarn weights

There are lots of different weights of yarn to choose from, so read

our handy guide to picking the right yarn for your project, from 

HIPMGEXI PEGI[IMKLX XS FPEROIXW ERH GLYRO] FMK ORMXW���

Insert your hook into the loop of  

the next stitch and carry the yarn

SZIV XLI LSSO�

&VMRK XLI ]EVR XLVSYKL XLI WXMXGL�

=SY [MPP RS[ LEZI X[S PSSTW SR

]SYV GVSGLIX LSSO�

14 2mm B/1

13 2.25mm –

12 2.5mm C/2

11 3mm –

10 3.25mm D/3

9 3.5mm E/4

8 4mm G/6

7 4.5mm 7

6 5mm H/8

5 5.5mm I/9

4 6mm J/10

3 6.5mm K/10½

2 7mm –

0 8mm –

00 9mm –

000 10mm –

1

1

2

2

3

3

4
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Amanda Jones
www.ravelry.com/

designers/amanda-jones 

Angela Turner
www.angelaturner

designs.etsy.com

Ann Franklin
www.ravelry.com/

designers/ann-franklin

Bergère de France 
www.bergerede 

france.co.uk

CICO Books
www.rylandpeters.com

Debbie Bliss
www.debbiebliss 

online.com 

Immediate Media is a company dedicated to producing the very best consumer specialist

magazines. Magazines are edited and designed to inform our readers, enhance their lives 

and give them the best value for money possible.

© Immediate Media Ltd 2017

We take great care to ensure all elements of Love Knitting for Baby are accurate.

However, we accept no liability for any misprints or mistakes that appear in this magazine.

Love Knitting is published by:

Immediate Media Limited, 2nd Floor, Tower House,

Fairfax Street, Bristol BS1 3BN 

Tel: 0117 927 9009

Fax: 0117 934 9008

Designer Yarns
www.designeryarns.uk.com

01535 664 222

DROPS
www.garnstudio.com

Fiona Goble
[[[�ƤSREKSFPI�GSQ

James C Brett
www.jamescbrett.co.uk

01274 565 959

King Cole
www.kingcole.com 

01756 703 670

Peter Pan
www.tbramsden.co.uk 

01943 872 264

Meet the team…

Editor Lucy Whyld

Acting Art Editor Seth Singh

GroupPublisher Kerry Lawrence

Editor-in-Chief Debora Bradley

Managing Director Andy Marshall

'LMIJ )\IGYXMZI 3JƤGIV Tom Bureau

Brand Sales Executive Rachael Hawkins

Production Director Sarah Powell

Junior Production Coordinator SarahGreenhalgh

Subscriptions Director Jacky Perales-Morris

Direct Sales Manager Kevin Slaughter

Reprographics Tony Hunt, Chris Sutch, Rob Fletcher
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Distribution Frontline
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A special thank you to our contributors
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Cecilia Forfitt, Ann Franklin, Fiona Goble, Sarah Heys, 
Amanda Jones, Sue Jones, Sophie Jordan,
Ruth Maddock, Val Pierce, Angela Turner 

Pattern checker
Joanna Benner

For pattern help
patternhelp@immediate.co.uk

Order hotline and customer enquiries
To order a single copy of Love Knitting for Baby
or any of our wonderful craft magazines,
please call the order hotline on 0844 844 0388

Join us on Facebook
Become a fan of our Love Knitting Facebook
page and show us your latest creations. Find us
at www.facebook.com/loveknittingmagazine

Copyright guidelines
Unauthorised reproduction of this magazine, in whole or part,
is prohibited without written permission of the publisher. This
magazine is not to be resold, lent or hired out for more than  
the recommended retail price or in part.

7EJIX] ƤVWX
Always attach embellishments securely, including buttons
and loose threads. Use a high-quality stuffing for toys and
consider stitching features such as eyes in the same yarn 
you’re knitting in.

Immediate Media is working to ensure that all its paper is
sourced from well-managed forests. This magazine can be
recycled, for use in newspapers and packaging.Please remove
any gifts, samples or wrapping and dispose of it at your local 
collection point.

We abide by IPSO’s rules and regulations. To give feedback
about our magazines, please visit immediate.co.uk, email
editorialcomplaints@immediate.co.uk
or write to the Editor, Lucy Whyld at the address below.

Readicut
www.readicut.co.uk

0116 713 759

Rico Design
www.rico-design.co.uk

Ruth Maddock
www.ravelry.com/

designers/ruth-maddock 

Sirdar
www.sirdar.co.uk                   

01924 231 682

Sublime
www.sublimeyarns.com

01924 369 666

Val Pierce
www.ravelry.com/

designers/val-pierce

Wool Warehouse
www.woolwarehouse.co.uk  

0800 505 3300

Shopping guide
Buy yarn and pattern books from this issue,
plus take a look at our designers’ websites
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And ƤREPP]ŷ

The last word
;I LEH E GSW] GLEX [MXL 7YI 7XVEXJSVH� [LSWI

GYXI GVMXXIVW EVI EHSVIH XLI [SVPH SZIVŷ

What do you love about knitting for babies?

8LIVI EVI WS QER] GYXI TEXXIVRW EVSYRH -ŭQ

WTSMPX JSV GLSMGI� 3J GSYVWI� - YWYEPP] EHH E

WQEPP ORMXXIH XS] XS EGGSQTER] XLI KEVQIRX�

What are your favourite yarns for baby knits?

- PMOI YWMRK E WYTIV[EWLQIVMRS ũ ]SY KIX

EPP XLI FIRIƤXW SJ E TYVI [SSP FYX GER WXMPP

QEGLMRI [EWL ]SYV ƤRMWLIH KEVQIRXW�

1MPPEQME LEW E KVIEX VERKI SJ GSPSYVW MR FSXL

WTSVX[IMKLX ERH EVER� - EPWS PSZI XS YWI ER]

GSXXSR ]EVR��WYGL EW (IFFMI &PMWW 'SXXSR (/�

What trends do you see in baby knits?

- XLMRO FEF] ORMXW EVIQSVI JEWLMSREFPI XLER

IZIV� -ŭZI WIIR VIEPP] GYXI TEXXIVRW JSV GEFPIW

ERH LYKI TSQ�TSQW� NYWX PMOI XLIMVQYQW

QMKLX LEZI� 'SPSYV MW IZIV][LIVI XSS ũ MXŭW

PSZIP] XS WII E FEF] MR WSQIXLMRK FVMKLX�

Tell us about your latest book

Knit Me, Dress Me, Love Me MW E GSPPIGXMSR SJ

WIZIR HMJJIVIRX ORMXXIH ERMQEPW� IEGL[MXL

XLIMV S[R Ŭ1MRM�1Iŭ� 8LIVI MW EPWS E JYPP ORMXXIH

[EVHVSFI[LMGL ƤXW EPP XLI ERMQEPW ERH

WSQI WI[R GPSXLIW XSS��8LI TVSNIGX WXEVXIH

[LIR - QEHI VEFFMXW MR WI[R

HVIWWIW ERH WLSIW JSVQ]

HEYKLXIVW ERH RMIGIW E JI[

]IEVW EKS� -X KVI[ JVSQ XLIVI�

What are you working on  

at the moment?

-ŭQ [SVOMRK SR E GSPPIGXMSR SJ

GEVHMKER TEXXIVRW XS FI VIEH] JSV TYFPMGEXMSR

MR XLI EYXYQR� -X [MPP MRGPYHI WM^MRK JVSQ WM\

QSRXLW XS <0 EHYPX ũ XLI HIWMKRW [MPP [SVO

VIEPP] [IPP EGVSWW EPP XLI EKIW� 8LIVI MW EPWS

WSQIXLMRK IPWI MR XLI TMTIPMRI XS KS [MXL

XLIQ FYX XLEXŭW E WIGVIX EX XLMW WXEKI�

What’s your proudest knitting achievement?

;LIR - PSSO FEGO EX LS[ JEV -ŭZI GSQI WMRGI

- STIRIH Q] WLST �� ]IEVW EKS� - GER LEVHP]

FIPMIZI MX� - GPSWIH Q] WLST MR .ERYEV]�

[LMGL [EW E ZIV] LEVH XLMRK XS HS FYX XLIVI

EVI SRP] WS QER] LSYVW MR XLI HE]� - VIGIRXP]

I\LMFMXIH EX )HMRFYVKL =EVR *IWXMZEP ERH [EW

FIWMHIQ]WIPJ [LIR - KSX XLI IQEMP XIPPMRK

QI -ŭH KSX MR� 8S FI I\LMFMXMRK EPSRKWMHI XVYP]

KVIEX HIWMKRIVW� ORMXXIVW ERH MRHITIRHIRX

]EVR GSQTERMIW [EW WYGL ER LSRSYV�

When did you start designing?

- ƤVWX WXEVXIH F] ŬQEOMRK YTŭ TEXXIVRW XS LIPT

WIPP ]EVRW MR Q] WLST� - LEH WSQI PSZIP] KVI]

WSJX FSYGPɯ ��TP] [LMGL - QEHI YT MRXS OMXW

JSV X[S PMXXPI ORMXXIH QSYWMIW ERH WSPH SYX EX

XLI ƤVWX WLS[ - XSSO XLIQ XS� &IJSVI - ORI[

MX - [EW GLSSWMRK ]EVRW JSV XLI WLST XLEX -

GSYPH WII [SYPH [SVO [IPP EW E HIWMKR�

What’s your favourite of your own designs?

-XŭW SJXIR XLI SRI -ŭZI NYWX GSQTPIXIH� QE]FI

FIGEYWI MXŭW JVIWL MR Q] QMRH FYX - HS PSZI

XLIQSROI] JVSQ Knit Me, Dress Me, Love

Me ũ LI NYWX LEW WYGL E GLIIO] PSSO ERH -

GER MQEKMRI LMQ KIXXMRK YT XS QMWGLMIJ�

Find out more about 
Sue’s designs at 
www.suestratford.
co.uk. Knit Me, Dress 

Me, Love Me is 
published by Search 
Press at £12.99, and 

available from all good bookshops. Or 
call 01892 510 850 quoting SP8843 
to purchase a copy at the special 
price of £11.99 including free p&p. 
For more information on Sue’s books, 
please visit www.searchpress.com

W

mouse and
characters
r new book

m

 

Have you ever had any knitting disasters?

3J GSYVWI� LEZIRŭX [I EPP� 1] FMKKIWX [EW E

NYQTIV - QEHI YWMRK GSXXSR MRWXIEH SJ [SSP

ERH RSX GLIGOMRKQ] XIRWMSR� - IRHIH YT

[MXL E HVIWW [MXL I\XVIQIP] PSRK WPIIZIW�

What advice do you have for new knitters?

-XŭW IEW] XS FI MRXMQMHEXIH WS FVIEO TEXXIVRW

HS[R ERH PSSO EX IEGL TEVX MRHMZMHYEPP]�

%PWS� =SY8YFI LEW QER] ZMHISW WLS[MRK

LS[ XS [SVO XIGLRMUYIW� /RMXXMRK MW WYGL E

ZMWYEP XLMRK ERH [EXGLMRK E ZMHIS GER QEOI

IZIV]XLMRK E PSX GPIEVIV�

Sue Stratford (above) isS
famous for her cute knittedf
creatures and has writtenc
seven knitting bookssseven knitting bookssseven knitting books s
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GET THE NEXT  
ISSUE DELIVERED  
TO YOU FOR FREE!*

PRE-ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!
CALL 0844 844 0388 and quote ‘Love Knitting July 2017’

ONLINE www.buysubscriptions.com/LKFB38
Lines open weekdays 8am to 8pm and Saturday 9am to 1pm. Overseas please call +44 (0) 1795 414 676 

*Free delivery available on UK orders only. EUR price £6.99, ROW price £7.99. All prices include p&p.

In the next issue...
Our July issue is full of great ideas
for summer makes. Get ready for
balmy weather fun with our gorgeous
patterns – from a nautical jumper and
party shrug to a stripy blanket and a
smart pinafore and beret set. Plus,
there’s a special collection of knits for
prem babies and so much more!

At just £4.99 this  
issue includes:
■ Super summer baby knits 
■ Gorgeous cuddly toys
■ Brilliant gift ideas
■ Patterns for all skill levels

Contents subject to changeContents subject to change

The July issue is on  

sale 7th June but you  

can pre-order your copy  

today with FREE UK delivery!

Image: Bergère de FranceImage: Bergère de France

Only£4.99including p&p

SIZES 

FROM

BIRTH TO
3 YEARS
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info@vanessabeedesigns.co.uk | 017687 71447

45cm x 30cm x 19cm
3 handy internal pockets

Magnetic press stud fastening
2 external pockets – great for patterns

Wipe-clean lining on the inside
th sides

25cm x 20cm x 14cm
3 handy internal pockets

2 external pockets
Wipe-clean lining on the inside

“Just One More Row” design on both sides

40cm x 30cm x 19cm
3 handy internal pockets

Magnetic press stud fastening
2 external pockets – great for patterns

Wipe-clean lining on the inside
“Knit One, Purl One” design on both sides
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